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FREFAC~

The primary aim of this study is to explore the social
'

structures of' the Greek ethnic minority in South Africa, and
the process of assimilation and integration o:f this minority
within this particular society.
The study is divided into f'our chapters, each having

its own importance.
In the first chapte]'.' there is a synoptic picture of'
the different stages of Greek emigration abroacl_, the analysis
of the push fact ors and causes o1"' this phenomenon., and its
c onsequ.ence s 1"'or the Greek economy and society.

The second chapter deals with the historical background
of the Greek immigrants in the country, with the ma:l.n focus
on the educational and occupational mobility of the younger
generations as well as the intragenerational mobility among
Greek innnigrants of all periods.
Chapter Three deals with the process of assimilation
and absorption of Greek innnigrants of

EL11

generations into

South African society (focus~ng_mainly on the integration of
the yow1ger generations of South African born Greeks), and
the, consequences of this absorption at all levelsc

This

chapter deals with the socialisation process talcing place

j_n

the South African school which is a major socialisation factor;

and the contradictory functions of the South African

school an.d the Greek family, environment, and the Greek
Orthodox Church, functioning as contra-factors towards the
structural assimilation of the younger Greek generations in
the country.

/

I

)
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Finally, the last chapter dGals with the class composition o:f the Greek immig-rants in South Ai'rica, with the
main focus

o~

their present economic position and their

ideological and political attit1.ideso

The increasing pheno-

menon of the alienation 0I'. the Greek middle-class immig:cants
in the country is also dealt with in this cha.pter.
In order to complete the study o:f the Greek ethnic
minority in South Africa 1 three appendices have been included.,

The first concerns the organisations aims and functions

of the organic Greek unities in the country (ioeo, the Greek
organic communities)"

The second depicts the present situ-

ation o:f the Greek press in South Africa.

The third appendix

presents the detailed socio-economic distribution of the
respondents of all generations, as well as their educational
qualifications.

This will help the reader .to have a, clearer

picture of social mobility (educational and occupational)
amongst the Greek innnigrants which originally appeared in
Tables

31, 32, 33 and 34 in Chapter

Twoc ·

The problem of immigration does not constitute an
isolated national phenomenon of several countries.

It is

the result of the general problem of underd.evelopment, Khich
could be understood only after an an.alysis of the politicoecononic and socio-political structures of those cowl.tries
in which the underdevelopment is not only the result of
thei~ internal characteristics or the political,

historical,

social and economic connection, but is related to the historical dependence of those countries on the developed industrial countries, and their place in the international
division of labour.
Irrunigration is the result of' the socio-economic structures which predominate in a specific country in a specific
period of time.
Immigration is not simply ml. isolated problem of
labour export from one country t'o another, but is also the
result of the economic and demographic evolution of the
recipient country.

It is a reasonable fact that the most

popular countries for the immigrant before and after the
Second World War were the technologically-economically developed countries and it can be said that the continua.l and
increasing number of immigrants is the result of the structural changes in.the European area and the increasing

ten~

dency of competition bet·ween West Germany, The United States
of· America, and Japan.
The immigration phenomenon in Europe after the ,second
World War, although having its particular terms of function,
lies ur1der t.be same mechanisms wh.icb determined the inuuigration tendency from the start of the.Industrial "Revolution

/

I

in tbe

eighte<~nth

century to the present day.

The nature,

causes and results of Greek emigration to the United

States~

Canada and Australia., :from the ,beginn:i-ng of' the twentieth
century, does not

~i:ff'er

essentially rrom the emigration

which took place after the Second World War in the European
area, or the emigrati.on phenomena to other continents such
as Africa or Asia.
The main effort of the researcher of this social
phenomenon must start and finish ·with the important ques-·
tions and problems which are connected directly with the
social, economic, political and cultural ef'f'ect s of' the
immigration for both the country of origin and the colUltry
of reception.
The questions posed by these problems are, briefly:
(a)

Wbat are the push factors,

the 6auses of inwigra-

tion and how can we set them in order (primary,
secondary, tertiary) ?

'·

(b)

In which social categories, social strata, and
'
social
classes do the immigrants mainly belong ?

(c)

What are the probJ_ems and difficulties (social,
economic, cultural) which face the immigrants in
the countries of reception ?

(d)

What is the role, the social status ano. the
mobility of the immigrants in the socio-economic
life of the recipient country ?

(e)

What are the results of immigration for the
country of origin and the' host country, as well
as the conclusions, ta.ken from the ana.lysis and
the research experience, :for the immigrants'
future ?

This research is, of course, concerned with Greek immigrants living in a particular society
African society

the South

but, in the :first chapter, the social

phenomenon of Greek emigration and the causes which perpetuate this, have been researched.
The social structures of the Greek community in South

/

J
Africa should be examined. in rel a ti on to the who.le sod.al
structure o:f South African society.

The structure o:f the

Greek communfty constitu.tes a microstructure in the whole
South African social structure and on.ly i.f' interpreted in
this way could :it be concluded that the results and conclusions of the research come near to the historical and
scientific truth.

'·

,

1

I

j

I
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SAMPLE DES l@L AND TECHN_J:g_u:ss

This research was originally approached with very
little l<:.nowledge of South African Hellenism.
was,

howl~ver,

social life.

The researcher

f'amil:Lar with Greek customs, cul tu.re and
Difficulties concerning the nature of the re-

search first arose when it was realised that only two books
existed on the Greeks in South Africa; one' of them had been
written in a journalistic style in 1923, and the other was
of an academic nature.

'·
The ultimate purpose in prepar:Lne; the survey was to
draw a random sample of one hundred and :fifty Greeks.

An

effort was thus made to collect information on the Greek
population in South Africa.

Letters were sent to the Greek

authorities and communities, asking for details (characteristics) of the Greek population in South Africa.

T~e

letters

included the following questions:

(a)

How many Gre.eks live in your town7

(If you can, give

specific number; if not, approximate nwnber).
(b)

How many "pure" Greek :families live in your town, and
how many

tt

mixed"?

{iii.eaning huw many families with

boi~h

spouses of Greek origin, or one of foreign origiri7c.
(c)

How many of the Greeks living in your towT1 are members
of the Greek comrmu1i ty? [rlleaning the organic cu.l tural
and administrative body of the Greek§?.

(d)

Are there· other Greek organic unities in your town?
(cultural, religious, etcc)

(e)

If yes, name them.

What is the occupation.al distribution of' the Greeks in
your town?

(Tf you cannot

proximate numbers)o

specify~

please give ap-

/

(f)

How many of' them are ~:outh African c.Ltizcns?

(g)

Is there a Greek school :fL;nctioninc; in you:c town?

If'

yes, since when?
(h)

How many Greek children attend the Greek School?
(Please specify).

(i)

How many classes (standards) exist in yom:· school?

( j)

How many b.ours does it :fu...J.ction every week?

(k)

What are the qualifications of the schoolteachers?
(Please specify).

' l
( .LI

What are the subjects taught?

(Please specify)~

At the same time, in the two largest Greek communities
in the country (namely, Johannesburg and Cape Town), the
fir.st contacts were made ·with the Archbishops and the Greek
communities.

Letters were posted to the larger Greek-ow11.ed

companies in Johannesburg and Cape Town and contacts were
made with thefil concerning the nature -Of their businesses,
their an.'1.ual turnovers and profits, and the nwnbers of Greek
'.

·workers and white-collar persorm.e.l working for them.
Four hundred Greek names and addresses we:re obtained
from the Greek Consulate and the Greek conmmnity of Cape
Town and nearly six hundred and fifty names and addresses
:t:rom the Greek community of Johannesburg.

In trying to con-

tact the .individuals both in Johannesburg and Cape Town,

the

researcher found that nearly three-quarters of the addresses
were out of date due to the fact that the archives of the
Consulate in Cape Town containeci no new names .:;ince tbe. mid-·
sixties because of the indifference of the Greeks to appear
there.

In Johannesburg, two-thirds of the one hundred and

sixty Greeks had been registered members of this community
up "to 1966 or 1968 without paying their annual subscription
and in the meantime had changed their residential address.
So, .in the first place, not only was it impossible to have a
~l~J;:

picture of the geographiee.1.. distribution o:f the Greek

population :i.n tbese towns, but

.j_ t

was impossible to have any

picture at all.
Before fina.Lly deciding on a technique :for selection
of' the sample, telephone directories were consulted as a

6
possible sampling f'rame.

There were diff..icul ties arising

from this becauso ( i) m;::.ny o:f tl:i,e Greeks appearing in the
directories had chang'3d their residential address;

(ii) most

of those approached personally .in their homt. s or through
telephone contacts did not wish to participate in the research; and (iii) _the distance between willing participants
and the researcher caused a problem because of' lack o:f
transport and :financeo
It is weLlknown that, in broad terms, there are two
classes of selection techniques:
(a)

those that are independent of the particular set-up of
the population in the serise that the selection can be
made in advance by a means that is essentia.lly a selection of certain places or positions oat of all the
possible places an individual may occupy, and

(b)

those that depend to some extent on individual characteristics of the persons in the population

,_

or

at

least some sorting of individuals as they are actually
assigned to or fall into their places in the set-·up
(Stephan and McCarthy, 1958).
It is also recognised that for the sample to be accurate, it
- should be in some terffis representative of a specific population.

In the process of the survey designing, it was felt

that the abovementioned difficulties were a barrier that
corild not be overcome by using established probability
sampling techniques, e.g., simple random sampling, cluster
sampling, or stratified random sampling.
The major difficulties in using probability sampling
are...._ again summarised:
(a)

the

non~-availability

of official statistics concerning

the status, occupation, residential distribution,
income, age distribution and sex categories o:f the
Greek immigrants;
(b)

the distance _separating the Greek immigrants in the
two South Af'rican tmrns with the largest Greek population (Cape Town and .Johannesburg);

(c)

the dif.f'iculties arising from the reJ'usal of many
prospective respondents to participate in the survey;

7
and

( d)

the re~ searcher ts lack of f'i::1anc ial backing.

This 3-atter point,which .is probably the most

important~

meant that the researcher was not able to employ other

qua.Ii~

fied researchers: or even undergraduate studentss with the
/

resu..lt that al_1. the interviews were conducted by himself.
The second step was to plan a survey technique 1vhich
could help the researcher expJ.ore his hypotheses 5 usinc the
data available for this purposeo

This data mainly concerned

the occupatior1a.l categories c:f the Greek immigrants in South
Africa.

Calculating the existing data (reports of Greek

'communities and statistical figures appeared in the research) 9
the occupational division of the Greek imn1igrants in the
country is approximately:
Shqpkeepers
Independent artisans
Productive technicians 10%
Professionals
White-collar workers
(It must be pointed out here that the number of' productive
technicians decreases day-by-day, reasons for which are
given in the stµdy.)
Thus, in order to give some representativeness of the
Greek population by occupation, one hundred and fifty

indi-~

viduals were sampled, their composition being~

60 (all males)
Independent artisans
15 (all males)
Productive technicians 15 (all males)
Shopkeepers

(incl u.ding 10
· females)
30 (including 13
females)

Professionals

30

White-collar workers

The ultimate aim to interview more women, especially on
points dealing with the socialisation of their sons and
daughters, proved impossible because of the refusal of the
male respondents to alJ_ow their wives to be interviewed.
The primary

ai~

was that all respondents should be

parents of children over the age of

/

1s;

or parents of more

8

than one ch.Lld, in order to sa. tis:f'·y the needs of the survey 9
not only as far as political attitudes are concerned, but
also with regard to tho exploration of the hypothesis con~
cerning social mobility, assimilation, and socialisation,
and they should cover a.ll periods o:f arrival.
sampling was used onl.):__lE.._tbe case of the
generational

mg.l?.id.ffi,

;!:\.cciclental

analv~>is

of

in~

and was used in order to confirm the

concJ. usions of the aria:Lysis.
strengthen the conclusions.

It added more in.formation to
Of course its use is sometimes

dangerous but, in tbis case, the use of accidental respondents does not raise any
ber was limited.

problem~

mainly because their

niJ.JiJ·-

It was used on.ly in the analysis of intra-·

generational mobility and for that reason the sampling col1.ld
be easily controlled by the

researcher~

The quota sampling used in this survey has f·or many
years been a controversial topic of discussion amongst socidlcgists, psychologists, and research and su.rvey

'·

specialists~

Some of them are categoric that it is inferior to random
srunpling; in other words, weak.ere
which all specialists agree:

But there is one po.int on

In many

cases~

as Kerlinger

(1973:122) argues, this sampling technique is necessary and.
_unavoid.ableo

O:f course, the difficulties of its use are ob-

vious but, as has already been mentioned, the knowledge of
Greek customs and way of life as ·well as the continuous observation of all activities of the Greek immigrants in South
Africa (religious, schooling, regular meetings, etc,) and
careful treatment of the sample, leads the researcher to
believe that the exploration of the hypotheses was on the
right path.

The superiority of the probability samples is

wid,e,ly recognised by researchers, but to what extent this
superiority is a fact is a major point of discussion even
today.

Many investigators argue that this superiority

exists onl·y in theoryo

The fact which is undoubtedly recog-

nised, though, is that there is no one particular method

o~

sampling which is m:i.iformly the best for all purposes and
all situationsa

Nevertheless, it, is possible to make a

rational ch.oice of a method that is close to being the best
considering the advance information that is available, the

9
principles of rational choice that are generally accepted,
and the restrictions that are imposed on the sampler.
The pe,riod of arrival

01~

the Greek .immigrants ·was used

as an important variable :Ln the a.nalysis of socialisation
and assimilation of the younger generations of GreC:lks in
South Africa.,
The immigrants of period one (irrm1igrants who came to
South A:frica behveen 1926 and 1946) nu..111bc~red thirty-s8ven.;
those of period two (who came between 194·7 and 1957) nwnbored.
thirty-six; and there i;·rnre thirty-seven immigrants of period
three (coming between 1958 and .1968) ..
The respondents who were born in South Africa of Greek
parents were classified as "sons and daughters 11

,

their number

being forty.,

.....

II.

PLANNING THE _9.lJESTIO:N"'NAIRE

The next step, a:fter compl·8ting the sample
the planning of the questionnaire.
_problems here:

design~

was

There ·were two main

(a) appearance, and (b) contents.

The appearance of the questionnaire proved to be a
difficult problem.

After the researcher had conducted a

pilot study amongst a sample of friends 2.nd :future respondents, it 'vas found that:
(a)

Greeks generally, it seemed, were suspicious about
questionnaires of strict s·cientific nature (in other
words, questionnaires requiring many details about
themselves); they felt suspicious of' structured questions as well, and gen.er.ally of questions involving
economic and political answers;

(b)

they autoniatically i'e1.t st1spic.ious of a typewritten.
questionna~re

seemed very

11

which 1 according to some respondents,
official 11 and not a ":friendly" once

This

meant that the researcher should use a handwritten
questionnaire, without many detaiJ.od personal quostions
and not many structures quest.ions.

·10

As a result, the questionnaire did not contain many

qu.e13tions but covered a wide range o:f open-ended questions
concerning the

researcher~s

interest on the attitudes of' the

respondent to socialisation, assimilation and political
issues$

It was not very detailed, thus giving time for

cussion with the respondent$
ing

11

dis~

Consequent:ty, under the head-

Other details" s the researcher was able to colJ.ect a

record oi' all relevant detai.ls of the respondent's li.f"e

0

The questionnaire was as follows:
Name:
Address:
Annual income:
Level of education:
Period o:f arrival:
{or date of birth for South African born)'
Previous occupations:
Occupation in Greece:

'·

Nwnber of children:
Level of education:
Occupation of children:

{a) What is your attitude towards returning to Greece?
Wish to return
. Do not wish to return
Do not know
(b) What is/was your expectatioh :for your
occavational career?
(c) Would you like your son working in your shop?
.....

(d) Would you like your daughter working.in your shop?
{e) Would you like your son taking yom:- position in your
shop?

(:r) Would you like your daughter taking your position in
your sh.op?
(g).Wou.ld you like your children.to speak Greek?
(h) Do you force them to speaJc Greek at home?

(i)

Do you mind if your children speak English at home?

(j)

Do you prefer the children to
speak Greek rather than English. at
home?

·very
much

Yes

No

(k) Are you interested in South African
politics?

(1)

Are you interested in Greek politics?

(m) Have you a preference of a South African political party?

(n) Have you a preference of a Greek
political party?
(o) Do you like your child to have political activities?
(p) Do you force your child to have po.1.itical activities?

(q) Are you interested in

the~ Greek comm,,;

politics?
(r) Who is the worst enemy of South Africa?

(s) Which is the alternati.ve political solution for South
Africa?/
(t) Do you think. that South Africa is a democrati.c country?
-- (u) Do you thiP..k that after majority rule there would be
political chaos?

III.

COj\'Ti-\Qli-·~m

AI'DJ INTERVIEWING J.:gE RJI:§E.illfil.EN1'S

While the use of third parties was indispensable in
locating individuals, there remained nevertheless the
.....

prob~

lem of persuading those contacted to participate in the
stud.ye

Potential informants were telephoned at either their

homes or places of businesse

The researcher identified him-

self, indicating his university affiliation and, in order to
create a friendly and relaxed atmosphere, started talking
about common friends.

Ne:x:t, a <::lescription of the study was

ontJ_ined together wi.th an indication of the kind of in.formation sought. ' A main characteristic of the survey was that
tho vast majority of' respondents asked the researcher that

/
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·
' ' • -was agree d. t o )
tl1e1r
anonym1· ty b e as.surec1 \r wn:i.cn

c

The re-

searcher indicated to the respondents the approximate length
of the interview, and stressed. the point that the venue and
time vrnre completely at t.l.1e discretion

01:

the respondent.

Fina.lly, a direct appeal was made for the i.ndivid.ual' s

co~

operation and it was impressed upon him that his help _•vas .
necessa.ry for the completion o.f the study.,
In many cases the individual agreed to set a time and
place for an interview but others claimed
pressure of

work~

that~

owing to

they had no time for an intervie-1vc

The

researcher endeavoured to convince them t.hat. he could offer
them complete flexibility as regards time and place, basing
this on Greek "philotimo" ( seJ_:f-esteem)

e

This ethr...ically-

based term plays a very important role in the individ.11al life
of every Greek, especially for those born in Greece.

The

most important reason for convincing the respondents to be
interviewed :was, of course, the conf"irmation of the commcn
"-

ethnic background and status;

and the :fact th.at in almost

all the cases.the researcher and the respondent ended the
conversation on a first"l"name basis, drinking Greek coffee or
"ouzo" (national Greek drink), is a very good indicator of
this fact.

Fifteen out of one hu..ridred and fifty intervie-ws

were conducted in the shops of' those questioneda

Al.l the

others took place in the homes of the respondents.,

Attempts

at achieving complete privacy were fo.r the most part un·successful e

Because of the fact that the respondents who

were interviewed in their businesses were mostly small shop
owners or independent technicia..l'ls (mainly garage O'Wners),
~nterruptions

were frequento

This meant that in most cases

another interview with the respondent was necessary in ord0r
to complete the questionnaire.'

The same thing occurred with

the individuals seen at home ·where there were many interruptions from the respondentsll wives or children.

The spouses!

presence never became a serious problem, although they
showed great curiosity concerning the nature of the studyo
Needless to say, when on occasion the researcher tried to
arrange an interview· the husbands refused.
jobs", was the very clear and firm reaction.

"These are

men.Vs

}'Women have no

13
place in this research, so you must be very satisfied having
us /the males/ as respondents. 11

:Many of the spouses were

sitting near their husbands and reading carefully the questions, reacting when they disagreed

'~'ith

the answ.er given

by their husbancls, saying: "This is not true", or, when in
agreement, "Excellent answers", and so ong

Most of the time

they wanted to volwi.teer to answer the questionnaires but
the males would rebuke interfering ·wives with such state-ments as "He wants to

k.11.0-W

what my ideas and. opinions are,

. not yours, and you k..YJ.ow that when the male talks the woman
should be silentc 111
On c:t number of occasions, open conflict between husband
and wife erupted during the interview, especially concerning
the future of their child and their attitudes towards his/
her political activities, etc., but these conf.licts were not
frequent' because, in most cases, the wives agreed 1\rith the
statements made by their husbands o

"·

Where 'the i;dfe disagreed

she would interrupt the interview, trying to give her opinions and ideas on different issues.
As might be expected, both husbands and wives often
tried to gain the approval or disapproval of the interviewer
- concerning various aspects.

When this occurred, the usual

procedure was to tactfully evade a response and move on to
the next questiono

The length a.nd nature of the schedu1e 1

together with the informal atmosphere of the home, and the
Greek tradition of' hospitality from r\3spondents of all age
groups, invariably resulted in an invitation to remain for
some form of refreshment at the. conclusion of the questioningo

These informal discussions were extremely valuable

insofar as they permitted the researcher to check any ambiguous point made during the interview.-

They also gave the

respondent an opportunity to elaborate upon salient issues
and to give his personal reaction to the interview.,
In comi.cction. with the latter point, one striking
pattern observed throughout the interview was that the respond8nts and their wives would like to talk about their
children's socialisat.i.on., the problem of co11.flicting cultures

(South African an.d G:t'eck), and try to explore the researcher's own standpoint towards this problemo

Informal

discussions also tock p.lace concerning the ideas and opinions of the researcher on South Af'rican and Greek politics.
An important fact was that most of the respondents were
unaware of the political complexities of both the South
African and Greek -situations, giving as their main excuse
the fact that they have not .the time to think or talk about
these things, or even to read about them.
Most of the interviews (i;_i.cluding the formal -and the
informal phases) took from three to three-and-a~haJ_f hours
to complete.,

-
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The first Greek mass migration took place in the first
decade of· the twentieth century.

The former migrations were

ind.iv:idual rn:lgr'.1.tions (95~b to the United States of America)

and that is why it is unimportant to examine

them~

Thus,

w.i.til 'i 890, the nwnber of emigrants was ve:ry small (2 711

individuals) as given in the Greek oi'ficial' statistics.

From 1900 to 1920, 351 720 individuals emigrated to the
United States (see Table 1).
TABLE 1
OVERSEAS EMIGRATION FROM GREECE FROM 1821
(STA.RT OF THE GREEK REVOLUTION .AGAINST
TURKEY) UNTTL 1920
I

I

% TO.USA

TOTAL

FOR USA

20

20

100

49

49

100

1841-1850 I

16

16

100

I

31

3·1

100

72.

72

100

213

210

100

2 J10

2 308

100

16

979

16 979

100

5 ·1

I~79

Li.9

962

97

YEARS
1821-1830
1831·-1840
1851-1860
1861=1870
1s7·1-1sso

I

I
I
I

I
i 1 891-1 900
1901.,..1905 I
j 1ss1~1s90

I

::~~=: ~:;
1916-1920

122 034
1,1

.1 ·1

s

521

67 598

1

17 557

1"18 916

65

285

96,3
92,6
96,6

SOlJRCE: National Statist:i_cs Service of

Greece (1968a).
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Unti.l 1920 the

oversc~as

coLmtries were the USA,

Canadaj Brazil} Australia and South Africa.,

Ninety per cent

of the immigrants were males and classj_fiecl in the age group
fifteen to forty-five

j

the main active Greelc population.

In those years of the Firs-c World War and its

results~

Greece faced important political situa.tions, e.g.,
Venizelo's movement for Crete's independence in 1909; the
army officers' movement in Goudi, Athens'in 1909; the Balkan
Wars,

1912~1913;

as well as political -croub.Les.

The cowi.t.ry

extended its boundaries wj_th the annexation of the Ionian
Islands in 1864, Thessalia in 1881, Macedonia between 1913
and 1914, Epirus in 191lt and Thrace in 1920.

Therefore, in

view of these f'acts, bmv can one explain why the country had
so many emigrants?

(The American scientist Henry Pratt

Fairchi.ld in his book, Greek Immigration to.the

US A (Yale

Univers'ity Press, 1911: 86) writes: "The huge immigration of
Greeks threatens the e:x.--:i.stence of the Nation. 11

'·

)

There could be an answer to this problem, but some
characteristic details should first be examined and analysed,
i.e. the large feudal-type agricultural ownership;

the lack

of state care, and the lack of a .real social policy in the
agricultural '.Sector

of the economye

1913-1914, 1 422 out of 2 658 villages

During the period

in

Thessal~a, Macedo-

nia and Epirus belonged to 50 influential landmvners (Moschof,
1978).

This fact, together with the lack of a real active

agricultural policy concerning problems such as agricu.l tural
production, and the start of' modern methods of agricul ttlral
cultivation, and the desire of the agricultural population
for a better way of lif'e, make it easy to understand why
imml-.gration was drawing exclusively from the agricultural
strata, with the consequence that the best active population
was being diminishedo
That period caused most o:f the Greek emigrants to
America to return to· Greece;

it was a huge return trend.

Between the years 1908 and 1921, 5'5% of the emigrants returned believing that they would :find a better life in Greece
after the Balkan Wars and the annexation of the new arease
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From 1922 a new situation for the Greek migration
1110'\:emen.t was created,

as a re.su.lt o:f two basic ±'acts:

(a)

'.fhe quota law passed in America re stric cing the nt.llliber of'
Greek immigrants.

(b) Following the defeat_ of the Greek

Army in Asia Minor by the Turks in

1 200 000 Greeks from

Turkey~

1922~

the Turks expelled

These refugees added to the

indigenous population of five million in Greeceo
During that period the natural increase of the popu-

la ti on rose :from 8)7 per thousand in 1921 to 1 6' •j per
thousand in 193h and 1 ·i '7 per thousand in 1940.
TABLE 2
NATURAL INCREASE OF THE GREEK POPUJATION

BIRTHS (a) r DEATHS (b)
PER THOUSAN'TI PER THOUS.AND

PERIOD

'

i

I

1860-18641
1865 .. 1869
1870-1871.r1875-1879
1880-1884
18851921-192h
1925-19291

28,7
28,9
28,3
2716
25,5
28,5
20,J
28,9
30,0
26,6
2L~, 5

11930-19341
1935-1939
·1940

I

20,6

21'3
21'2
19,0
18,7
19,9
15,5
1 6' 116' 8
14,4
·12' 8

1860.-1940

l NATUP.AL
I

I

INCREASE I
'
PER THOUSAND

(a) ·- (b)

I

World War

trend ( ·115 7L10)

c

!)

8~1

l

I

II

7~6

i

7' 1
8,6
6,s

I
'

I

8 ' 6.

l

4,8
12,8
13,2
12,2

I

11~7

The Greek emigration up to 1940 (116 685)
Seco~1.d

I

I

SOURCE: National Statistics Service of Greece

the

I

-I

( 1966a) ~
before.

was nearly equal to the return

The explanation for. this .fact 1·:as the

great economic crisis in America dur:Lng 1929.

But the most

important fact was that 7'~-% of the returned emigrants :remigrated- back to the USA when the American economy returned
·to normal (Polyzos, 1947).

·1s
Dtiring t·.he same period the inc:rea;:;e o:f the tertiary

field of production started, as well as the increase of the
urban population, both being consequences of th0 first industrial .substructure.

Tho cities began to off'er more

possib.i.1.ities for a better career and a better· way of lif'e 7
w:L th the consequent growth of' the urban and

~.emi~urban

population ( l.j.7, 5% in 1940 compared to 26, 6% in 1920) •

(For

see Table J

a process of urbanisation of the Greek society,

below).
TABLE J
THE PERCENTAGE OF lJRBAN,

SEHI~;URB.AN

AND

AGRICULTURAL POPULATION IN GREECE 1879-19h0

I

I

POPULATION IN

YEAR : - - - - - 1----+---UR_B_A_r_r_ _

*-_~-URBAN

-•~u-1

%

I

AG!'..:_CULTURAL

s

1879

11, 1

9, s

1889

21,2

8,7

70, 1

1907

23,9

9,2

66,9

1920
1928

26,6
31 ,_1

9,7
14,5

63,7
5L~,l.i-

1940

32,s

14,s

1

I

l

-1

72,

I
'

I

l
lj

52,4

_ _ _.....__ _ , _ _ _ __..__._ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ i _ _ . _ _ _ _ _l

SOURCE: The dem.ographic a:'.1.d future extension of

the Greek population between 1960-1985.
From N S S G, Athens 19660, p. 13.
The period bet1veen 1900 and 1920 was cha.racteri sed by
the relative.ly constant population number (5 500 000), and
by a low increase of the-. population (7,6 per thousand).
The period between
"
a demographic pressure

1921 and 1940 was characterised by
the return of 1 200 000 refugees

and the sudden increase of fertility between 1922 a:nd. 19J9
to 11,36 per thousand.

having as a consequence tbe in-

crease oi' the growth of the Greek population (7 Jli-4 000 in

191+0) •

/
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TABLE

/

LJ..

THE EVOLUTION (")Tl' TIJE GH.EEK :FOPULA.TION" FH.OM.
1890 (FJ".RST MASS MIGH.A.TION) TC 19i~.()

-·--------~----------·-·-----~---i
YEAR

POPULATION

1879
1889
1896
1907

1 679 470
2 187 208
2 433 806

1923

1930
1940

2
....5,.

~~: :!;

6 201.i- 684

POPULATION

INCREASE ('{'a)

30,2
11 '3

LAND IN

1'

I SQUARE !OJ:*

I

II'

~
-

I!
I

63 '211
127; 000
,1

344 860
!

~-~-:-~_____II__-i _2_9 '2 8: _J

SOURCE: NS S G (196Sb).

* Land

area increases . because of the conquest of the
Greek Army.
The monopoly of' the agricultural area by feudal owner--

ship disappeared with the redistribution of' land after the Asia
Minor destruction, but the actual situation did not
for:

~.mprovs

Tn 1929, 22% of the agricultural land of Greece was

-owned by 796/o of the farming population and this constituted
a very small acreage of' farming land ("very small ownership").
Thirty percent of the farming la.i.J.d was owned by 23% of' the
farmers and these .were farms of small acreage ("small ownership"), and the remaining 40,22%·of farming land was owned
by the rest o:f the J..i.rfo of' farmers ( 11 Large or feudal ownership•!).

There were seven hundred tractors :i.n ·i 929 a.nd 1 578

in 1939, and the price of :fertiliser was very high (N S S G,

1974).
All these facts concerning the underdevelopment of the.
agricultural industry point to the non-existence of economic
prosperity of most of the agricultural strata of the Greek
population.

Th.is position. did not change even after the es--·

tablishment of the Agricultural Dank in 1929, which explains

why the vast majority o:f immie;rants originated :Crom the agricultural population.

/
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At the same time the great urban population growth was
not the result of a planned industrial basis and the cities
functioned only as conswning centreso

This :fact resulted :i.n

the swelling o:f the tertiary field and the inci-"ease of
labour Lmemployment

from

75

000 unemployed in 1928 to

150 000 in 1935 (NS S G, 1962b).
The scientific research of the importance of these
factors leads us to conclude that economic pressures determined the departure from the agricultural fields of the
Greek farmers who were the main sou.roes of the Greok .emig-·
ration.

But one cannot maintain that only the economic

pressures were the push factor for the emigrants;
naturally, it was the primary one.

but,

Other factors were the

lack of-educational opportunity, the desire for a better way
of life, as well as heal th and family reas01/.S ,, as is shown
in Table

5 (see next page)o

. Under those conditions the country entered the 1·1aru
Later, in 19l~1, the foreign occupation took placee

That

period is not relevant to emigration but it is very interes-ting in the demographic view <J.nd the view of interior movements of population which increased the population evolution
of Athens and Salonica.
Demographically this period is characterised by the
fall in the fertility rate and.an increase in the mortality
rate, being consequences of the ware

During four years

there were li-00 000 deaths, and the country faced
first time in its history

for the

an absolute diminution of' its

population.
During that period the war activities and the Greek
Resistance

Movement created a dyri.amic psychological situ-

ation in the whole country which started to shalce the
traditional social stereotypes.
Greek citizen began

~o

This means that the simple

believe in complete structural

changes o:f Greek. society.

A great number of farmers ·were

:forced by the war to tak.e refuge in the big towns 7 especially
Athenso

r-

e\!

T!iliLE 5:

Distribution of Greek immigrants according
to the push :f.'actors for emigration and the
pull factors to the place of reception (in
percentages)

---1
PULL FACTORS WHICH ATTRACTED THEM TO THE PLACE
/

Total

fl

I

P_ush

of
Push
Factors

F~cto:c~

:·or Emigration

1-~~=-o: ~

I,_____
Lack of'

I

Land

,

Lack cf Further
.Education
.

Family and Health
Causes

l~ther Re~sons
IJ

No Declared Causes

L----;_~~tal
So11rce:

ti on al
Possibility

83, 5

~

I
~
I

rOc~u;~:

-,

I

Better
Higher
Income

Way of

Life

opational

~OSSJ.blll ty

I

I

OF RECEP'rION

6,2

I

I

1

l,9 ,.

1,6

·---6~0.
o,8

of _Pull Factors

II

80,8

13,3

65,2

2l,7
1
!

. -

I -

66, 7

-

~5,5

9,1

-

65,0

3,6

I
·

Further
Educati on

o,6

I
1

No

Other
CauseP

Declared
Reasons

1·-·

Total

I
i,6 I
. 99 ,9
I
-;-.--t------t-

13,0

.-

99,9
100,0

-

II I

16,6

i6;r

-

27,3

-

_18,1

-

-

33,3

-

-

66,7

13,0

15, 5

1,5

4,5

0 ,5

N.S.S.G. (1962a)v

100

i

·

j

100

I

10~
100
I
I

j

100

1

I

"

l\)

./

·.,
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At the end of' the period of occupat.ion 9 the hopes oi'
the masses who had actively participated in the Resistance
Movement for

~ocio·-economic

structural changes and a. better

way of life, became stronger.

In the :first yea.rs after the

war, it became obvious that there was not any structural
change in the Greek society and econ.omy.
J.Stcr the Civil War (1941+-194'.J) and it3 destructive
consequences, the socio-·economic problem of Greek. society
increased.

These :facts caused Polyzos to ·Krite: "A great

number of emigrants

the greatest in the Greek history

is forthcoming, coming from all the strata of the Greek
Society, unless there are great structural, social and eco-nomic changes. 11 (Polyzos ~ 19J-i.7: 299.

Free translation from

the French by the author of the present study.)

(Polyzos is

one of the most harctworking Greek intellectuals in an.2.lysing
the problem of Greek emigration.)
The gr.eat post·war technological and economical development of the Western European cour..tries caused a double
shortage of labourers for the following reasons:
(a)

Absolute shortage because of the non-existence of
available labour force.

(b)

Relative shortage because of the wish of the
native workers for occupations which gave them
higher incomes and better social status, leading
to a better way of life.

Greece was one of the countries having a great number
of semi-ski.lled workers without .occupational possibilities.
Therefore, it was one of the first countries which offered
the"Eu.ropea.n countries a great number of immigrants as
labourers.

Thus Belgium absorbed 40 000 Greek workers, es-

pecially coalminers, between 1954. and 1958.

Germany absorbed

1+79 workers in 1959, 23 364 in 1960 ~ 36 606 in ·1961, 47 559
in 1962, 50 009 in 1963, and 65 'iJO in 1964.
2

At the same time overseas emi.gration continued with
the resul.t that 236 400 Greeks emigrated behreen the years

19h6 an.d 1963.

During the years ·1951 to 1971, 892 175 Greeks

23
migrated (apart L:--on: tho~><:'. vrho we.re declared 2.s
• mn·1·
gr~,rd:.,.
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y~ars

) e

!I

tempcrary

Thus a cGmparison of' the cenE".uses :for the

1940 and 1941 shows that the natural increase of the

population was only 2,J per thousando

The causes for this

were:
(a)

The war and its consequences.

(b)

The occupation and its consequences.,

(c}

The Civil War and its consequences~

Dnr.i.:ng the years 1952 and 1961 the increase in the
population was 9, 9 per th0usm1.d but ::luring the years 1961 to
1972 the increase was 4,1 per thcusandD

The main reason for

the dif'f'erence i:·ias the increasing emigration during those
years ..

1972).

(NS S G,

During the last 4o years there were some changes in
the expansion of the whole agricultural landc
able land increased from 12

'·

452

The exploit-

980 acres in 1922 to

27 000 000 acre::; in ·1939, to .32 500 OCiO acres in 195·1, and
to 37 700 000 acres in 1961 .. · 1'1e.ntion must be made .here th.at
only

.5 500 000 acres of land '\-Jere irrigated.
In 1950, 28,5% of the agricultural ownership belonged

to the so-called

11

very small ownership" (ten acres br less)

and 56,9<{o belonged to the so-called "very small to small
ownership"

(more or less 50 acres) ..

These nwnbers however

do not show the percentage o:f the exploitable land ·wb.ich
belonged to the large ownerships and which ccnstituted 14,5%
of the whole landc
In this paragraph mention must be made of the existeri"ce, until nows o:f :feudal ownership..

(Noel Becker is area

in the Evia.region is about 40 000 ac:r.es.

Becker's grand-

father had bought this area from the Turks in 1833.)
(NS S G,

1974).

In this chapter mention must be made that the question
o:f exploitablG land is very impor:tant :for UJ1.derdeveloped
countr:i,es~

Greece being one o:f them, because non-exploitable

land o:ffers nothing to the :count1"'y'

s~

:economy which is still

that o:f primary production without a great deal of secondary

/

I

field production or swelling tertiary field,,
The late industrial development and the results of the
agricultural semi-accupation

most of tho farmers did not

work f'or at least seven months of' the year

show why a

great number' of people emigrated during that periodo

Accord-

ing to the census of 1966~ 4J,8% of the Greek population was
agricultural, 13% was semi-urban, arid L1.J,J% v.ras urban in 1961
(See Table 60)
TABLE 6
THE PERG8K1'AGE OF' lJRBAN s SEMI-URBAN AND
AGRICULTURAL POFULA.TION IN GREECE 1951-1961

r::

l

1--YEAR--_._,_I,_ _ _
UR
___
BA;-·--S-E_M_I___UR
__-B-,A-N_r_j_A_G_,-R_I_C_U_L_T_ll_·R-A.·-L

~·

I
I

i

l 95 l
1961

3 7' 7%
l+J,3%

SOURC~:

11+' 8%
12,9%

--l~7 j

"'

5%

4J,8%

NS S G (1966b).

However, the following characte:d.stic details should be borne
in mind:
(a)

The population of Athens alone consists of 52,13
percent of the total Greek urban population.

(b)

The population of Salonica consists of 10,65 percent of the total urban population of_the country.

(c)

The population of Athens consi:3ts of 22 percent
of· the total population of' the country (sec Table

7), and Sa.lonic2. consis"!:;.s of 16,84 percent of the
total population of Macedonia and Thrace (see
Table 8) ..
The causes of the growing urbanisation and emigration
were briefly the following:
(a)

The generalisation of the agricultural incomes
paid in moneys which had as a consequence the ·
monetarisation of the agricultural economy, which
perpetuated the dependence of the farmers on the
agricul turaJ_ media tors, wJ10 derived. profit from
most of the percentage of the disposed

o
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TABLE

THE PERCENTAGE: OF THE ATHl;;NTAN UR.BAN POPULATION
WITH REGARD TO THE TOTAL POPULATION OF GREECE 1928-1971

r;~AH

o; l:--~· URBA~--r·~;;;;,1~~·---~r~~I-J:~N;;J~;~ATION I

~~-s ~ ~_:u LA'.':I_cm_J_.Po_:u~::i:o_1:+.(% of'
1 928

1940
1951
1961

I

31

~

33
37,7
43,J

1971

52

I

13

1·

___1_

1+2

I

15
18

I

urban i:'.."..'.'.n )_

h5
47
51

22

_:9~---

I

55

--J

SOURCE: D G Tsaussis, 1969 ..
TABLE 8
A..li..EAS OF DISTRIBUTIOK OF GREEK
POPULATION IN PERCEKTAGE '

POPlJLATION IN °/o

REGION

'

22,08

Athens
· Hellas-Evia
Poloponnesus

I

Epirus

4.' 21

Thessalia

8,2<3

Macedonia

22' 51~

Thrace

4 26

Aegean Islands

5,69

'

1 Crete

/

I

13,08
2,53

5,76

:

L1,00,00

SOCRCE: p G Tsaussisj

1

11?57

Ionian Islands

~otal

1

1969.

I.J
J

agricultural

production~

(b)

The wish for a better way of life~

( c)

The inc::'.'0ase of' the seasonal u.videremployment as a
consequence of the new technological ways of cultivation

macb.ines, etc.,

during the whole

year., /.

(d)

The general underdevelopment of the agricultura.l
areas, which did not give farmers the possibility
of enjoying the means of mass consumption and
amusement, which constituted a great push factor
for migration to the big cities, especially for
the new generations.
TABLE 9

AS

PUSH FACTORS FOR IJVTERNAL MIGI-lATION %
BY THE EMIGRANTS .AND THEIR RELl\.TIVES

DECLARE~D

~-·-·-----,

PUSH FACTORS FOR
'·

INTERNAL MIGRATION

Education
Work possibility
.To leave the village
A better economical 11.fe
Marriage
To be near to relatives
Health reasons
Other reasons

DECLA:P-ED BY THE
EMIGRANTS

. 18,81
26,78
J,93
-JO, 83
7,02
8,45
2,50
1'67

DECJ:..,,.4:,RED BY T}-[8
EMIGRANTS'
RELATIVES

16 ;32
l~9' 62
1t1 J

7,91
8,2.J

'

I

12~94

1 64
'
1,4lJ.

i

-

SOURCE: C Moustaka, 1964.
During the years 1940-1951 the population of the
Athens area increased to 22,6%; the population of Salonica
increased to 6,6%; and the population of Crete increased to

5,5'foo

All the other areas of the colllltry had clear diminu-

tion which fluctuated from 8'fo in the Ionian Islands to o$·s'fo

in Epirus (see next. page for Table 10)o
/•

The period
gration.

1955-1971 was the period of the great emi-

That fact was the consequence of the two following

social problems:

I

r-~

N

'rable

10:

Population and PopuJ.atic:;·n Increase of the Lat'ger Greek Areas in the Years

(N.S.S.G., 1973)

1940, 1951, 1961, 1971

I________L
j_
AREA

Athens area

.

I

1121+,10911 378,586

l

I1

Peloponnes:..is

J..56,189

1951

1961

I

1971

852,709

2 530,207

!

34,l~

22,6

33
I

•
9oe,433 I

l 129,022

1940-1951 1951-1961 1961-1971

970,91+9.
1 096,390

. 984, 790
983,800

-

o,o
2,4

-

6,9
2,9

-

7 ,o

I
1

-

2,7
10

_

14 .

250,626

228;5971

212,573

183,633

-

o,8

Epirus

332,132

330,5431

352,60l.f

309,558

-

0,5

6,7

585,430

624,31+2 l

689,927

659,243

6,6

10,5

I-

4

-

l

Macedonia

I Thrace
Aegian

.I

I

(per cent)

Ionian Islands

Crete

II
1

Thessalia

I

1940

I
I
~08,5_11

Rest of S~erea
Hel.las ana.
Evia

I POPULATION INCREJl...S~

POPULATION

_

l T56 ,664

l 705 ,4341 l 896 ,112

I

!~lands I

359,923
548,380

336,95l1
528,766

t

438,239

462,124 .

356,555
477,476

I

483,258 .

!I

- 12

l 883 ,156

-

2 ,9

11,2

329,297
416,475

-

6,4
3,6

5,8
9,7

- 8
- 13

4,6

-

~56,208

5,5

-

6

j

l
I

I
-~__J

'·

N
-.i
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(a)

The few oppm'tuni.ties i'or absorption into the
socio-economic fv.nct.ionc; oi' the big cities o:f the
agricu+ tural strata who ha.d

le~ft

their land after

the end of the Civil War.
(b)

The technological development of the Western
European countries after the Second World War
which needed not only a cheap labour force but
also skilled and semi-skilled tec.hnician so

Therefore

9

between thr~ years 1951 and 1961, the popu-

lation of Thessalia, Macedonia and, naturally, Athens
increased, but the

po~ulation

of Sterea Hellas, Evia, Epirus,

Thrace and Crete had increased less than the general average
of increase of the whole populationc
During the years 1961 to 1971, with t':7"o exceptions,
the population of all areas diminished;

the exceptions were

the Athens area, the population of which increased by 33%,

'·

and Sterea Hellas Plus Evia~ where the increase was 2., 17'f-)
(see Table 10).

In some regions of the country t,he diminu-

tion of the population was tragic,

e~g.,

Euritanea

by 25,6%

Drama

by 24,8%

Florina

by 22~4%

Serres

by 18,2%

Grevena

by

Laconia

by

Messinia

by 18,J'}'o

18,9%
·19 '2%

The Cyclades by 20,6%
SOURCE: N

s s

G

(1966b).

The major emigration phenomenon in those years was the
great number of' emigrants going to Western European countries
and especially to Western Germany.

The comparative tabl·es,

No 11 and No 12, illustrate that fact, and Table 13 shows
the great }1.Wnber of .Greek emigrants going to Western Germany,
especially during the years 1961 to 1971.

/
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TABLE 11
OVEHSEA:S EHTGRAT:ION

1955.,,1968

-·------~---·

YE.AR

OVT~RSEAS

% m'

EMIGRANTS

THE ;HOLE-EMI=

GRAT I ON PER ANNlJM
--

....

19 779
23 1li7
14 873
14 8l-t2
13 871
17 764
17 336
21 959.
24 4.59
25 327
29 035
33 093
26 323
25,891

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
i 1968

... _Qoc

66,4

I

65,5
4-8, 6
60,5

-\

58,5
37,2
29,4
26, 1
21+ '4
24 ,o
21.}, 8
JS,o
61 '1
50,9
~----·-~--

TABLE

NUMBER· OF
EMIGRANTS

I

1966

I 1967
I
I 1968

29 787
35 349

JO 498

j PER CENT.AGE OF
POPULATivN
(1955-1968
. __ ___

PERCENTAGE 01''

. TOTAL E:MIGRATION

24 521

23
47
58
84
100
105
117
86
h2

50

684
'768
873
054
072
569
167
896
730
866

I

I

...

1955-1968

,..

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
"'1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

-- .,I

.....

12

ANNUAL EMIGRATION

YEAR

1

3,5
4,2

0,3

J,6
·2 '9

0,3

2,8
5,7
7,0
10,0
11 '9
12 6
'
14,o
10,3
5' 1

6,o

o, 4.
.O,J
0,2
0,5
0,7
l,O

1' 1
1 '2
1 '3
1 '0
0 :; !4

0,5

JO
TABLE 13
EMIGRATION TO

WE~)T

GERMA.l\J"'Y

OUT OF TOTAL EKIGRATION
~---·-~----~1---P-ER;;;-N.TAGE1 ··C·,~,
NUMBER OF
. :-..v~l, _.'-\.
.l'
1 O rAL
YEAR
EMIGRANTS

'1

EMIGRATION

\

'·

1955

679

2,2

1956

1 312

3,7

1957

1 445

4,8

1958

1 975

s,o

1959

I
1960 I

2 543

10,7

21 532

45,0

1961

31 107

52,8

1962

49 -532

1963

64 662

58,9
6L~, 6

1964

73 343

69s4

1965

80 569

68,7

1966

45 494

52,3

1967

9 730
20 20-l

22,7

1968
-~-

~9,7_

__J

SOURCE: N S S G (1971b) for Tables
11 ~ 1 2 and 1 3 o
The reasons for the preference of Greeks to migrate to
West Germany are as follows:
(a)

The _distance, which was short enough to enab.le
emigrants to return to Greece not only for short
periods (vacation.s, etco) but also permanently
in the event of' any change in the German economy
(as occurred between 1972 and 197 5 when there wc:>.s
an increase of' stagflation and unemployment),,

(b)

The better way of' life which awaited inunigrants
to that country, e.,g., higher incomes, social
insurances etc.

Overseas emigration took second place during that
period in the emigration

movement~

Between the years 1957

and 1965s emigration of' Greeks to the United States decreased.

In 1965, out of' the total number of' emigrants, on.ly

9,5% went to the United StatesQ (In 1955 the percentage had
been 3L1-, 5 e) Australia absorbed more emigrants year by year o
Over half of °t'.he overseas emigrants during the period 1962
to 1965 went to Australiao During the same period, Canada
, had absorbed 6 000 individuals per year,,
(See Table 14~ on
next page, where the total rnunber o:f Greek emigrants abroad
excluding contract workers

•C

appears.)

After 1967, America again took first place amongst the
countries to which Greeks emigrated.

Australia absorbed

only half her· usual number of inrn1igrantso
and Australia absorbed the same number,,

In 1968 America
A careful look at

the immigration structure shows the different sacial status
and occupation of the immigrants.

This ·was the

resu~~t

of the

choice--tendency of the Western cotmtries and their well-·
organised system (there were special committees from the
reception countries in Athens and Salonica).

These changes

in the composition of the Greek immigrants was the result oi'
'·

the following

facto~s:

(a) The concentration and centralisation of the industrial productiono
(b) The unequal development and WLequal exchange behveen industry and agriculture and between the

cities and the

villages~

(c) The growth of the tertiary field of productione

/

C\l
C1"°\

Table ll+:

Tumi.igrants from Greece to ':cl1e:i.r Place of Reception Between
Maganara-Sorokou ( 1972)

~)ource:

R-- I -

.

~

OVE:SSEAS COUNTRI~S
b-ar.ada .1 Australia U.S.A.

~·

L

Total of
Overseas

I

I

I

2,153
4,406 i

6,896
8,982

19, 112
23,147

6,068
7,780

1957
19 r::8
)

4,982

i

9,052
7,763

I

1,8071
3 ' 870

14,783

4 ''·9h2
.

6,023
li", ")""19

13,046
6,567
6,713
26,927
39,564
60,754

1

19591 4,520
1960
)~. '682
I
1961· ~· 01 ~

,.J,/-~

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
Sum

i

1

5,491
8,335
7,965

I

2,528
3, 561 I
3,l+11
4,460 I
4,564
2,890

I

3,662

ll,91Q

4,~38

12,958
15,954
18,551 I 2, 182
13,070 I 12,193
11,778.'
7,891
I
9,910 ' 9' 839

4,202
5,543
6' 26'{
5,752

4,910
64' 3•72

139,424

79,621

1 ....
); '
__

o" ....
T• ·?_

13,871
17,764
17,336
21,959
24,459
25,327
29,035
33,093
26,323
25,891

I
1·

i

'i4~236

19' 4.39

87,242
53,050
15,658
23,501

500~595 I

307,602

1

.

-

I Me<h terranean

Germe,n;r j Cm:.nt:ries. of
' Asia, Africa

·

1955
1956

I

.

_~----·

European
Countries

1955-1968

I

l
I

l,)+55

l,9'15

I

2,51+3'

21, '.332
31,107 I
)+9,532 I
I

64,662
73,343
80,569
45,494
9,730

i
I

I

3)747
4,181

200
\ 241

2' l.~15

184

2,993
2,696
2,848
1,730
1,141

114
4o4
229
207

1,113
696

404,1341

26,396

l

24,~21

I

23,684
in, 16s
58,873

I
I

57 1105,569
95 117,167
12'7 86,896

795
626
664
746

29,787
35,349
30,428

200
84,054
264 100,072

!

20,202

I

I

+--~---

679
1,312

-J

-

' Not De- .
clared Total

I

8~

I 42,730

728+50,866
3,135

1

s37,12s'

,,.

\...,)
I\.)

JJ

,

t

A comparison c..nwng the em.ig:r.ant s during 1962 to 1970

(1962 total of 84 054 and 1970 total of 92 681) shows the
change of composition among· Greok omigran.tae
TABLE

15

OCCUPATIONAL COMPARISON AMONG
THE EMIGR~NTS 1962-1970
OCCUPATTON.

-·-

'

f

_ _.. ,,..______· - - 4 . n .

Far-me rs
Non-occupational

I

Industrial workers

23 571
47 2.61J.

(7,J5%)
{28%)
(55,6%)

40 LJ.31

(1+8%)

6 203

II

~1

28 5·10 cwj 8%)
42 066 (45%)

I
j

15 723

( 1 76/o)

I

(2,6%)

I

Craftsmen, skilled
Industrial workers

I

l

II

1970

~--

~

I

i

j

1962

2

835

SOUR CE : N S S G ( 1 9 7'1 b) •

The above numbers do not shmv the real 'situation be'·

cause a farmer 'vho had come to town six months bef'ore l1e
emigrated could not be considered as a real industrial worker.

That is a problem for which the statistics have no

answer.
One of the most important facts during that period was
the great number of farmers who emigrated.

In 1962 the

totaJ. number of farmers who emigrated and who "managed 11
their own agricultural lands was 6 100 out of 6 203 emigrants. (NS S G: Census 196Sa).,
grant amcunted to about 50~bo

In 1970 that type of emi-

The remainder were 1andworkers,

land technicians and stock-·breeders ~

(Before the increase

in emigration of farmers, most of the emigrants were land-·
worK.ers

2 633 out of 2 781 farmer emigrants in 1959.)

Th'.e-refore, as a result of the increase in the farmers' emigration, emigration in general increased.
For the same period, 1961 to 1971, three important
phenomena
(a)

m~y

bo mentioned:

The increasing number of emigrants among techn.icians and higher administrative staff members.

(b)

/

The increasing number of the so-called

11

brain

emigration"o
(c)

The increasing cmigratiou- of' h:i.gll school graduates
who had no opporttL.n.i ties for cont:tnu.ing their

studies in Greece.
The~e phenomena were the result

of several particular

factors~

(a)

The non-existence of occupational opportm1i ties
for the high school graduates and university
graduatese

For

example~

in a recent examfa1atio;n

for 150 clerical po3i tions in tbe Nat:ionaJ_ Bank of'

Greece, there were 12 500 applica..TJ.ts
school and wli""Jersity graduates.

high

And, for 80

vacancies in the Greek Telephone Organisation,
there were 6 000 applicants.

( 11 News 1' newspaper,

1976 and nrrachidromos 11 magazine, . 1977 e)

(b)

The non-existence of' postgraduate studies in
Greece which forced university graduates to migrate
to :foreign universities, most o:f:th.em being ab·-·
sorbed into tb.e recipient cotm.tries after they had
finished their studies.

(c)

The low incomes in the tertiary field

a clerk

in the first year of employment would earn about

5

500 to 6 500 drachmas, i.e. R137 to R162 per

month.
(d)

(Free Press, newspaper editorial,

; 978.)

The impossibility for all high school graduates
to continue their studies at universities without
first sitting fur examina.tions for the limited

number of' places ava.i1abJ.c..
period

For example, in tho

1975 to 1976 there were 90 000 students

writing exanli!1a tions for only 15 500 po si t:i.ons at
the uni versi ties.

Therefore, hi.gh schoo.l graduates

migrate to the European universities, mainly the
Italian ones o
( e)

The non-existence of' an economic occupational pJ.an
for the n_ecessities of the Greek economy, resnlt-·
ing in the over-production of graduates acd, as a
consequence, their un.deremployment or unemployment.

/

· 'I'he analysis of the age groups o:f the emigrants for
that period not only shews the truth of the above t'act s, , but
also shows another great pro};lem of' the Greek society which

wLl.l be an.alysed furtber on in the research, i.e. the probl.f';ffi
of underemployment and the low incomes connected with the
import,· especially from African countries, of a cheaper
labour force to Greece.
/

'l'he greater nwnber of emigrants during that period,
1955 to ~967, belonged to the main active Greek populat~on,
ioe.

tb.e 15

to 4l~ age

gr cup.

The majority of both male and

f'emale emigrants belonged to the 25 to 29 age grou.p.
tween ·1958 and

1959

and again behrnen

1967

Be-

fu"ld 1968, the

majority of emigrants came from the age group of 20 to 24- ..
The g:ceater number of emigrants from the ma.in active popllJ.ation migrated between the years

1961

and

19660

TABLE 16

EMIGR<\.TION BETWEEN 1955 AND 1967
ACCOPJHNG TO AGE GROUPS
--------·----~-·------f-J\.GE

YEAR

0 - 14
l955

4. 062

1956·

4

1957

3 659

1958
1959

3 446
2 744

1960

3 627

1961

3 704
4 128
5 752

19.62

I

1963

1 1964
1965
1966
1967

3::-f:~s

I

861

6 322
9 486
9 394
7 764

1:2-

:~ ~::

I

;

~~~

18 978
18 941
41 387

2 097

52 2 51
76 010

2 882

89 273
93 599
99 976
70 113

JO

SOURCE: NS S G (1971a)o·

/

--1'

AGE GROUP

397

AS

1r.;"~4--·1·

% OF

TOTAL l:

EMI:~~s

~~::

1

999

77,4
80,0

2

754

86,6

I

ss, s

3 916

90,4

5 047
5 648

89,2

88,7

7 705

85,J
80,7
71'2

i

i
~

As already mentioned, low income was one of the main
push factors for emigration.

This can be illustrated if' one

looks at the evolution of a dayt s wages:
In 1938, 1bo drachmas (R2,50)
In 19_rjo, J4--J5 di~achmas (90c)
In 1960~ 95-109 drachmas (about R2,80)
(Source: HabaYiasis, 1970).
In 1966 there was a three percent increase in the
daily wage, e.g., 118 drachmas (RJ,00).

In 1971 60% of the

wh6le Greek population collected 33% of the National Revenue.
Therefore, taking the above facts together with the continual
increases in the cost of living in Greece, it becomes obvious
why different social strata prefer to em:Lgrate abroad..

As a

consequence, during that period Greece faced the problem of
the lack of labour forces.

The result was that emigration

became a solution to the problem o.:f unemployment, and W1.deremployment became an autonomous function which the state not
.....

only tried to stop but supported as wello

Therefore emi-

gration became a negative factor for the evolution and development of the Greek society and economy.
In an interview given to the

11

Acropol '! newspaper on 29

February 1972, the President of the Comrnerc:Lal and Tndustrial
Commissariat stated that the Greei(. economy lacked 50 000
dustrial workerso

in~

There was a complete lack of heavy indus-

trial workers, especially in the field of

metallurgy~

chemical industry and the clothing industryo
this lack, foreign labour was .imported.

the

To overcome

According to some

newspapers, Africans were engaged to work as hotel servants,
private
servants and shipyard workers.
...._
one of" the largest in Greece, Turkish

In Larko's industryr
l~bourers

were employedo

It is d.ifficu.1 t to w:ciLe 2.bout the exact number of
foreign

WG:!'.'kers

employed in the Greek. eco:nomy because there

are no official statistics.

On 19 F'ebruary 1972, the

"Acropol" newspaper wrote that 10 000 workers from Egypt
obtained visas from the Greek Con~ul in Cairo.

According to

information from the same n_ewspaper Athens had its own "Harlem" at Haj_dari, an Athenian suburb, where 2 000 African

/

worker .s :from the Sudan, Za.j_rc, Zambia, Ethiopia, Nigeria
and Egypt lived.

According to statistics given in December 1972 by tb.0
Minister of Lahour of' the mi.li tary government, the number o:f
foreign labourers, mainly Africans, was about 20 OOOe

(Source: Griechi sher Wirt schaf t.sdie st, 1 972 ~)

Statistics

relating to the enormous differences between the hourly
wa.ges in Germany (58 drachmas, about

H.1,50) and Greece (18

drachmas, about 50c) shmv why the huge emigration occurrGd
during those yearso
Thus the problem of the underdevelopment o:f the Greek.
industrial field, due to the lack of native labour, became
an important one and is still a.:n. important problem today.
It is a problem 1vi thout a solution because of' the lack of
semi-skilled and unskilled \·.rorkers which cannot bG solved
the impo:rt of foreign labour or by conscription of semi-

"·

'occupa tional land.workers or semi-occupational stock-breederi:>.
The latter possibility would have demanded an increase of'
income to a level near to that of' Western Europe.

This

would have resulted in the destruction of a great part of
_the Greek industry as ±'ar as their production was concerned
because i t was based on the low incor:1es paid to the workers o
Therefore, i t was in the interests of Greek industries to
keep wages on a lmv level and that was only possible by the
employment of cheaper foreign labouro

In the last part of this brief analysis o:f the causes
of .,Greek emigration, the writer will try to analyse its con-sequences :for the country of' origin.

The consequences for

the country o:f reception, in this case South Africa, wiJ.l be
ru1alysed in the following chapters.
The consequences :for Greece are the following:
(A)

From a study of Table 17 (w'hich will be found on the

next page) it will be realised that the total emigration
:from ·1959 to 1965 amou.nted to more than the natural increase

/

I

O'.)

c...,

Table 17:

Emigration from the Large Greek Areas

A.REAS

Population

!Population

61)

l

1959-1964

'I'otal Number
of Emigration

I 'rot.al

I

___,

1 Athens

I

I
I
I
1

II

I
1

I

Suburbs

Ih..1mber of

! Percentage

15-44 Age Group
(Census 1961)

1959-1961+
~

(N.S.S.G.)
1'372

--

I

. l 852, 709

106,306

I

64,304

970,949

60,r(20

l

420,100

43,2

1 l 096,390

63,788

I

13,381
41,956

43J.,6oo

39,3

Ionean Islands

212,573

9,533

I

10,201

83,400

32,2

Epi.rus

352, 604

28, 786

I

24, 499

150, 200

42, 5

695,385

49,907

17,117

312,300

44,9

Rest of Sterea.
Hellas .
Peloponnesus

J

912,500

49,2

•

'rhesse.lia

I

Macedonia -

!'

l 890,654

133,670

128,648

894,ooo

47 ,2

Thrace

!

365,555

29,003

31,655

160,400

44,9

I

477,476
483,528

18,563
30,466

22,947
12,014

181,700
199,500

38,0
41,2

53,262

-

-

Aegian Islands
Crete

l

of the Total
Population

I

i

of

15-44 Age Group

I

No declared plade
of origin
Total

'---~~~~~~~---

~

-

-

388,553

530,747

I

419,984

3 745,000

-1

40,9

'·

,,.

..

·

l_J
Cf)

J9
of population for the same period in at least three large
areas of the coun. try 5 i.e. the Ion.ian Is.? ands 7 the Aegea.:n.
Islands, and Thrace; and was almost equal to the nata:cal
increase in Macedonia..

The mass analysis of the statistics

I

shows the situation as being better than it really is,
because in 1963 the percentage of emigration was actually
greater than the natural increase of the population,,

1963 the rate

(In

11 , 8 per thousa..1'ld head o:f
population while the natural increase was 9,6 per thou~:;and..
In 1964 the rate was 12,4 per thousand head for emigrations
a:r:td 9,6 per thousand far L.atural increasoo (sou:cce: N S S G,
1972.)

of' emigration was

The fertility rate in Greece was continually dropping

despite a greater nwnber of' women in the country between th.e
ages of

15

and

44.

Prof'essor N Valaoras wrote in 1965 in."New Economy"
that

1 320 000

women in that period gave birth to

150 000

living babies but that, in 1928, 905 000 women had given
Therefore it is clear that

birth to 200 000 living babies.

emigration is a main factor for the decrease in tho rate
fertility, bearing in mind that
the

15

to

44

age group.

85%

or

of' emigrants belonged to

The fact that Greece today has as

-an average annual birth rate 2, 2 per thou.sand head of' poptJ_·lation, thus placing her in last position among- European.
countries, shows the great danger of the absolute d.Lninutio:n
of her population.
developme~"lt.

It is a great problem for her future

It is important that the greater diminution

occurred in the most important areas as viewed from both an.
economic and a national position.

-..

( See Table s ·1 8 and 1 9 • )

The large amowit of emigration created great demo-

graphic problems which had not occurred anywhere else, except
perhaps· for the Italian Sicily or Catania areas.

'1-fhen one

realises the fact that only three areas of the com1try have
an annual population increase of 1%;
increase of

15

areas have an annual

0,5% to -0,9%; 19 areas an increase below 0,5%;

and 1 J a:reas bave no increase, it is easy to understan.d why
tht0. Greek rural areas

art~

devastated.,

fact that devastation has destructive

It is a well
consequences~

F
I
I

kno1v~1.

!

1

ho
TABLE 18
PEHCENTAGJ~ OF E:MIGRANTS ACCORDING TO
PLACE OF' ORIGIN 1955·-1959 AND 1960.-1966

·----

·-·1-··-----;;;~~;-

·Tm--19 59C7~T190o:196() %)

------,.-

Sterea Hellas

~7,4

(A thens area)

Thessalia

(24?0)
14,4
1 '8
1 '6

Macedonia

1 6' ·1

Pelopcmne sus
I.onian Islands

18,9
(15,J)
10,6
2,9
Li. ' 0
'

1 '8

32,9
6' ' 6.

Crete

1 '5

2,~

Aegean Isla.rids

7,2

• Epirus ·

Thrace

l

11,2

17,0

Undeclared

-100,0

j Total

SOURCE: Maganara-Sorocos

5,6
6,9

I

-

8' 1

100,0

J

(1972)e

TABLE ·19
PERCENTAGE OF :MALE AND FE:MALE EMIGRANTS ACCORDING TO
PLACE OF ORIGIN 1955-1959 AND 1960;...1966

AREA

MA.LES

'

Sterea Hellas

59,2

(Athens area)

56,8

FE1'1ALES

I

61,8
57' i-t
67,8
63, 0
·57 ,5
65,s

6315 i

3t-:
u' :Jr:::

Ionian Islands

72,9
78,5
71j0

27' 1
21,5
29,0

Macedonia
Epirus
Crete

Aegian Is.Lands
Thrace
Undeclared

I

85,7
68,8

65,1
50, 9
51,5

14s3

i
I

"MALES

40 8
'
43,2

Pelopon.nesus
Thessalia

--·

1960-1960

1955-1959

31,2
35,9
43' 1
48,5

: 'f:WDRGE: Maga.nara-Sorocos ( 1972)

o

FEMALES

68' 6

38,2
~39 '0
52,6
32,2
37,0
42,5
31.i ' 2
31'4

58,6

41

60 9 8

39,2
40,5

61

,o

59,5

I

'l.j.

I
I

.

(B)
the

In the agricultural field, during the last two decades 7
sta~e

tried to minimise the cereal production by

stimulating production. of agricllltura.l prod.uce which had export possibilities.

In order to facilitate this, an increase

of irrigated lands was planned

5

:370 000 acres

unfortunately the effort was not successful.,

but

Tho production

of cereal increased wl1.i1.e the production or Indian corn 7
cotton? and olive 'Oil increased to a lesser extent, or showed
a large dropQ

That happened because, as Pepelassis and

Giotopoulos stated (in 1962) for a programme to be created
under the present conditions it 1·rnuld be necessary to increase
the f'armers: labour by one hundred percent.,

How could the

workers' labour force be increased when emig-ration had
devastated the rural areas?
Therefore it is easy to see why the ag;'.'icuii;u.ral problems could not be solved under these conditions5

Thio; fact,

together ·with the growing urbanisation which directs the
main investments into ownership of flats or building plots in
the big cities, or 01mership of land only for speculation,
indicates the.situation of the Greek agriclllture, and predicts
for it a dark future.
It is a fact that most of the landowners sold their
Therefore, it can be seen why

.land when they migrated.

certain kinds of feudal ownership were revived in the agricultural

areas~

much to their disadvantage,

Thus the consequences of
show·

~migration

in that period

that the Greek agricultural areas couJ.d not have a use

for capi.tal intensive, a fact which has bad consequences for
the·, agricultural economy of the country..

Otherwise the

minimisation of the labour force in the agricultural field
excludes the intensity of cultivation because of the lack of
/".

a certain density of po'' 1-a;tion in most of the :rura_l areas of
,

the countrye

( C)

I

""-/

The con.sequences of emigration are not so important in

the transformation :field
the agricultural field.

industry, handicrafts

as in

In the last few years it has become

obvious that there has been an increase in the emigration of

42
i!l.

skilled and semi--skillcd workers
i.i.1.

1964e

1963? 7000 and 9 000

Because of t1le increasing nwnbers of this type of

emigrant tberf:'. is a lack of· development oppo:rtuni ties for
Greek industryc

Otherwise, the notable fall of' the mediwn

level of occupied \10rl::.ers in the secondary field is the result of the continual

emigration~

Emigration abroad from a pun~ly economic viewpoint has

(D)

another consequence.

It ·was the :forerunner· o:f new internal

migration, increasing the urbanisation: and having as a
result the increasing devastation of the rural a.t•eas o

The

l:i.ard work of the emigrant's made it economically possible for
members of their families to.move to Athens and Sa.lonica.
This phenomenon increased the dislocation of the agricultural
economy and created a kind of over-professionalism, especially in the tertiary field,

i~e~

commerce, transport servicesG

Some scientists insist that the remittances and incomes
sent back to Greece by emigrants balarwe the ·difficulties
which the Greek economy faces because of 'the great number of
emigrants.
in the

It is a fact that the:r·e is an important increase

money

coming into Greece. f'rom this source.
TABLE 20
EVOLUTION OF EMIGRA.NTS v REMITTANCES
AND INCOMES IN JVIILLTON DOLJ_,,,.ills

YEAR

EMIGR.l\.NT
REMITTANCE

-

(a)

1957.

75,0

1958
1959
1960
·1961
1962
1963
1964

76,7
88,6
90,4
98,J

117' 2
128,5
116 ,4

rINCOMES
(b)

•j

,3

1 '3
4 '1

12,6
24,3
41,6
6•'\..} ? 1

SOURCE: Bank of Greece

--

I

TOTAL

(a+b)

75,0
78,o
89,9
94,5
110 9
141,5
170' 1
179,5
......_

(1970).

j

·(a)

1 '7

m~}E(a+b)l
- - I
1 '3 3,0
- 11 '9

11 '9
1 '8 1 '8 2}6
7,9 8,5 16' t+
18' 9 1'I '7 30~6
'i 1'3 1'7'3 2876
12' 1 21·,5 9 'l~

I
I

4.3
The importance o-f those remittances a.nd incomes could

only be understood if' analysed in conjunction with other
incomes of the. balance of pa.yments, and especially in con-imports~

nection with the analysis of

P Merlopoulos, in

1965, wrote that the payments for .imports of luxury goods

and travel currency were in 1964? 168 287 thousan.d dollars,
which shows that they were nearly equal to the rend ttances
of the emigrants ( 11 6 400 thous an.cl dol.L<~rs) plus their incomes ( 63 100 thousand dollars)~

This :mea:ns tha.1~ the cou.ntry

loses in the import o:f luxury goods what i t gains in profit
1'rom the emigrantsv remittances ..
The emigrants' remittances· are spent mainly on immovable property, building plots, or urban flats.
resulted in the increase of'

11

investments~

building 11

This has
(In

1962, 6 024 million drachmas were spent on ".building" investments coming f'rom the total of' private and public investments)
(E)

o

The returning emigrants, having experienced a better

way of life in foreign cities, found it impossible to .Live in
·the rural a.re as, th.ere fore urbanisation increased.,

There is

31lso the phenomenon o:r a greater a.mount of marginality because of the fact that the returning emigrants occupied them"""
selves with small commercial businesses, resulting 0nce
again in the growth of the tertiary fieJ_d.,
(F)
tion..

Emigration has tragic results for the family instituThe relationship between husband and wife is cieeply

affected when the husband emigrates al ono because of the long
1

period of separation.

When both of them emigrate there are

problems for their children who, when

you.."lg~

are dependent on

their parents for a good education; and the parents do not
always have the will or the time to provide this.,
(G)

Due to a huge "brain" emie;rat:Lon~ the country loses a

large number of intellee;tuals, who a.re mainly absorbed into
the country of reception, with the consequence that there is
a lack of good intellectuals in many scientific fields.

(In

1975 th.ere were 60 vacancies for professors, lecturers, and
assistants j_n G:reek universities.)

(H)

The~e

prc~lems·which

are a few more

mainly concern the

new generati.ons of emigrants of both sexes who lose their
orientation into the f'u.n.ctions and mechanisms of the foreign
sccietie~.

The results of this are the phenomena of prosti-

tution and hooliganism, which increase main..ly among the
younger emigrants.

,

This has been a brief analysis of' the Greek emigration
and its social and economic c;onsequencese'

Perhaps some

other elemen.ts might be mentioned here

for example :i the

positive consequences of emigration, -such as the skills of'
industrial workers which might help Greek industry should
they decide to returno etc.
The main fact, ha}vever 1 as it has beert analysed in the
foregoing pages,· shows that emigration, which constitutes a
'··

central politico-economic and socia.L problem, does not have
a solution at the present

time~·

It must be seen, as it is in

fact, as a consequence of the non-planned Greek economye
Therefore, it might be inentioned that the state must face up
to this problem by the creation of the right opportunities
for active participation of returning emigrants, and a plan
for the improvement of the Greek

economy~

If not, the

phenomenon. will be continued to such a nigh degree that ·the
researcher will realise that the statement which Fairchild
wrote in 1911, i.e. "The huge immigration of Greek.s threatens
the exist;ence o:f the

/

nation~ n

was indeed prophetic e

\

!
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CHAPTER TWO

l

!
I.,

To analyse the contemporary structure of' a

society~

in

our case a minority which lives and acts socially within a
particular society, we must examine and analyse extensively
the main phases from

wh~ch

this minority

pas~ed

to reach its

present formation.
We must analyse extensively the mechanisms which

'·

'formed the contemporary social structure, i.e .. the social
conditions which the Greek i1maigrants :faced in different
periods of South African history; under 1-vhat conditions the
first immigrants arrived in South Africa; and the factors
which forced them to become immigrants; and ho-w the social
in.sti tutions which constitute the social structure e·volved ~
It is easy to understand that there are d.ifferences
between the social attitudes, status, stereotypes and expectations of the first immigrants and the ne-w generations
·which are assimilated more or le.ss into th0 South African
society.

In other words my belie:f is that an analysis of'

the'historical process of Greek immigration to South Africa
is not only useful but necessary.

An analysis of the historical background of Greek
immigration is complex due to:

(a) Lack of bibliography, not only scientific but also
informative.
(b) The difficulty of finding sources comii1g from the
~first

/

i1mnigrants ·who are no longer alive.

46
Thus,

the main sources :for this chapter are based on

Greek newspapers
burg in 1913

the first was established in Johannesand. interviel;rs with older irmnigrantse

Nicolai.cfes (19?.J) wrot.e: "The i'.irst arri·val tooJ..:: place
in Cape Tm'l'-n where seamen from foreign ships disembarked and

remained in Cape Towne

The number of people who settled in

this southernmost section o:f A:frica caanot be accoLl.nted for
prior to 1856e 11

·By 1888 there were about 20 Greeks in

Kimberley searching for diamonds.

There is no information.

about the social situati_on of' the ':rirst Greeks in South
Africa.

In J ohann.e sburg during 1896 there lived 70 Greeks,

these having immigrated ma.inly :from the Peloponnese •.
1891 about 15 individuals lived in Ca.pe Town.

In

The main oc-

fl

cupation of these immigrants
was owing
cafes and fruit
.
A
storesc

In 1898 the first orgardc Lmity

Organi sa ti on

- . The Mutual Help

was e st:ab.li shed by 60 Greeks in Cape To1vnc

After the Anglo-Boer War in 1902, the Greek population of
'·

Cape

TbiVJ.1.

stood at one thousand.

In 1903 the first church

foundations stone was laide
Durir.1.g the period af'tei' the declaration of peace, a
population movement took place
burg and the Transvaal

a2~ea

:fi~om

Cape Town to Johannes-

generally~

This was due to the

attraction of the gold mines and hopes of better opp:rtunities :for work ..
Table 21

(see next page) developed :from the informa-

tion given by Nicolaides (1923) shows the number of Greek
immigrants to South Africa up to. 1923 s their region of origin
and the South African town in which they

settled~

Nicolai.des

in his book gives e:x:tensi ve details 1'or the Greek ind.i vid uals
living all over South A:fricas their families and their occupations~

At first glance the tab.le shows that the greater
number of immigrants. came :from the Pel,oponne se, The ssalia
and the I.onic and Aegean Islands..

The reasons which forced

J69 632 people to leave Greece in the period 1900-1920 have
already been mentioned in the first chaptere

The same

.i':'...::j"

•rABLE 21:

Till~

NUMBER OF GREEK IMMIGRAN'l'S 'L'O SOUTH AFRICA UP TO 1923, ACCOHDING TO 'l'HEIE REGION OF ORIGIN AND THE

SOUTH AFRICP.JIJ TOWN IN WHICH THEY SETTLED

r-L.
I Port

1

!TOTAL l'l he
j
lPeloponnese

Ii~ l

Elizabeth
--

Bra1<:.pan

1 Boksburg

.

:

Cape Town

JOO

Kimberley

·o.~.-.,,,]-

I

i .,..._"··-

1 ,;"' !I

7

I

I

I Dur~an
~retoria

5

I

-

m

I

I

l

\1

l

-

!

-

-1

-

-

- I -l

-

I-

I

4

2

-

I. -

4

3

-

18

15

15

I -

90

80

5

4

10

6

I

8

-

-

-1

-

-

10

I -

-

-

-

-

·-

-

5I -

I

-

I

I

8

r·-

~ !

5

tI

-

[

-

·--

-

.
.
I

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

-

-

50

I

20

95

-

50

-

.

23~

-

650

I

120

180

-

80

l

5

I -

i
~
10

8

I

I

lt36

H

-

·--

I

576

I -

I

lO

-

l - I -

- I

35

-

-

I

-

15

15

-_ -

'i

- !

-i--

I

I

-

__ . . _ _ _ , _ _

··-

---i--

-

-

-

I

I

-

I -·

·-

25

5

-

6

-

51

-

-

195

150

I

20

.I

10

I

25 -

l+

I

8

40

;

lO

I

1·

-

6

I

-

174 . 433.

304

I

4

HU

I

-r--·-_I

- ·

5

-

-1

---1-~~

15

I

I

II

r-I

jEgypt lcyprus

_l Minor I

! - i -

5

-

ITl..,..racej. Asia

I

1

)

j

-

-

I

~----- 25 I
>

,--

\ Johannesburg

TOTAL

85

j__r50.
· 30

:s1oem.rontein

Springs

I

·-

!

LGe:cmiston

20

10 ,

-

I

Crete !Aegian Ionian
j Island I sland.s

-i - -- - /

12

30 J
l

!

!
! - I

l5

61

!-

I

,

1

1

I -

14

l -9
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I
I
I
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I-
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I

-

12

I
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'
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Source:

C G Nicolaides (1923)

,;

i.~s

reaso:p.s s

i~

e. poverty, expectation of' :::. be tt0r way of life,

possibilities or finding occupations

easily~

first immigrants to come to South Africa,,
ber of' them came from rural or

semir~rural

cau~1ed

the

The greater nwnareas.

In the nineteen-thirties, 857t of the immigrants were
either cafe o·wners or fruit and vegetable store owners, o:r. a
combinatione

Added~

Emil

1973 ~ write :3 that -ChG two main

factors respon.sible for thi. s choice of occupation were:
(a)

The ove1'.'lvhe:Lmi:ng majority of immigrants arriving
'

in South Africa were formerly villagers whose ·work
was of'

&'1.

agricultural nature, such as cul tivatlon

of olives or vineyards.
had other skills,,

The immigrants rarely

Intellectuals and professional

people were not drawn to South Africa although
J

-

they inunigrated elsewhere Qt

In ma'ny spheres people

with academic qualifications from institutions

,_

other than those of the British Commonwealth were
not permitted to follow their pro:fossions :i_n South
AfricaG

Furthermore, South Africa, not being a

heavily industrialised country, did not attract
trained technicians and skilled workers; the occupations open to newly arrived immigrants were
therefore limitGdo
(b)

The second factor which influenced the choice of
occupation concerned the

pe1~sonality

and general

orientation of' the individual immigrants.

The

Greek peasant's characteristic of viewing others
with suspicion was illustrated in his attitude to
life in general and towards those of the wider
community.

Suspicion and tension, instilled in

him from childhood, acquired additional reinforcement when as an immigrant he entered strange
surroundings.
emphasis o

The self-interest principle gained

Ii'rom the very begirming his whole

orientation was towards a search ror something
new, a special type of'

ocoupat:ion~

one in which

he would not have to rely on others 9 share his
lifeVs secrets or establish social relationships.

/

!

orientation to c~fe work.

11

The employer-emp.loyee

relationship is :foreign to h:Ls spirit •

."

Anv
J

dependance on others wculd damage the self-esteem
so precious to him

()

..

Added, 1973.

I!

It is true th'at Added' s first point is basic and real,
but he did not ask himself a very simple question, ieeo
What was the cha.ice of the peasant-immigrant in a new conntry
without basic social help from friends or relatives?
or· vegetable stores w·ere the o:h.ly solution for

Cafcs
It l.s

him~

the only logical explanation for Addedts second explanation.
The tendency of the Greek irnmigran.t of that period to be
self-employed is wellknowne
"employer-employee 11

He disliked the relationship o:f

•

I:f we take Added's explanation as given, how could he
explain the increasing co-operation among three or :four
Greeks in one cafe and their sharing the p:co:f.i ts?
Added is second explanation is opposite to the :f:'5rst
logical one according to the central occupational problem
which everyone faces when he becomes an immigrant.

Th.is

-central problem, besides type of occupation, which immigrants
everywhere :face is that o:f economic survival.
Added explain the occupation o:f about

How could

50 Greek mining workers

in the Transvaal during the period 1900-1?20 who, for the
sake of the high monthly profit, were working there w.ithout
thought of their health which was being destroyed by
"miners' phthisis"? (Nicolaides?. 192.30)
Until 1920, the aim of the Greek small shopowner was
to make a profit, however small, from his effortso

That

period was characterised by a lack of enterprising boldness
on the part of Greek irrlllligrants.,

A very logical explanation

for this was the wish of most o:f them to return to their
homeland.,

An investigation by the author among his respond-

ents regarding their wish to return to Greece appears in
Table

22~

The attitudes o:f different generations appr:!ar

very clearly in this

table~

0

lf"\

TABLE 22:

Immigrants' attitudes toward returning to homeland

Per~ich

Do not wish to
return

to return

'l'otal

Do not know

-

I

I
I
l-

I

I

I

22

7

18,9

I

99,9

3'(

-

20

II

21,6

8

59,4

41~ 'lf

16

55,5

-l

-

-

I

36

9~

I

'

_III

Sons and
daughters
I

14

37,8

17

45,9

6

16,2

37

99,9

9

22,5

26

56,0

5

12,5

40

100,0

I

II

I

JI
I

i

I
I

II
I

\

I

"
·'

Vt
·-0
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(a). 'J.'he older irmnig:ran.ts (mGstly those who came in
the first period) have expressed the desire to
ret-urn.,

(b)

The younger ge1J.eration o:f immigrants (born. in
South

::md classified as sons and' daugh·-

Africa~

ters) do not wish to returno
(Treating "wish to return" as the dependent variable, and
period of immigration as the .independent variable, we can
calculate a Lambda sub c (l\c).,

This results in a PHE co-

efficient of ,217.
c E1 --

E2 =

E1

E1

. A•

E2.

·--

150 - 67 -· 83
I

37

II
III

36
37

Sons &. daughters

40

83 -

83

2-2 --

'

22 -- 15
20 = 16
17 - 20
26 = 14

217

The social life of the Greek immigrants on the political level was dichotomous.

As Nicolaides points out, besides

the dif'f'iculties of economic and social survival, the Greeks
gf' the early years had an active role not only in the poli-

tical life of South Africa

in the Anglo-Boer War for

example many Greeks had an active role with both sidC;s
but often they also had political arguments and stable and
clear attitudes about the political. situation in Greece,
which, during that period, was very complicated and serious.
The struggle for powers before and after the First World War,
was a conunon subject of discussion and argument among the
immigran.ts.
."'

It is necessary to mention this :fact because,

as wi1.l be noted be.low, the new generations of Greek innnigrants have less and less interest in the political situation of both South Africa and Greece

see following

chapter.
Since 1930 a new economic situation had arisen for the
immig:rants.

They started to think about the increase of

their investments and the first investment to extended business took place~

/

(This applies to property as welle)
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Dt::.ring tbe next ten years, until. 1940, inm1igration to
South Africa continued in the same manner.,

The increase o:f

the immigrantst capital continued.,
TABLE 23
-

GHEEK IMMIGRATION TO SOUTH AFR.ICA
FROM 1931 ~O f940
YEAR ·

t!

IMMIGRft_;;::;-~1

NUMl3ER OF

193·1

39

1932

21

1933

26

1934

40

1935

74

1936

90

1937

31

1938

50

-1
l

I

I

:~~~l!-~----~~---~--~-4-~~~-_~-~
SOTJRCE: Statistics of Migration
(Annual South Afri_can
Bulletin) 1930 to 1940~

During the war, the Greek imrri.igrants played an active
role as soldiers against Fascism in Greece and in South
Africao·

After the war immigration to South Africa continued

in low but stable nwnberso

(See Table 24 o')

During the decade 1960 to·1970, the biggest flow of
Greek immigrants to South Africa took place.

(Table 25.,)

The large number of Greek immigrants coming to South
Africa was due to two main factors:
(a)

The import of new Greek capital to the country
and the creation of

G~eek

industries in South

Africa requiring not only a labour force bu.t also
skilled and semi-skilled workerse
(b)

The increasing import

of'

Greek technicians and

artisans whom the South African government al.lowed

.../
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TABLI~

24

EMIGRATION FROM GREECE TO SOUTH AFRICA
FROM 191+8 TO 1960

L. YEl~R·1-;;~-;;-;;;-DfJ11IGRA.NTS l
~8 t

137

1949
19'.50

l!-7
92
·11

1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
195·6

I
19~

1958
•

1

l

61-!.

26
66

1

r

131

95

115

62

173
23Lt.

64
'54.
76
121

196
2"J.'J. .

I

To tall

--,-~

289
266

l

1957

l

VISITORS

89

r

2 026

~---1

897

Total o:f immigra..TLts and visitors ::: 2

I

92~_J

SOlJRCE: Statistics o:f Migration 1948 to 1960.,

TABLE 25
EMIGRATION FROM GHEECE TO SOUTH AFRICA

_______________

FROH_ 1960 TO 1970
I

YEAR 1 ·· · NT'JlfBE11 OF Ii\'IMIGRANTS

_,_...__.___._

1960
1961
i962
1963
1964
1965
1966

!

315
694
511
1 207
1 679
1 740
1

507

1967

995

1968

1 071
894

1969
19701

li-92.

_

VTSITOH.S

...

,
t

_...,.

179
1 L~6
302

350
943
1 063
731
!+78
265
199
173

~~~~~--~~~~~~·~~~~~~--

SOURCE:

/

(a) Statistics o1""' Migration, 1960 to 1970e
(b) Census of South African Statistics,
1960 to 19700
.

•. J.·

),+

into th0 country du.r.:u1g the midclie sixties be-·

ca,u.se of increasing indu.strialJ.sation.,

'I'hereforo

we can see, :fer example 9 the number of artisans
and technicians in the tab1e belO'Wo
TABLE

I

26

THE NUMBER OF GREEK TECHNICIANS ENTERING
SOUTH AFRICA D'l.!"RING 1963 - 1969

IY'~AR I
'

I

l

j

i

TOTAL NUMBER OF I
,
IMMIGRANTS
I

I

I

1
1
1
1

1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
11968 .
I

I

~~-~-

\.,

!

NlJJVIBEH OFv
TECHNICTAI'JS

·----4--

Ii

207
679
74.o

507
995
1 071
894

--

86
4-75
19
421
225
253
223

SOURCE: Statistics of Migration,

1970.

1963

to

Therefore the social composition of the immigrants changed
with the import of skilled and semi-skilled workers who came
mainly from urban Greek areas.
It must be mentioned that the numbers represented in
the statistical eiements do not represent the real nu_mber of
immigra.nts if' we bear in mind that a lot of visitors coming
for vacatio1is obtained permanent visas after six months,
thus increasin&' the real nwnber ·of' imrni.grants.
The newcoming social strata and the increasing nwnber
of the semi-skilled, sk.illed and professionals in the second
generation strata, as we.ll. as the sons and daughters of the
second generation graduating from universities and technical
colleges created the "new petty bourgeoisie" of the Greek
im.'!l.igrants.

Its soc·iaJ. characteristics and attitudes lvit.b.in

the South African society will bc·analysed in the last
chapter,.

/

l

Du.ring the pericd a:fter the ·wc:-:.r s an.d be cause of the
lack of' induGt:dc:•.lisat:i..on o:f the Greek economy and because
·of the civil war and its conscqne.1.-:;.ce s, a

numb1~r

of Greek

industrialists invested their capital in South Af'rica.
the first Greek industries

Thus

mainly of light production

and the :first Greek corporations were created.,

Another

element :for the creation of Greek light production industries
was the import of' Greek-Egyptian capital into South Af'rica
after Nassaris revolution.
immigrants and

Also, in the sixties, some Greek

G1~eek-Egyptians

cul tura.l i'i.cld oi'

production~

invested capital in the agri.-,
ere a U.ng a number of large

farms.,
The population of the Greek minority in the other two
long periods from 1930 to 1950 and from 1950 to 1974 is
presented in Table 27 0
TABLE 27
GREEK POPULATION IN SOUTH AFRICA FROM 1930 TO 1974

"-

l .·-

To"!·m.

T

1 9_.3_0_T_O_·.-I9-:>-~-o--l-19

4------·-----1

-----·----------~-~------'

!---

J 500

Joharme sburg
Pretor ia
1
Cape Tmm
Du:rban
Port Elizabeth
East Rand
Bloemfontein
Welkom
Orange Free State1
Vereeniging
j
Germiston

650
400
250
JOO

5;,i- T;-1-9-,...-74-·__,J
~-0

000

4 000

4 000
4 000
1 500

1 500
50
150
\

2 800
1 250

500

Rustenberg
Alberton
Klerksdorp
Brak.pan
Springs
Benoni
Other towns

250

1 500
1 800

20

1 800

350

600
500
500
550
J50
650

970

67 800

JOO
200
550

.__.Tota:L
_____,_____._.___6.

~--·~--r-------._....--,

SOURCE: Michael Papamichael, 1951~ for the first
periodo Reports of Greek communities o:f
Sout;h Africa for second per.iod.,·
/

"

1

(It must be mentioned that these numbers are not exact .be-·

cause there are no of.f:Lcial statistics ±'or either of' "these
period~·)

During the .last periodt i,.e~ 1968 to 1976, there is an
increasing tendency of Greek inL'lligrants, especially the older
ones,. to return to their homeland,.

Hundreds of immigrants

tal-ce the decision -co return to Greece for retirement or because they are afraid of the present situation in Rhodesiae
On the other hand, hundreds of Greek-Rhodesians are
emigrating to South Africa.

(Unfortunately there is no

statisti.cal information and data :for the number of emigrants
from H.hodesiao·)
TABLE 28
GREEK IMMIGRANTS RETURNING TO GREECE
FROM 1968 TO ·1974
l

'·

YEAR

NUMBER OF
HETURNING IJVIMIGRANTS

1969

165
235

1970

276

J 971
1972

242

J8J

'1973
1974

277
220

1968

Total

SOURCE: NS S G

I

1
J

'

I

1 798

(1975)0

To end this brief historical backgrolllld, the author
will try to anaJ_yse the social mobility of Greek inunigrant s
in South Africa.

It may be asked why this analysis appears

in the present chapter and not in the chapter onlthe analysis
of the social strata of the Greek minority group.

The reason

is th.at .it is more use:fuJ. to have discussed the problem of
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social mobility and some of' its specific consequences (f'or
example, assimilation) before analysing role di:fferentiations
or status differentiations among the strata of the Greek
minori tye·
It has been a. useful praetiee

aino~.g

socio.logists or

other social scientists when using the term
to mean

11

occupational mobility"•'

n

social mobility''

This means that social

mobility, a multi-dimensional problem, is faced only by its
one-dimensional side, i,;e.' occupational mobility..
theoretical and methodological approach
occupational mobility only

This

tho analysis of

is wrong because social

mobility results in the changing, not only of occupation,
hut political
as well.

attitudes~

norms and values and social roles

For a social scientist ·wha wishes to make a

detailed analysis of social mobility three

~ain

problems

arise:
(a) How much mobility?

'-

(b) What causes account for the rate of mobility?
(c) What consequences follow mobility?
In the present part of this thesis, the author will
-try to analyse the first two questions, while the third will
be analysed in the next chapter dealing with assimilation·,
socialisation, family, etce
Hany discussions have tak.en place cuncerning the problem of

mobility~

It appears that most authors agree that

social mobiJ_i ty might be analysed not only on the theoretical
level but on the methodological ·level as wello'
log~sts

Many socio-

with extremeiy different theoretical approaches

(1956), Bend.ix and Lipset (1961) and Mayer and
Muller (1975) having the 11 ruling class" point of view, "to
Resler and Wastergaard ( 19'72), Wastergaard ( ·1971+) and 'l'umin
( 1968) having the Marxian or 11 se.11i-Marxian 11 point of view
from Hiller

and the Neo-Weberia:r:i point of view

agree that it is not

enough to examine and investigate. social mobility through
the) the.oretical approach only.,
cal analysis are necessary,;

/

Statistical data and empiri-

-
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In analysing social mobility, the levels and kinds of
mobility must first be investigated.

li'irst of all, is the

social mobility of the Greeks in South Africa an individual
or a strata mobility?

Secondly, what kind of mobility must

we analyse in order to insure that we have given the reader
a total picture of mobility?

The author v.-il.l try to analyse

individual social mobility among the Greeks because he does
not bel.ieve that the upward mobility ·which took place after

1955 to the present time is a strata mobility compared, for
exa.mple ~ with the strata mobility of the Afrikaner middle
st:rata after the strikes of 1913 to 19·jLJ. in the East Rand,
and after the Industrial Conciliation Act passed by the
Smuts government, and the establislunent of the white labour
policy by the same government in 1924 (Eduard Rou:x:, 191+8) .,'
For example, in 1907 there was a low number of Afrikaner
mineworkers but, in 1911+, 75% of the mine stiperviscrs and
head artisans ivere Afrikan.ers (Webster, 197h)

'·

o

Analysing again the elements of social mobility the
author will examine and investigate educational mobility and
occupational mobili tyc

Many sociologists ar.:.alyse further

elements, such as residential mobility: status mobility,
etc.·

The author, however, does not consider that residen-

tial mobility is a main element of social mobility because
he views residential mobility as a real cons0q1lence .of occupational mobility, status mobility, etc.
Coming to the empirical study of mobility of' the
Greeks in South Africa, the author would like to mention a
phenomenon which he thinks is very important for the analysis
of occupational mobility.As will be shown below, during the years 1960 to 1970
(and even .i.n earlier years), many artisans, technicians and
production workers arrived in the cOUI1.try.

Many of them

inunediately or very soon became cafe or small shop owners., 1
This occurred for two specific reasons:
(a) The level of technical education in Greece is
extreme.ly lowo'

'I'his fact resulted in the inability

o:f technical school graduates (newcomers) to :find

/
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occupations cong:cu.2n t 1·ri t'JJ tlJ.eir qua:Lifications
which, in practice, were not as statod in their
pape_rso
(b) They wished to earn more money to return to Greece,
most of them initially being "temporary

i1nmig1~ants 11;

Bearing in mind that a skilled white worker in SQuth Africa
earns from RJ.50 to R500 per month, and comparing this 1~i th
the monthly profit of a medium sized cafe-shop
from R1 000 to

~1

000 or more

averaging

the tendency of' skilled

and semi-skilled 1vorkers to seek occupations in th.is .latte:c
field can be readily tmderstood,;
Another important fact th.at must be mentioned before
coming to the analysis of intragenerational and intergenerational mobility is the tendency of the immigrants from the
rural areas and the urban areas· (but not to ,a h.igher pe~cent
age than the rural area ne1~comers), to have different occu.:.
pations in South Africa from the ones they had in Greece,.·'
For, example, land workers or fishermen usually became ca:fe
owners, etc.'
As has already been mentioned in the historical background, after the decade 1930 to 1940, many Greek small
shopowners started to extend their businesses, and artisans
later became small

shop~nvners;

Therefore the first problem

to analyse is the intragenerational mobility, i.'e. the
change from one occupation to another.·
(A)

Jntragenerational Mobilitv
As mentioned, the f'irst element that w·il.L be analysed

is intragenerational mobility.,'

To illustrate this (as well

as educational and occupational social mobility) the author
will use difi'erent tables for Cape Town a:nd Johannesburg,' to
give a clearer picture of the phases of mobility in the two
areas.'
A problem which arises from this analysis is the previous occupation of the small caf'e.._Oi·vners prior to their
emigration to South Africag<

In the tables, previous occu-

pations in South Africa will be shown and, below the tables,

/

[
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previous occupations in Greece will ho showno
Intragenerational
.
, mobility o:f:' the Greeks in J'ohar1.-riesburg is shown in Table 29 (see next page)o Briefly, the
conclusions drawn from the table are that:
(a) Most of the property owners and. extended businessmen were previously small shopownerso
11

The term

extended business" mean.s .large supermarkets,

large restaurants 9 a chain of large or small
shops' etc e.
(b) Skilled and semi-skilled workers tend tc become
cafe-owners for the reasons already mentioned.
Intragenerational mobility o:f the Greeks in Cape Town
is shown in Table JOo

Analysing th.is table, the conclusions

which can be drawn are that:
- (a) Most of' the property owners and in.dividuals who
are occupied in extended business were previously
small shopownerse
(b) Ski.1.led. and .sewi-skilled workers tend to occupy
themselves \vith small business; and others, wbo
were previously engaged on the land in Greece, to,

gether with other middle class strata males, tend
to follow occupations different from those followed
in Greece.
The consequences of this kind of mobility will be
analysed in the final chapter of this study.
(B)

Educ a tion.9-J- and Intergenera tio~!,!:tl Occ;:J2]2,_at~l MobJ-3:-J..1~.Y.
It is wellknown and more or less accepted that the re-

lat±onship between the educational and occupational systems
is one of mutual dependence, because the latter relies
essentially upon the former for its supply of personnel ..
Analysing an industrialised society
cular case the South. African society

in this·parti"'."

it must be accepted

that education gives more opportunities f'or graduates from
technical colleges arid lllliversities to be absorbed by the
increasing growth of the tertiary f'::i.e.Ld of production, and

/

..\0

TABLE 2Q:
--·;,

INTRAGENERL\.TIONAL MOBILITY AMONG THE GREEK IMMIGRAN'I'S ( EXCLlIDED ALL OCCUPATIONS OF' FEiv1J1LE RESPONDEljTS)
-r
i

OCCUPA'l'IQNAL
GROG'P OF

PRESEN'r JOB

·

Shopkeepers .

.

j

-

I

. II

28

1

- .

I 1

I

l

0 F

P R E VI 0 US

J 0 B S

f---

-

-

- -~
I - -1
r

4

-

I

-

.:'.

-

-

Col-=:=:._+

-

[

-

-

12

-

~-

1

-

~-

Factory

I White

------1,----

GR 0 UP

1
Shop~,
White ~~te~d~~l Self~Emplo;~~lEnrployed
Employed
-----~------1
1
keepers Property Factory! Collar Businec;s, Skilled.
Semi-Skilled Skilled Professionals TOT.~ I
1
1
1
40*
~
6
10
8
64

I

Property

0 C CUP AT I 0 NAL

I

-

-

-

·-

-

-

-,

-

-

I

,

I

~

---=.

321
~

2

I·

-

~

-

15

.

I Self- E.'lrployed

r:::::::u -.
L."eni.-Skilled

Employed
Skilled

_

Professionals

.

3

I - I - l -I - L

I -_\ I

l

-

-

I -

I -

I

-

I -

i -

I

J

4
1

+
b- [ - - I

I

II ·--+I - I I -

3

-

-

-

I -

3

-

I

·-

3

-

1

14

14

167

*

Previous occupation of the 40 shopkeepers, .i.e. their occupations in Greece:
a.
b.
c.

d.

Land workers
Small shop owners
Sailors, etc.
l
Unemployed
Total

,,

18
5
-4
13

-40

45%

12~%

I

''

10%
32~%

-100%

0\

.......

C\l

"-'
UNTR4.GENERl\.TIONAL MOBILITY AMONG THE GREEK IMMIGRANTS (EXCLUDED ALL OCCUPATIONS CF FEMALE RESPONDENTS)

'l'ABLE 30

l
f

OCCUPATIONAL

OCCUPATIONAL
GROUP OF

/ Shop-

it--·

~pers

. Sh".,".keeper

;

Property

I
~
I!

I
I

·r~

l1

I

•

ii

8.c-cory

~--------

I

White collar

xt~nded

l business

I

I

l

,

16 +

7

-

Professionals

l

Extended
·
business

-

l

--

-

2

-

1

_..

--·

I

SeH-employed
ski· 1.led
4

2

-

-

-

--

-

-

2

-

•

9

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

-

-

-

.

I

-

-

I

-

-

I _
'

-

_

-

-

Employed
· k i· 11 ed
semi-s

-

_

10

JOBS
,

-

_

-1

White
collar

PREVIOUS

- .

I

I

I-

I

-- -----{ .
.1 -

I -,
II

t
a.c orv
•

OF

1

I Einployecl
semi-skillecl
Employed
.._.skilled

I

tF'·

~

l Self-~mploy- j

lt -ed- -skilled

F·t,
_rope- J

GROUP

.

-

Employed
k · 11
s ..
i . ed

3

I

.
.

_

_

l

2

4

4

-

-

-

TOTAL

5

-

28

2

-

_ _L
1'

-

-

2

_

-

12

-

-

9

-

2

3

Professionals

_·

_

-

4

-

-1
'

l

I

~
;

-H
7

....J

,._

-

14

ll~

96

-------·
+

Previous occupations. of the

I

16 shop-keepers, i.e. their occupations in Greece:
a.
b.

h.

Land workers
Small shop-owners
Unemployed
TOTAL

8

f

6

50sOO%
37,5 %

2

12,5

16

',,

%

100,00%
0\

·'

1\)

especia.lly by the govermnental bi:u:·ea.uc:i:.·acy or into the

I

. skiJ.led and semi-·skilled occupations.,,

L

r

In analysing the structure o:f the Greek mirwri ty it

must be accepted th.at the first or second generation immigrax1ts entered South Af'ricc.n society on the lowest rung of
the occupational and status ladder.,

However, the native-

born children of' the immigrants, ·who generally raceivod a
better education than had their parents and who were assimilated more or less into the South African language and be-·
haviour, were able to rise economicaLly and .socially as the
national economy expand.ed.,
The educational level is considered by many sociolo-·
gists to be probably the major factor for upward mobility.,
Thomas~

1956, while.analysing the cori.nect.ion,s and directions

of education as a main fa.ct or for

upwa:~d

mobility conc.luded

that: "Educational attainment is a major determinant of
career patterns."

t l .§1., 1960; indicate that:

Kerr

11 Education is intended to reduce the scarcity of
skilled persons and this then reduces the wage
and salary differentials they receive; it also
pulls people out of the least skilled and most
'disagreeable occupations and raises wage J.evels .. 11
Reiss,
11

·~

1961

1

points out that:

Both individual income and educational attainment
which are used as measures of socio-economic
status, are known to be correlated with occupational ranks and both can be seen as aspects of
occupational status since education is a basis
for entry into many occupations and for most
people income is derived by occupationo 11

O:f course there are a nu.mber of theoretical differentia.t:i..on13 for the social role of education in the ·contemporary
society as a mechanism f'or the rPproduc.tion of the stability
of' the social classes and the domination of the I'uJ.ine;
classes over the working class analysed basically in com.1.ection with the

n

equality of opportm1i ty"..

(For example~ see

Wastegaard and Resler, 1972, or "Hanif'esto", 1974c)
Poulantzas ( 1975) points out that:

/
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$

Because of the reproductioI:!.

•

t

t

61-i.

oi' the social classes tfre bou:rgeo:i.s remains bourgeois as

wel.l as their sons and the proletaria.ii. remains proletarian

as well as his_children., 11
Even that po.J.nt o:f view, ioeo the Marxian point of
view, which is expressed in different terms by some "conservative11 sociologists s_uch as S M Miller ( 1956) who
questions "the equality of opportunity in the capitalistic
society bet·ween a working c:lass child and a well-to ..~do
child", does not reject that social mobility exists"
'l'he Marxists simply try to <:>how th.at

11

social strati-

fication" is a trick of the ruling class an.Cl its theorists
(sociologists, so6ial scientists) to perpetuate-its domination over the working classo
The educational mobility of daughters'will be analysed
in relation to that of their fa.thers, fol.lo-wed by educati.onal
mobility of sons6

Th.is 1dl1. be done to show the br02..ka-v:ay

of the Greek daughters from the traditional limitations over
them of the fathers and the family generally.

These limit-

ations come directly from the very structure of the Greek
family (i.e. a limited education for the daughters and the
-conservative attitudes towards their_ social roles, norms,
etc.)~

It mu.st also be mentioned that the analysis of intergenerational mobility will be made

separa~ely

for the two

largest Greek commtm.it:Les in South Africa (,Joharmesburg an.d
Cape Town) so as to show and understand the differentiations
arising from the comparison.

(Table J1.)

Analysing this data we can understand how the new
Greek generation of daughters has in the long run broken the
chains of traditional family oppression and. influencec
Another main ch2.racteristic shown by the table is that
the percentage of well-educated daughters is larger in
Joham1esburg than in Cape
tion for thi.so

To-v,rn~

There is a logical explai1<.:t-

Cape Town is the centre of the rural area

orientated Greek people who have stronger feelings for the

/

trad.i tional Greek pe<M;ant ideas about t.b.c future o:f, and

An.other explanation

. their expectations for, the.ir daughters c

is the higher -level of' education of' tho f'athcrs in J·ohannesburg compared with the educational level of the parent respondents in Cape Towno
TABLE

31

EDllCA'I'IONAL }'iOBILITY AMONG FATHERS AND DAUGHTERS
IN CAPE TOWN AND JOPi..ANNESBURG

i

~;fERS

--,,·-·--·
LEVEL OF

DATJGh'TE;;i

EDUCA_:..:~-ft~- % ~-;;;: I
I

CAPE IQfili

9

Primary school

12

29,0
38,7

High school

10

32~2

No primary school

I

Technical college
, University

r"To~~l

-

---

.

JOHAl'-fNltfilillP.G

-

-

!

Jl

-

.

l'

I li 99 :;1

1

--:---. -

5
17

13,1
44,7

8

I 21, 0

8

j 21sO

38

l

,I

% .

1

-r;·;~
T-~

•

·

No primary school

17
13

Primary school
H.igh. school
. Technical college

,.

J

51,5
39,3
9' 0

I
I

.

University

33

T 0 t al

99 '

s\

1

2,3

10

I 23,2

15

34 '~

17

39,5

43

99 ' 8

I

...----------------·-~----~·--------·_)

Exaurlning the educational mobility of the sons and
f'athers in the two large Greek communities of South Africa,
the'following table emerges (see next page).
Analysing

tl~is

data it is seen that the same thing

occurs here as in the educational mobility of the daughters.
There is a difference between the numbers of university graduates in the t·wo centres~ i •. e .. 60% in Johannesburg
and only JLt-% in Cape Town.•

/
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TABLE 32
EDUCATIONAL IVtOBILI'l'Y AMONG F'ATHEHS kND SONS
IN CAPE TOWN AND J"OHANNZSBURG

---------------1 ·- _;A~;~_J_--.~_s_ ONS -·--1
I

LEVEL 01!' EDUCATION

-%'

---

NO,,

__ _ J
%

4

s,o

I
I
I
I
i---------·..:...-1--t.--· . .
NO 0

CAPE TOWN

Il

I

.

No primary school

11

Primary school

·13

4,o

High school

13

4o,o

Technical college

3

University

27,51

l

7,5
-

7

14- 0

·1s

34,o

'

--~~~~~~~...-~~~~--i-·~---i--

t--T_o_t_a_1__________·

I

JOHANNESBURG

! . 4~o jpoo,+
i 5·i

hoo,o

'

.

I

1

No primary school

12

115,0 I

Primary school

24

High school

22

JO ,o
27~5 !

14

16,0

17

20

22

Technical coJ.lege

8

_n_i_v_-e_r_s_i_t_Y________

I

f Total

80

I

I

_L.1-J.i.

[ __u_·

J

~51

1O, O

I

'9 i
60, 9

5J

I

.__,____-1
99, s__.1
~oo,o I ._8_7___.___

The same explanation could be given for the educational
mobility of the sons as for the

daughters~

The older Greek

immigrants and the Greek immigrants of the second generation,
not being so assimilated with the South African way of
woul~

lif~,

prefer their sons to be sufficiently educated to earn

"the daily bread". without having a higher education, "bearing
in mincl 11 as one respi)ndent said; "that South Africa

at the

moment is not good for the highly qualified people but for
people with brains and hard work.

It is a country of oppor-

tunity, and to live

here a rich man has no need to be a

doctor or a. .lawyer.

Business is the thing

~

0

•

II

Coming now to occupational mobility, the distribution
of the fathersY occupations as compared with the daughters'
and so:u.s? occupations in the larger Greek comm.uni ties of
South

/

Africa~

will again be examirted.

Table 33 i::.1.dicates the occupational mobility among
fathers and daughters in both Cape Town and Johannesburg.
TABLE

.33

OCCUPATIONAL MOBILITY. AMONG FATHEHS Al.JD DAUGHTEH.S.
:CN CAPE TOWN AND J OllA.NN1£SBl111G

-·-· T

--~-----·-----·

-~·-~---

OCCUPATION

r

FAT~ERS --r--;~~~,

NO 0

I

~-ii

%

I- 1
NO 0

% J
I

I

CAPE TOWN
Shopo-wners
Artisans

2

Technicians

3

Professionals
White collar 1vorkers

l

3

I -

5,8

I s, s I
8,8 I

-

-

17
10

=
-

l!

Ii

I
! 26,3 !
-i
28, 9 I

1 Ii4,?

!
. . . .~~--~--·~----~~-------~~~!~~~·!
~~-~~~--4-~----'i
3; • T
99
j 3
9, 9 j
Non-economically active

-

•

Tot al

'·

7

J OI-IAN1':"'E SB URG

17

Shop owners

11

-

8

148. 5~-_-,;._-_--JI

Artisans

1

Technicians

2

I 5,7 I

13

37,1

2

5 7

Proi'essionals
White collar workers
Non-economically active

2, 8 I'

I

I -~
'

i--T-ot_.a_1__

9

8

I

-

23

1'

21

-

I

52,2 J
47 ''7 i

J

. ·

I

-

·-~;

~--~--~-----~~--·-35__~j9_9•.?_s_;_,1_4_4_._._I9_9_,_9__1

Analysing and comparing this -data the differentiations
and similarities in occupational mobility beb..-een the
daughters in J"ohannesbu.rg and Cape Town can be seeno
......

(a) There are in Cape Tow:ti. a great number of' noneconomically active fema.les whose occupation is
mainly that of housewife (most of whom offer their
help in the sma.11 business of their husbands)

a

The opposite occurs ir1 Johannesburg where 15 out
of

35 respondents continued to work after marriages

(b) The increasing tendency o:f Greek females to become
pro:f.essio:nal or white coliar workers can be clearly
seene

/

Thus the conclusion of Miller (1956), and
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Bendix and Lipset (1961) that tertiary employment is the
characteristi.c employment for women in highly industrialised
societies seems to be correct in this casee
Table JI+ shows the occupation.al mobility among fathers

and sons in Cape Town and Johannesburg.
TABLE JliOCCUPATIONAL MOBILITY AMONG FATHERS AND SONS
IN CAPE TOWN AND JOHANNESBURG

..--------------------·--5
SONS
OCCUPATION
_:_AT~-'~~+-~
~I
NO.,-,
ob
NO
<ff.

a

--~--~~~~~~~--~--~~--+-~~--""'-~7~·--~~--''~

7°

TO}:[N

Shopowners

28

Artisans

:::::::::ls

2

I

~

73, 6 I

5

2, l.

1::: I 3~ :~:~

I
I
I[

~W_h_i_t_e~_c_o_1_1_a_r~'-v_o_r_·k-·e_r_s~~~·~--~·~~-2_,_6__!~1-5~~r-J_o~,o--i1
II Total
38 97,7 I 50 100,0
JOHANJ\TESBURG
Shopowners
Artisans
Technicians
Pro1~ess:Lonals

White collar workers

I.

29

36, 7

6

7' 5

4

5,~

I

.\

I

1

I'

1, 1

l ~~_! :~8_;~ I ~;:: I

-T-o-.t-a_1_·-~---------J

79

l 99,s !

s9J_.99,s_j

Analysing the data, the fol.lowing conclusions are
arr-ived at:
(a) The new Greek generations prefer.non-manual
occupations (similar to their fathers)o

(b) Only a very small number of sons· choose the same
occupation as their

fat.hors~

( c) A.·larger percentage of sons tend to become profession.al s .;
Social mob.ili ty has no s.ingle fm10tion;

it has

'
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consequences and results as well.'
After that brief an.alysis, one could probably argue
that the Greek
past.

11

cafe-01,.,'ller 11 backgrom1d is a thing of the

Through social mobility new strata were created,

strata with different values and norms, and a more or less
different culture and language.,
This prchlem of .assimilation must be analysed in
relation to the next chapter, w-11.ich deals with socialisation,
the functions of the Greek family, the South African school,
and the Greek Orthodox Church.

'-

:
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CHAPTER . T,.BREE

-SOCIALISATION
-Io

,_

-

AND ASSIMILATION

METHODOLOGY
The first problem that arLses when a risearcher tries

to analyse socialisation is undoubtedly the problem of
methodology.

It is a difficult problem which is analysed

and researched by many social scientists (sociologists,
social psychologists, education researchers and social

an~

thropologists) having several main theoretical and methodological tendencies,

e.g~

1

the behaviourists or· learning

theorj_sts 1 the social learning theorists and the symbolic
interactionists, to name a few.
This present analysis of' the socialisation process of
the Greek individual in Sou.th African society is not based
on any of these theories.
this

author~s

The problem for a researcJ-t,er, in

opinion, is not to be dogmatic towards one or

another theory.

The major task .is to be criti:cal and the

authoris effort has been directed towards analysing this
phenomenon without having a specii'ic model as some ideaJ_
type.
The socia.lisation process analysis of' the f·orties and
I

fifties was based on the maternal report.

The theoretical

framework of' the researchers was given and the only problem
was .the report of the child's mo~hero

This kind of research

had a lot of difficulties and generally the conclusions of
the research proved to be false.
in~=tccurate

So one had the problem of'

information coming from the mother, even con-

cerning objective and factual matters like the child's
health, his sleeping habits and childhood traumata as Yarrow

/
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( 196h) and others shov-rnd.

Furth(~rmore,

there wero enormous

individual differences among mothers regarding the consistency of' their reports from one interview to another
(Hayard, Brekstad and Ska.rda, 1960)0

These sociologists

argued that more or less (and one could say that their
points are absolutely right) those intervie1vs give a false
picture of the socialisation process because every mother
wants to be a

11

good-" mother rather than to present the real

conditions of her childis socialisation

But, apart

process~

from that kind of unreliability of the motheris report,
there is a necessity for the researcher to question himself
about her abLli ty to mc:.ke the right and relevant observations
in the first place (both regarding her attitudes towards the
child and the child's behaviour and habits).
Another common method of analysis and.research of the
socialisation process is the laboratory method.

A number of

sociologists or psychologists try to explain the

soc~alisa

tion process not _only through examination of the home J.ife
of the family but even by investigation through laboratory
experiments.

Then, through various methods (investigation,

systematic experimental manipulations, etc.) they try to show·
·the phases and aspects of the socialisation process.
There is no need to mention the problems arisirg from
tha~

kind bf research and investigation, the major one being

that of artificiality.

No-one can believ<:' that the behaviour

of a child in the laboratory ·will be the same as in the home o
Mother and child are likely to be on their best behaviour in
front of the experimenter.

Of course the experimental metl1od

has___ many advantages in comparison with interviewing only the
mothero

Nevertheless, a researcher could say that there is

a problem and that, the socialisation process could uot be
analysed by those two methods alone.
1

"The Alternative Techn.iou~s ~
It could not be insisted that the clinicaJ. case study
or the interview research are not' valuable sources
investigation of the socialisation process.

The

for the

prob~Lem

is

that through these kinds of re search one can only speal< w:L th

/

.
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incomplete generalisationse

This .1.• "-'<' the standpoint of those

theorists and researchers who use this kind of analysiso
The:_y generalise the attitudes and tho reactions o:f the child,
insisting that there are universal laws in the socialisation
process.

This

i~:;

not true$

Probably children all around

the world have the same reactioris in the first days or
months or life, i.ea•they smile at a familiar person or they
are happy when they have a toy, etc ..

But in tho author's

opinion it is wrong to suggest that an Afrikaner child has
the same socialisation process as a Greek or a Portuguese
child.,
Undoubtedly the socialisation process is ongoing 1
occurring in different cultural and sccial contexts..

Tb.ere-..

fore it is hard to say that a researcher could analyse the
socialisation process of the children of a minority group
(in this present cas~, the Greek children or adults) only by
using clinical or laboratory experiment"s, or 011.ly by inter'··

views with their mothers.
It is the author's opinion (and he worked on that basis
to analyse the socialisation process of the Greek children.
adults and generally the new Greek generations) that the

re-~

.searcher should work in the places where the process of
socialisati·on takes place5

In other 1·rords, living w.7.th

families in their everyday life as a guest; attending functions of the Greek and South African schools where Greek
children are studying; attending Greek Orthodox Church services and Sunday .schools; interacting with peer groups of
all ages from

eight~year-old

chfldren to university students;

attending meetings of ca:fe--owners; attending weddings; goin.;.:;
to the Green Point stadj.urn to watch HHellenic 11 play soccer;
and by attending functions of the o:cgan.ic Greek Unities,
i~e.

the Greek Comn1w1ities, t.l:le Greek Students• organisa-

tions, the Greek Ladies associations, etc.
The author bel'ieves that no-one could understand the
chi.Ldren ts way of thinJdng or reacting with.out working and
playing with them.

Theref'ore this can be done by talking

with the children, watching television with them, reading

/
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Greek myths to them, or reading the Gredc and English school
books with them.
Preez

On this point the author agrees with du

(1976) who writes:
II

I.n early psychoanalysis the infant and even the
child were creatures of theory based on work 1·.rith
adultso This has almost always been the fate of
childhood. Theorist~ do not listen to children.
They pref'er to read about them or talk about them~n

The author had no problem in.this respect.
with them and listened to themo

He talked

The results of this is one

of the bases of this chapter.

II.

SQI\JE ASPECTS

COiiCEH~TNG

Before starting

Ci1

__

----·....,----

THE FRAMJ:<::WOHK
_,_,_.. _.. OF ,,THE
__ Ai'L\LYSIS
~·-.

the analysis of the socialisation

process of the Greeks in South Africa~ a coricrete idea of
how the analysis will. take place will be given.
As has already been stated, one cannot analyse the

'··

social structure of an ethnic minority group in a particular
society without analysing, even in brief terms, the structure
of the larger community.

How can one, for example, analyse

_the contrqdictory ftmctions of the traditional Greek fam.:U.y
and the South African school as socialising agents, 'vi thout
analysing the structure arid function of the South African
educational syst·em?

Or, how can one analyse the masss media

influence upon a child or a Greek adult without analysing
the role of the mass media in that particular society?
Lip~itt

(1968) points out that each one from the fol-

lowing clusters has a programme of socia.li sa ti on, more of
less"' planned and more or less formally presented as a progranune, to influence the growth and development or information, attitudes, values and behaviour o:f tho younger members
of the "socialisation comn1Lmi ty" :::1.s he calls the socialisation process.

/

(a)

The :family.

(b)

The :formal educational system, private and publicG

(c)

The churches.

(d)

The leisure time agencies with the recreational,

cultural. and cb.aracter education programme.
(e)

The social control and protbction agencies such
as _the police, judicial courts, traffic safety
agents, etco

(f)

The therapeutic, special correction and resocialisation services su.ch as counsellors, :remedial clinics and programmes for

(g)

the.handicapped~

Employment or:f'Jces and work supervisors who hire
the youth and supervise them on their paid jots.

(h)

Political leaders who have an interest in involving the young in political activities such as
civil rights protests, etco

Two additional socialisers are:

(i)

( J. J\

The subculture of the parents.
The subculture of similar age and older groups.,

This scheme is very detailedc
main socialisers, for example, are:

One could state that th:')
(a) The fami.lys and (b)

The social environment including all the other factors (work:
school, peer groups, etco)•
The author contends that the.points coming from
Lippitt 1 s work are w1finished, i.e. he has forgotten to mention some important socialisation agents such as:
(i)

(.ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Social mobility.
The economic situation of the childrenvs fa."Ilil.y.,
Social class.,
Mass media and communication agents in general~

The. analysis of this chapt.er is based ma.inly on the
analysis of' the functions of the Greek family ( tradi tionaJ.
and'new), the functions of' the South African and Greek schools
in South Africa, and with special focus on other important
socialisat~on

agents such as .the Greek Orthodox Churchj mass

Il}edia, · and the peer groups..

These special focusefJ have a

great importance for the ·whole :f:'.'.'a.me·work of the thesis because the author would like to analyse the contradictory
functions of the traditional Greek·-South Af'rican :family
(first and second generations o:f the Greek immigrants) and
the new Greek-South African family (third and :fourth

/
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generations) in relation to the increasing assimilation that
takes place in all spheres o:f the social life o:f
immigrants;

th;~

Greek

the contradictory :ftID.ctions of the South Afri-

can. schools versus the Greek family :functions, and the Greek
schools' functions a.s another major factor of assimilation
will also be analysedo
As the final point, the author has focused especially
on the political socialisation of the Greeks in South Africa
because, after a clear viewpoint of the socialisation pro- •
cess, that issue was found to be very important ror the

ere~.

ation of the whole analysis.

III.

THE GREEK FAMTuY AS A

SOCIALISE~

It is something concrete to say that :family and family
functions and structures are the first step for the intellectu.al and moral development of the- child.

Clausen ( 1968)

gives a concrete picture about the types of tasks of early
childhood socialisation in the family (Table 35)o
In the opinion of the writer, this table is very
-generalised without stating exact cultural characteristics
that the family

gives~

cultural characteristics, which are

important for the evolution of the social character of the
children.
(a)

These characteristics are:
The basic eJ.ement s of the social pyramid ri.nd
dependence (lower-upper, small-big, strong-weak)G

(b)

The basic syntax of sveech (J.a.nguage)

(c)

The basic elements of relations and social hier-

o

archy of the roles of the sexes (father-mother,
male-female, boy-girl)o
In starting to analyse the structures and functions

01~

the Greek family in South Africa, it must be mentioned that

it would be a great mistake, not only J.ogically but methodoJ.igica.lly as well, to analyse in the same terms the traditional Greek :family and the family of' the third or :fourth
generation Greekso

/

This fact will be analysed and shown

during the evolution of the research.

35

'l'ABLE

:A~NTAL~.D~~:~~:·~:-1'~~~~~~~ ;;A8~(

[

OR ACHIEVJ!;ME;;l

-·--..,

(a) Provision of nu.rturance
and physical care

(a) Accepting cf nurtura.nce,

(b) Training and channeling

(b) Control of the expres-

development of trust

of physiological needs
in toilet training,
weaning, provision of
solid foods, etc.

I

sion of biological impulses; .learning accept- i
able charmels and times I
of gratification

( c) Teaching and skill-

Learning ·i~o recognise
objects and cues; language learning; learning
to work, negotiate obstacles, dress, etc.

train:Lng in language,
perceptual sk:Ll1s 9 phy·sical skLlls, self-care
skills, insure safety,
etce

(d) Orientating the child to I (d) Developing a cognitive
his immediate world cf
·
kin, neighbourhood 7 com- 1
munity and society and
to his own feelings
·

I

'·

(e) Transrni tting cu11~ural
and subcultural goals

and values and motivat-·
ing the child to accept
them for his own
(f)'Promoting interpersonal
skills, motives and
modes of feeling and behaving in relation to
others
(g) Guiding, correcting and
helping the child to
f'ormulate his own goals
and plan his own activities

! (e)

I
1

(f)

I(g)

map of one's social
world; learning to fit
behaviour to situational
demands
Developing a sense of
right a1i.d "\vron.g; devoJ.oping goals and criteria
f'or choices, inve sfmen t
of effort for the comnon
good
Learning to ta-1<:.e the
perspective of an0ther
parson; responding
selectively to the expectation of others
Achieving a measure of
self-regulation and criteria for evall1ating own
performance

Starting the analysis of the traditional Greek family
with a more or less peasant background, mention should :first
be made of the "cultural lag" o.f the parents

as·

a~-result

of

their hard ·work in t.he cafe s and other small shops which was
a barrier to the complete socialisation of the children.

it is realised that even the wife of the Greek

ca~e-cwner

used to work (and continu.es to do so) in the caf'es, it can

/
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be 1.m.derst ood how the South Afric:}n. school and its f'u:act ions
as a socialiser superseded the ft:mctions o:r the :fam.iJ_y as
the first step· to cultural assimilation.

(This point will

be extensively ana.lysed in the section on the school as a
socialiser.,)
The above hypothesis does not mean that all famLLies
do not try to pass on to their chLLdren the Greek culture,
customs, norms and values.
occurs.,

In fact, the exact opposite

Even in their limited hou.;:os of communication with

their children, parents endeavour to teach them the co.rrect
way of behaviour and the first steps of the Greek lar1guage
and culture.
The first stream of Greek immigration to South Africa,
homogeneous in its nature, was a

contra-fac~or

for the assi-

milation (cultural or structural) of the new generation, a
fact which does not exist any moree
'·

Of course, the func-

tions of' the family in those early years had all the characteristics which have more or less disappeared in the prese:nt
for example, the harriers to the daughters? educa-

time

tion, the custom of the dowry, etc.

(The homogeneity of

-immigrants, together with the preference for living in the
same residential areas, turned out to be one of the major
contra-factors against assimilation as it has been shown by
Vlachos

(1975)

in an analysis of the psycho-socio-historical

aspects of' the Greek commWlity in America~)
Another factor ivhich must be mentioned here is the
contribution which the children· made to their fathers'

work~

a p_}1enomenon which has almost disappeared today and o:f which
Added

(1973)

writes extensively in his thesis.,

This pheno-

menon, i,.ee the present-day non-participation of' the children in their_ fathers' businesses, is directly linked to the
expectations of all parents (whatever their own professions)
for their sons' and daughters! future careerso

(See Tables

·36 and 37.)
lt"'rom an analysis of' these tables concerning the caf'c
or other shop ownersi attitudes towards their children's work

/
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TABLE

36:

Expectations of parents for their sons' occupational career

-

.---------~~--

Expectation

.
Shop

Parents' Occupation
Owner

~Professional

%

No

%

No

~-;us:n::-~~::e_r_lt---1....9---3-~-,-6-+1--6
Professional
Wh . '

25,0

13

11,6

-

15

·r

; ,O

l

43,3

I

No

%

3 ~6

20 ,O

No

2

% j

13,3

.

i--

16,6

5

~

White cona::.J Artisan

2

6,6

2

6,6

No

%

l

6 ,6

I

2 13,3

-------!

-----+--

- :i·ce collar

.

Technician

No

I

%

35. . 23 ,3

I 34
I

22,6

14

9,3

1--~-----~-~----~~-+----~------1----·---~~---+--~--------l"-·-~------~~-t-~~--~--1,.---~-~-~-----1

Skilled worker

rI

I

..

Wl1atevf,l' he is
gifted for
No response

1· Tota.l

L_

1

1,6
I

10

16,6

8

13,3

13,3

11
1

2

6,6

l

6,6

9

60,0\ 19

·
. 60 .
1

99,T

30

.

r~'

·

l · 6,6

15 ._

99,9

30

o,6
.

17

H,3

63,3

ll

73,3\ 49

32,6

99,8

15

99,81150

99,7

1

99~8

I

1

I

II
'

.

'·

-....:!

co

/

- . - --

-

·--

- •.•••1..,, ......- · ·•-

----
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TABLE 37:

Expectations of fathers for their daughters' occupational or other career
Parents 1 Occupation

Sbop Owner-

Expectation

---r--No

Housewife

ii

.

r-=

~~~ite

%

Total

%

~1--

No

%

~
%

%

No

5 33,3

43

28,6

I No
J.

I 10

16,6

18

60,0

2

6 ,6 I 3 20 ,o

33

22,0

13,3
.

~3

10,0

2

6 ,6 . -

13

8,6

8
1

1;6

·2

6,6

13,3

2

6,6

6,6

8

5,3

l

3 ,3

80 ,O

20

66,6-

I 6 4o,o

53

35,3

30

99,9

99,9

30

99, 7 I 15 99 ,9 150

99,8

I

.

I!

20,0

114

2~

I

99,8

60

1

6,6

4

13,3

I

~

-{

t~~~~~~--~-+-~

I

No

6

Collar

No reeponse

No

! Artisan

45,0

Whatever she is
gifted for

f

%

~~-Jh_i_t_;~~{~a;

1~27
-

Professional

t -P-r~;~s-s-i:~~~- -;~-c-hn-i-ci~~-

I 2'

l12
15

--I

i .l

-

-~

I

"

,,

--.:i
\D

0

OJ

TABLE 38:

Attitudes of' sho:powners towards their sons' and daughters' work in their shops (all periods
of arrival)

!

Il
I
I
I

r-

I.
l

II

PERIOD T
Questions

··-Would you like yo'""

son working in yo 1.ir
shop?

.

I
II

Response

I

_ No
Yes.

No
No response

l

- J

2
lj

23
7

!:_

I

6,2 j

'{l,8
21,8

PERIOD II

PERIOD III

I

TOTAL

SONS AND

I DAUGHTERS

No

%

-

-

lO

66,3
33,3

5

II No

%

1

20,0

62,5 1 4
37,~-

80,0
-

%

I - -J
No

5
3

Would you like your
Yes
daughter working in
No '
your shop?
~ No response

-

-

-

-

-

·-.

25
7

78,1
21$8

10
.3

66,6
33,3

5
3

62,5
3'L5

Would you like .your
son taking your positio~ in the shop~

Yes
No
No response

2
23
1

6,2
71,8
21,8

1

5

6,6
60,0
33,3

5
3

Would you .like yov,r
daughter taking
your position in
the shop'?

Yes
No
No response

25
1

78,1
21,8 I

l~

33,3
66,6

5
:3

9

I -

I 5

-

I
I

No

%

3

5,0

42
15

70,0
25,0

-

75,0
2;,)o

-.

-

45
15

62,5
37,5

l

20,0
80,0
-

4
'41
15

68,3
25,0

62,5
37,5

5 100,0

45
15

75,0
25,0

4
-

lOO,O

·1

J

6~

I

"
,·

(I)

0
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in tho family business, it may be concluded that family
socialisation .is bas0d on the expectation of the parents for
tb.e

11

escape 11 of their cJ:.1.i.ld.ren :Crom the

background (see Table JS) ..

11

Greek e;af'e--owncrn

As already noted in the analysis

of' social mobility, to "escape" is a real fact.,
In examining these

one notes, first of all,

t~bles

that the main tendency of fathers of all periods is that
they do not want their children (either boys or girls) tc
work in their caf'e-shops.,

There is an absolutely negative

ar..swer from them regarding the question about thA girls'
position, and a more or less absolute nEgative position in
their attitudes to their sons' work in the storesQ

This does

not mean that there are no sons o:r' even daughters working in
their fathers' small shops (Added very characteristically
mentioned this).,

But, at the present time, ,the number of

children hBlping in their parents' shops has definitely decreasedo
The following table (Quail 1 1971) illustrates the different socialisation pro6ess of the Portuguese children
working for money in their fathers'

shops in comparison to

the Greek youth:
TABLE

39

FREQUENCY OF WORK FOR MONEY AFTER SCHOOL
HOURS - PORTUGUESE YOUTH
_....,.

BOYS %
I

Never

1 or

2

3 or

4 days per week

days per week

5 or 6 days per week
1 or 2 days per term
Occasionally, 1 or 2
days in a year
No

response

!__._

SOURC'E: Quail, 1971.

/

I

~

l

GIF_LS

.,

49,4

I

21,5

9,4

4,J

2,2

10~7

3,3

J,O

1' 1

9~4

J,9

I

I

lI

I

1,7
I- -

79,s

1' 1

%1

l
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Prom this table it can be concJ.uded that: Portuguese
youth (both boys and girls) are used to worlcing for money, a
fact ·which does not occur with Greek you the
Analysing the ta.bJ_0 concerning atti tudo s of' the fathers t
expectations tow·ards their sons·' and danghters i
pational careers,

1~uture

occu-

it can be seen that the main tendencie8 of

the fathers for their sons are concentrated in the .tertiary
f'ield occupations 9 or a bu.siness
respondents ( 49 did not' respond)~·

i..,e., SJ out of 101

career~

On1y one respondent ex-

pected his son to be a skilJ_ed i;·rnrker.

The above attitude

occurs because for all of the respondents a better education
and tertiary employment mean.s

t!

higher prestige 11 .f'o1:- the son

and for the fam:Lly and community general.ly..,

There1·ore, the

social.isation process, to an increasing extent, forces the
children to have a higher education&

This fact will be ex-

tensively analysed in the section dealing with the school as
a socialiser.

'·
Analysing the attitudes of' fathers towards the occupational or other futQre career of their daughters, tne tendency of even the new generations of

immigrants~

i~eo

white-

__collar workers and prof'essionals, wishing to see their
daughters as "good housewives" is noted (4J out of 97
pendents)

o

resr~

As has been shown already in 'the previou:"> chapter

while analysing social mobility, there is an increasing
tendency on the part of the daughters of '.;he new gen8rations
to reject having only a housewife ts rolee

The other tenden-

cies, of course, are expectar.ions for tertiary employment

(46 out of 97 respondents).
The socialisation process of the children of the new
generations of Greek immigrants differs from that o:f the
older generation as ha_s been mentioned bef'ore.

But even here,

in a new generation nuclear family, paternal authority can be
observed, but not in the same way as wi.th the older generations.
Facts of intermarriage, better education and assimilation amongst the yowl.ger Greek generqtions have resulted in

/

\
a break·-away from the old, traditional family structures
sucb as the parental-authori taria.n type of family, and the
old-·fashion.ed Greek. customs such as the tradition of proika
(dowry); and the continuing disappearance of the Greek culture (i. e
fact.

4

disappea-:rance of the Greek language) is another

These are common phenomena amc•ngst the South African

born Greeks but not the newcomers o:r· the older immigrants
with a rural backgrour..d.·
This conclusion comes directly from the analysis of
the data of the attitudes of Greek immigrants from all
periods of arrival towards the use of the Greek. or English
languages by their childrenv

(See Table 40.,)

As can be seen in the table 1 the first period immigrants wished their cbildren to spN'-k the Greek language at
home and they objected to the use of the

I~nglish

language in

the home._ This also tappened to a great extent with the
inunigrants of the second and third generation but only because of a desire to preserve the Greek language.

As far as

forcing children to speal<: Greek at home is concerned, the
attitudes of the third and second generations of Greeks are
_yery similar to those of the immigrants born here (sons a.."'1.d
daughters)o

As can be seen, 60% of parents born in South

Africa wish their children to speak

Gi~eek

but their re spon.se s

differ to a great extent as regards the enforcement of'
speaking Greel<: instead of English at

home;~

and in ref;ard to

their preference of language usage by the children's peer
groups within the house

a fact which has been illustrated

excellently by Trander (1974)c
Examining the socialisation process in relation to the
creation of the "political ego 11

(Nead, 1935), in other words
l

the start of the creation of the political attitudes of' the
children within the structures of the family, a lot of research is being done in that sphere.

The greater number of

American sociologists, psychologists and psychoanalysts
believe that the family is the

mo~t

decisive factor for the

.political socialisation of the child.

("1959) wrote:

/

For example, Hy111an

"Definitely, the i'amiJ_y is the in.ajar :factor

/·

~

/

--_;
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TABLE 40:

r
! -

Attit;udes of Greek immigrant:> of all periods of arrival towards the use of the Greek. and
Snglish language by their children

I,

Ques t•J..ons

I

yo:~ke~0ur

rw::ld
children to speak
Greek?

I

1-

Il

i----

II·

Do.you mind if the
c1:nldren spes.k
English at home?

~

I
i

Strongly yes.
Yes
No
not care
Jo response

I ;o
1.

Do you force them to
speak Greek at home?

,

Response

j

I

I

Strongly yes
Yes
No
Do not care
No response
Strongly yes
Yes
No
Do not care
No response

.

I .

l"' . .

Period I I

j No

%

No

%

No

56, 7

7
8
2

19 ,4
22,2
5,5
19,4
33,3

J)J.

.- eriod I

J_

·i-;~

5 13,5
2,7

1

!

,~

.-

-U.1

2(,0

20

54,ol

I

7
2

3

8,1

4
4

10

27,0

14'.
12

5,5
11,1
11,1
38,8
33,3

6
8
8

16,2
21,6
21,6
13,5
27,0

5
3
3
13
12

13,8
8,3
8,3
36,1
33,J

4 10,8

I

I

112

5·
! 10

-Period I I I ySons
and
Daughters

%

I No

I

37 ,8
12
18,9 112
8,1 · 1
35,l
,5
.LO

7
3
13
-

7

18,9

2
16
12

43,2
32,4

5
8

5 ,4

11

6
10

4
5

10,8
13,5
43,2
32,4
-

16
12
-

I

5
6
12
7
10

Total

%
30,0
30,0
2,5

1~,5

2),0

No

%

54--~6 ,O---+
I

I

32

7
~?
:;c~

3lj.

12,5
20,0
27,5
15,0
25,0

18
34
32
32

12,5
15,0
30,0
17 ,5
25,0

20.
22
39
37
32

21,3
~,6

~b,6
d.,3

1-

I

22,6---.
12,0
22,6
21,3
21,3
l~,3

l'+,6
26~0

24,6
21,3

\
I

Do you prefer the
children to speak
Greek than English
at home?

Strongly yes
Yes
No
Do not care
No response

5
14
3
5
10.

13,5
37,8
8,1
13, 5
27 ,0

2
5
1
16
12

5,5
13,8
2,7
44 ,4
33 ,3

7

18,9
27,G
13,5
40 ,5

10
5.
15

9
7

22,5

23

1'7,5

36

24,o

7
7

17,5
171,5
25,0

16
43
32

10,6

10

15 ,3

28,6
21,3

"
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of the political sociaJ ..isation and the prin13. r.Y' one.

other :factors are secondary.u

Mi~che.11

Ali the

(1962) writes:

"No-one can reject eer.iously that th'?! :family constitutes the
most basic factor of political socialisation for the

v~ry

simple reason that the c11.ild lives the most de ci si ve years
of his life in the :family structure.

11

It is fairly obvious that the fan1i.ly is the first

political socialiser for the

child~

But .i..t is very hard to

insist on what a lot of' American scientists believe

that

the "political world" of children starts in the pro-school
age and continues to be created until the child reaches the
middle high school years (as is shown in the research of

(1962)s Hess and Torney (1967), Easton and
Dennis (1969) and Easton and Hess (1969)).
In their research.
amongst 12 000 elementary school children t.l;:tey tried to show

Easton and Hess

firstly that the "political world." of the child begins to be
created in the pre-school years ands secondly, that after a
few years it changes to a high level and nearly stops at the
age of the middle high school

years~

The same conclusion comes from the writings o:f Davis

(1965) who points out that:

"The political socialisation of

the child. starts when be/she ·becomes three years old and
stops in his/her thirteenth yearo 11
The argument of all these scientists is true only in·
one respect: i~e. that the f·amily is tb.e first step to political socialisation.

The second point which comes from these

writings, .that the political socialisation process stops at
a certain age, is incorrect.
It is obvious that these scientists do not recognise
and do not analyse other factors in the political socialisation process which, in the opin:ion of the writer, ai e more
1

important than the family, such as the functions of the
higher classes o:f th.e high school, university,· the social
mobility of the adults, the

econo~ic

situation, etc.

for

example, how these theorists and researchers could analyse
the increasing .liberal or radical attitudes of' the Afrikaner

/
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youth and their attitudes towards the South African

Nation·~

aJ.ist Government in the present t.ime Jn Sou.th A:fr:Lca?
Other theorists of the political socialisation process
within the family structure, in America

arJ

well, have shown

or have tried to show· that children have the same political
behaviour and attit.udes as their fatherse

For example, the

research of Campbell and others ( ·1954) has sbown that 82% of
American voters whose parents voted for the Democratic Pa.rty
voted for the same party, and 73~b of the voters for the
Republican Party votecl for that party because their parents
had.,

Of course, it is understandable the.t the level o:f the

p6litical interests of the parents plays a very decisive
role in the development of the political interests of the
childrene
The situation in the nuclear or extended Greek family
in South Africa, in terms of political socialisation of the
children, is characterised by a low levelo
attitudes of the Greek irmnigrants of

eve:t~y

The political
period of' a.rrivctl

or every generation is characterised by the low level or
lack of interest for the political situations, i.eo both
the Greek and the South A:fricane

This fo.ct is mainly a

result of the first generation's lack of time

as has

already been mentioned, they worked from eight or

ei~ht

thirty in the morning until midnight with a break o:f three
to four hours

and of the new

generati,~n1'

s everyday effort

for economic and. social survival within the South Af'rican
society.
The role of the mother in the politicil socialisation
process is also limited because the first period house,vives
had very little time for the development of the "political
world 11 of their children owing to the amount.of time spent on
.hard work in the house and later in the store.

The new

generation mothers have even less free time because of their
occupations.
Table 41 shows the attitu:J.es of' parents towards the
Greek and South African political situation.s respectively

/

l:"O'J

J:ABLE 41;

Parents' attitudes toward South Afr:i.ean and Greek politics and their
children's politicai attitudes

I
Question
~----'
I

fi:.re you interested
:rn the South
frican politics?

h
'
!

I

J

1

much

·~;-----.Jo Jiro _
33,3, 26,6 2
4o,o . 3
- 10

16,6 8
46,6 7
36,6 15
-

26,6 4
23,3 1
50,0 - 10

Very much
Yes
10
No
50
No response -

16,6 8
83,3 22
--

26,6 2
- 73,3 3
- 10

Very much
Yes

25,0 3
30,0 5
45,0 22

p~rty?

15
18
27

~o

:

.%

20,0jlO
26,6, 8
53,3112
-

Have you a preference of a Greek
political

1

.I

No response

-

-

10,0
16,6
73,3

-

-

%

Jl7o

3
13,3 5
20,0 7
66,6 15

% No
10,0
16,6·
23,3
50,0

1

- 1 10
66,6 15

3,3
13,3 1
33,3
50,0

13,3 8
20,0 7
66 ,6 15

2
1
2
.10

13,31 6,6 3

1

6 6 -

26~61 1
6,G

1

4

1

l~,3 112

6b ,6 15

1

3 ,31 4
31,6 10
65 ,o 16

Do you force your
children to have
political activities?

Ver;y much
Yes
19
"No
41
No response

1
31,6 12
68,3 17

Are you interested
in the Greek
co:mmunity po2.itic s?

Very much
20
Yes
16
24
No
No response

33,31 8
26, 6 J.O
40,0 12

13,3

33,3

2
53,3 2
10

-I
'

'
l
13 ,3
413 ,3 11
66 ,6 15

33,3j28
13,3!lt2
- jl+7
53,3133

18,6
28,0
31,3
22,0

26,6
23,3
50 ,0

1
1

0,6
19,3

8

6,6 1
6,6 29
33,3 87
53 ,3 33

10,0
40,0
50 ,O

3
1
3
8

20,ol23
15,3
18,6
6,6 28
11, •
20,0166
•+..,. ' 0
53 ,3llirl
33 -22,0
---

1
1

6,6 8
6,6 36
33,3 13
53,3 33

13,3
36,6
50,0

43,3

26,6

13,3

~

16,6

ti

20~0

20,01 4
66,6 15

13,3
50,0

40,0

3
10

-~1...._.

5
2
-

6 61 132
26:6
66 ,6 15

33,3

% No

-;

J.6,6
21_,3
40,0
22,0

3,01 40,0. 1
56,61 4
- 10
2

Total

- 25
6,6 32
40,01160
53,3 1 33

6
8

8
5

1

Very much
2
Yes
19
No
39
No response

Do you like your
children to have
political activities?

L.-

No

12
16
No
.132
No response! -

Have you a prefer-1
ence of a South
African political
1 party?

~l

Shop Owners Professionals !Technicians White Collars Artisans

Are you interested I yery much
10
in ~h~ Gree~
l Yes
28
pc;il1:i::.1cal situaNo
22·
tion?
.•No response -

I1

for their

I

Response

I Very
Yes

ex~1ectations

5

8

1

6,6

2

50,0

5
8

13,3 36
33,3 80
53,3 33,

~

5 ,3 [

48 ,6
22,0

I

o,6
24,o

53,3

22,0

46,6 50

"~
":(
.::i:;,,_,

53,3 33

22,0

32

1

24.,o I

23,3

-

1·

58,0

22 ,0

35

-

·1

1

21,3

"
(JJ

.i
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and their expectations for their children.ts political attitudes.
Comparing the attitudes of the new generations of
Greek immigrants, mainly

the.wtlite~collar

workers, with the

older ones: i.ec shop-owners, the increasing J.ack of interest
for the Greek political si tua.tion becomes apparent at a.11
levels.

The interest of the new generations for the South

African political situation indicates, of course, the increasing phe:p.omenon of assimilation of these generations into the
host society.

Hmvever, it is observed that the attitudes of

all generations towards their children's political attitudes
appear to be the same.

They all express more or less the

same attitude, saying nNo 11 to the question of whether their
children participate in political activitiesu
The conclusion from this short analysis on the sociali,
sation process and the political socialisation process
'•.

within the Greek family structure is that the Greek family as
a socialiser fails in the long term to give the Greek cultural characteristics to the child, despite the sometimes desperate efforts of the parents.

This problem, which is

directly linked to the contradictory functions of the Greek
family ai.J.d the institutions of the receiving society (the
South -.African educational institutions, peer groups 1 :~tc.),
is the main problem in analysing the role of the South African school as a socialiser, and particula:rly as a political
socialiser, and the role of the mass media in South Africa
in relation to the contra-factors versus assimilation such as
the Greek schools and the Greek ·orthodox Churcho

IV.

THE S_Cl[_Q.OL AS A_ SOCIALISER

The aim of this part of the thesi.s is to show and
analyse the structures and ftulctions o:f the South African
schools and the Greek schools in South Africa as socia.lisers
:for the Greek children, and especially as political socialisers for them.

/

The l'esearch and tho conclusions come f'rom the personal
experience of the researcher concerning the functions of the
South African. schools v-1here Greek chi.ld.ren are studying, as
well as experience of the fu..."lctions of the. Greek afternoon
schools in .different areas of South Africa, with special
focus on the consequences of the contradictory functions of
the Greek family and schools and the South A:frican

scb.oo1s~

This analysis ·will be based on the results of" the absorption
of Greek children by the :functions of Sou.th African

school~

with special focus on the assimilation process in terms of'
particular spheres of the cultural orientation of the Greek
children

language, customs, etce

It has been analysed in the viri tings of many social
scientists that the relative importance of parents as
socialisation agel!.ts ha:3 decreased in modern times (e.go,
Danzinger, 1970).

The function of the school and the peer

group seems to override in many respects the family functions
as a socialiser.
The socialisation in school to.kes place on many levels.,
It is obvious that the functions of the school classes, the
I

role of the teacher, and the relationship of the Greek child
with other children having different cultural backgrounds,
'

cnnstitute very important elements for a harmonious or

~

contradictory psycho-social process such as language, methods
and content of teaching, of the child in :.>chool.

From the

moment the five·- or six-year-old Greek child joins the
school, difficulties arise

a different language being

taught and spoken, a different culture, a different social
envirorunent, different norms and values.
.,

The child starts

to realise that he or she is between two worlds:
of his or her family, and the world of the schoolo

the world
The first

psycihological problems arise because of the contradictory
functions of' the family and the .'>choo1 socialisation processes.

(This is excellently analysed by the German schooJ.

of psychology~ mainly by the writings of Lutkens, 1966.)
In the sphere of ianguage, the school and classroom
are pervasive environments.

/

Pupils are dealing with language

90
for most of· the day·, i.e. t;he spoken .language of' the teacher

and other pu.piJ_s, and the ·written language of books.

Flru1.de~s (1970:43), in his analysis of teaching behaviour, and analysing not

onl-:y~

the educational system of

his cowitrys England, but with experience of other countri.est
educational systems, wrote:
" R~search on traditional, relatively formal chalk
and talk classrooms shows th.at on average teach.ors
tend to talk :for about seventy percent of cla.s;::»room time and probably more especially in the
elementary education field.e. 11
Bearing in mind the writings o:f

Flanders~

and count.ing

the classroom hours of the children (Greek an.d foreign) in
South African schools in relation to the influence of the
teacher as the second strongest authority in the child's
life (the first being the father), and the great linguistic
influ.ence of the peer groups in school (of which Stubbs,

1976 1 wrote that they constitute the most powerful linguistic
,_

in.f'luence for the children), we can easily understand the
increasing disappearance of the Greek language amongst the
Greek new generation groups as
tural assimilation.

a step towards their struc-

LG-reek children spend approximately

_11 J40 hours in Sou.th African schools (university excluded).,
That means:

189 days of the school year x 5 hours (average per day)

= 945

hours per year

945 hours x 12 years of study
= 11 340 hou.rs~
Clausen (1968:362), writing about the primary aims and
activities of the teacher, points out five aims:
(a)

Teaching and encouraging skill learnings, i.e.
specific cognitive skills such as reading,
writing and arithmetic, and the.more general
skills of maintaining attention, sitting still,
participating in classroom activitieso

(b)

Imparting information, orienting the children to
the educational system and to the intellec£:!-&
he:cit~e,

seE!~ing

to connnit them to its ends.
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(Rosearcherrs underliningo)
( c)

'I'ransmi t t :i.ng Q-..21.!;i;..;.':£;,n t

cuJJJ.n:~J.....{$'2aJ..:?......S"!E£L...Ya..l£§_§.~

cla,rif'ying their •neaning and relevance
(d)

Q

Providing guidance and models f'or problem solving,·
maintaining an atmosphere conducive to learninge

(e)

Overcoming gross deficits in preparation and
attempting to deal with individual differences and
with personal problems of' the child that hinder
his performance and in some instances consul.ting
with pa..rents or 1vit1l gui.dance

Therefore~

personnel~

analysing these aims which are generc..lJ_y

true, one can see and accept as a fact that the teacher
forces the children into

~.11-.£ctual

heritage

L~Js~-ng,

to commit h,;0n or her to the aims of the educatiop.al p_oJ):..s.Y.-2£
the

particul~L_Countrv.

In every. countryf independently from

its particular social system, the authorities insist t.h?.t
their educational policy is a

11 national

educational policy 11

o

That means that the go\terrunent intervenes in the formation of
the educational policy and affects the creation
ing material.

01~

the teach-

Generally i t is common knowledge th.at the

functions of the school a.re successful ·when they produce
_!,good ci tizens 11

,

which means citizens ready to support the

system and its aimso
Referring especially to the South African schools and
more broadly to the South African

it does not need

11

system~

we might say that

Greek oriented. 11 graduates, meaning

graduates id.th Greek culture and values, but
African cltizens 11

•

11

good South

This is the ·main function, the main aim

of the South African
12.!'0d,LI;ce

11

scho~l:

not to 12roduce ci ti~ens,

,good South Af'rican citizens 11

•

b&.J'._~

Thus, in the battle

of the contradictory "value orientations!! between the South
African school and the Greek family,
school is definitely the

winner~

the South African

It gives to the Greek

child a different "social character" to that of the Greek
one o

(The term "so-::ia,l chara0ter 11 is used here as Roll~f

(1972:13) uses it, i.e.:

"Social character is the part oJ'

the fhumariJ cha:r:acter, which is common in tho members of
partict:Uar social groups and which constitute a consequence

/

O?

/~

of the experience of those groups .. 11

)

Under the de:finition

"social character 11 is meant that a social group (or a
minority group) collects and generalises empirically acceptable and canonica.Lly repeated ways o:f behai.riour and be1ie'fs
of several social or national groupse
Recently, the Human Sciences Research Council (1977)
released a primary book concerning the attitudes of the
white population of South Africa towards immigrants in
general and the main inunigrant groups in particu_lar, i. e

e

Gre0k, Portuguese and Italian (the low--class immigrants) and
the Dutch~ German and English (the high-class immigrants).
In the writer 1 s opinio!1. this particula::: research gives a very
clear picture of the n.egative attitudes of the English- and
Afrikaans-speaking South Africans towards the
groups~

(See Table 42

m~in

immigran.t

one of the table9 from this book

which concerns the attitudes of the "white South Af:r:ican
population 11 as regards their preference of "immigrants" as
neighbourse)
Analysing this table, it can be seen that a higher
nW11ber of respondents expressed att ..i tudes of a r:iore

favour-~

able nature towards German, British and Dutch immigrants in
South Africa than towards Greek, Italian and Portuguese (the
nsecond-class immigrants")~
Thus, the Greek child going to a South African school
for the first time has to fight not only the difficulties of
the new language, culture, etc., but even possible suspicion
and replil$ion of the native-born. children.

This fact, in

conjunction with the expectations of his parents that he be
"the. top student" and because of

11

school m.1.tagonism 11

,

in-

creases the assimilation process to a very high degree.

Thus

there are children of' six or seven years who reject the Greek.
language even at home, and children who taJ_k proudly o:f their
South African culture, etc.
T.he school p.la.ys a decisive ,role in the process of the
creation of the childis political socialisation.

Easton and

Hess (1969:217) argue that, except for the 6irculation of

.•· *"-..

•. ,

_i
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TABLE 42:

PREFERENCES OF WRITES F'OR NEIGHBOURS CHOSEN FRO.M MEMBERS OF THE SIX MAIN D1MIG:HANT GROUPS,
ACCORDING '1 0 RURAL/URBAN RESIDENCE
1

,-

IMMIGRANT GROUP (MOST
PREFERABLE AS NEIGHBOURS)

I

P L A C E

TOWN

CI'l Y
1

-

.-

Dutch

I

Porti.iguese

%

%

5,3

6,o

3,9

2,9

2,9

2,3

l+ 7 ,8

49,0

9

42,7

39,8

48~3

11,9

13,2

11,6

14,o

9,1

14,5

2,0

1,8

o,6

1,5

1,1

o,8

29,2

26,1

39,3

34,8

42,7

31~6

2~1

2,5

1,2

1,7

1,5

1,1

1,7

1,4

2,5

2,4

2,9

1,4

100,0

100,0

100,0

100,0

100,0

100,0

1 7lf2

1 717

lf8lf

520

27~

263

J~o,

-

German

I Greek
------·
Non-response

TOTAL

lr

Female

%

r--

I

Male

%

-

"'-ri,· ish

F,;male

Male

%

I

Italian

Female

RURAL AREAS

-

%
I

In. ,

R E S I D E N C E

0 F

'l

Male

i

---------.I

Number

I

I

-

-·-

-

.II
I

',

\0
/

\,.;.)

the "party preference"

5

the influence o:f the f'amily seems to

. be mainly indirect, giving tbe children only· the f'eelings of
respect towards authority and lawo

Obviously the school,

for Easton and Hess, plays the major role in the understanding of attitudes, ideas and beliefs towards the general
political

They pointed· out the fol.101·1ing:

syst0m~
11

0ne could argue that family offers a .lot to tho
socialisation process in the development of' respect towards the homeland, but the school is the
institution which gives information and meanings
which stabilizes that respect towards the political system.
Our conclusion is that the schooJ.
appears as the major factor of political socialisation~''

Of course, it is hard to say that the school is the ma,jor
factor of political ·socialisation as these scientists insisto
However it is definitely one of the major factors.
The teacher's role within tho school structure is very
well an.d extensively analysed by Riesman (19.54, 1957 and ·1958)

in a series of articles.

Although these articles are very

informative and give an extensive explanation of the influence
o~

the teacher on the psycho-spiritual evolution of the child,

in the opinion of the writer Riesman does not recognise one
yery basic fact.

He does not recognise that- the teacher is

not only just a personality, but that he is working for the
state..

He works, in other words, according to the pTin-

ciples of the higher administrative and legal authorities.
Thus, the problem is that the teacher teaches the children
according to the "official ideology of the state"o

There-

fore, in the present instance, the teacher's behaviour and
the educational institutions cannot be analysed separately
from
the ideology of the South African educational policy •
..._
It would be a very difficult thing to analyse, briefly,
the educational policy o:f the Sou th African govermnent since
it is a very difficult ano. complicated problem.

lfo1vever.,

the writer believes that there is no doubt that the entire
policy of the South.African educational system is "Christian
National Education 11

o

After the establishment of the Broederbond and the

95
lnstitnut vir Christnlik-N"asionale Ond.erwys (Institute for
Christian National Education) and its sub organisations 1 i t
0

..

was obvious tha.t the maj_n aim of' Afrikaner Nationalism was

to destroy every other language or culture.

A pamphlet

written by J C van Rooy explains the ideology of that
institute.

He points out the following:

"We wish to have

no mixing of languages, no mixing of culturess no mixing of'
religions a:;,:.ci no .mixing of races s"
Thompson 1

'j

(This was stated in

q66.)'

,

On the other hand the Broederbond, an organisation
which has political control of the educational policy, is a
clea.r poli tica.l organisation of the Afril::an.ers..

(For an

extensive and very informative account of the Broeclerbor1d
see Malherbe,

1977 .. )

Many discussions have arisen con.cern.ing

the nature of the Broederbond, its secret
tures1 its policy and its aims.

o~ganisation

struc-

However, it i.s not very dif-

ficult to understand its policy and ai:ms, if we have a look
at its constitution.
Malherbe

(1977:664) states:

The aim of the organisation is the attaimnent oi~
a healthy and progre ss:i.ve UJ1.animi ty among all
Afrikaners, who strive for the welfare of the
Afrikaner PQ.Ople, the kindling of national se.lf-.
awareness in .the Af'rL!caner and the instilment of'
a love for his language, religious traditions,
country and people and the-1?.E.9~2._:f al..1.__!l!.§..
int e :i;e st s of~__tJ:\e .P;:;.:f..£.P<-~p.e :f_Pe9121,~.,
(Or gani sat ion ts .Cons t i tu.ti on.) 11

11

Wilson and Thompson

(1971:84) state th.at without the

Afrikaans language there would have been no Afrikaner
nationalist movement:
11

Culture, art, education and even sport were inspanned in the drive to make the Afrikaners proud
of themselves as a group, or a nation or race as
they put it. 11

However, culture, art and education ar0 not ';ideal subjects",
separated from the state po.licy, i.e.\ the official education
policy, if one bears.in mind the writing of Clausen concerning
the .aims of the teacher:
goals and' values making_

/
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t-',, ,.' in conclusion of his

analysis of the ideo1ogica.1 state apparatuses:
It

o
.,.
,,
in other '"o:r·d.s tho school teaches "k:i:owhow11, b..~t i,!L.:f orms \·1hicb,__£ns_gi~e sub,je ct ion to
the rul.i,g,g_j.deol~~~tl!.,~astery of its

gacti_g~o

This conclusion

11

def~nitely

applies to South Africa, bearing

in mind the words of Verwoerd. in 19 5~:}:
11

o
. . . . it is therefore necessary _:£1@.•t
eJ1..uc,atj.on
should be controllQ.d in snch a __'tf~Y--iJ.!~!..l:.!... should
Ee in a;cco£££1_'l;_ce_1~;L th_._th~_I?,olic_y: p:_f t!J.e~§.!_~~s 11

A paragraph from a History school bool<:., quoted below,
gives a clear picture of the

11

ideo1ogical agreementn between

the state and its educational policy and the control of the
former over the lattero
11

Our forefathers believed and we still believe
today that God himself made the diversity of
peoples on eartho' • •
Inter-racial residence and
intermarriage are not only a disgrace, but are
also forbidden by law c
It is 11.0i·rnver s not only
the skin of~ tb,e South African that differs :f.rom.
that of the non-·whi te.., The 1·1hi te st<"1nds on a
much higher plane of civilisation and is more
developed., Whites must so 1.ive, learn and 1vork
that we shall not sinl-c to the cultural level o:f
the non-whiteso
Only thus can the government of
our country remain in the hands of the whites,.:
(Bekker and Potgieter, 1960: J0-31 • )ii

As we can see in this statement it is not only the
superiority of the white culture which is examinede

The ex-

planation is that because of that culture the 1vhites

~be

in power,;
In view of the foregoing :facts, it can be w.i.derstood

wll.Y...._ Greek-orientated professionals, white-collar workers,
'
and even
university students argue for the superiority o:f

the Afrikaner culture, and sometimes refer to the Afrikaners
as a "super race".

Thus, the wise Greek saying:"Tell me who

your teacher is, so that I
definitely applies

~o

can t0l.l you what you know",

them~

Therefore, the remarks of Dr

Koornhof :Ln 1968 appear to be not only the whole truth of
th0 educational policy of' the Sou th Af'rican state, but
prophetic as well.

/

He said:

11

'1.'he immigrant could not or

9'"1I
should not forget the land of
and should.u

birth~

but the children could

(South Af'rican. newspapers, 19680')

One could argue that a great

contra~factor

against the

assimilation of the Gr0ek new generations might be the Greek
school and Church.,

In the next section the writer will try

to prove why the Greek schools and Church in South Africa,
although fighting hard against as.similation, are not a
contra-factor against this phenomenono'

IVA~

THE
--.....-... GREEK SCHOOLS IN SiJUTH AFR.IC.A
_..,.,,.~....

--~-,-_,,._..._"

The necessity for the establisbmcn.t of Greek schools in
South Africa was recognised first by Nicolaides

(1923:446)

·when he wrote:
II

The problem of the establishment of a Greek school
is the most important problem of our commun.i.tiese
There were man.y discussions and decisions, but
nothing happened. This was the result of the indifference of the immi.g_r_ants for thei;r childr~!l? §.
Greek~ducati9no
As a result of this 1~actor
there are at tl1i ;.:; pre sern~ time two bundred. and
fifty Greek children without any knowledge o:f the
Greek language and history .. Ii

After the appearance of the first Greek schools in
South Africa, W1.der very difficult circ1J.111stances (th'~ lack of

classrooms, etc.,, and the fact that the first t·eachers were
priests and semi-educated amateurs)s Prof 5ssor Voyazoglou
1

(1947)

wrote a very interesting pamphlet

about the possibi-

lity of a true Greek school in South Africae

That analytical

and detailed pamphlet of' a rea.l ·idealistic nature
of

~

plans

Greek school having commercial and agricultural depart-

ments, home economics and

house-nursing~

even Ancient Greek

as a subject, in large privately-owned buildings, farms for
agricultural training, and hostels for 800 students, having
branches in Spring, Germiston,

e~c.

-

never became a reality

I

because of the

lim~ted

economic resources of the Greeks in

South Africa.·

(The author of the pamphlet claimed that the

initial expens·c s would be £200 000, and £20 000 per annum
would

be

required for maintain.ing the ins ti tut ion..)

A second

factor for its failure was the indifference o:f the Greek

/
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TABLE 43:

NUMBER OF GREEK SCHOOLS AND PUPILS IN SOUTH AFRICA

TOWN

NUMBER OF
SCHOOLS

Johannesburg

..

_,~·:f

1

NUMBER OF
PUPILS

NUMBER OF
NURSARY SCHOOLS.

NUMBER OF

1 047

2**

120

-

I

-

Benoni

.1

-

Brakpan

1

Germiston

1

Krugersdorp

l

-

Vereeniging

1

Springs

1

PUPILS

~

-

Cape Town

1

Durban

l ',

East London

1

Port Elizabeth

1

Bloemfontein

1

-

Welk om

1

-

-

Boksburg

·l

-

I

Kempton Park

-

II

-

-

rrO'I'AL

Pretoria

lI
I

1

I

I
1

l

,

I

1

'

!

-

-

I

I

-

-

-

-

f

19

2 120

I

2

',

120

*

The community school with seven branches with nu..rnber of pupils 4.20.
There are two other
schools:
(a) (pri va.te) S A H E T I ( S A Hellenic and 'l'echnical ~tis ti tut~), number of
pupils 450, and (b) "Greek School" (private), number of pupils 177.

;"*

The nursary schools belong to S A H E ,.'l' I

( 80 pupils ) and '.'.Greek School" ( 4o pupils).

\0
OJ
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population during that period.
Nicolaides' writings and Voyazoglou's dreams are 'things
of the past.

There are now 19 Greek schools in 1'7 different

South African cities, with. approximately 2 120 pupils.
Table 4Je)

(See

This table is derived mainly from two sources:
(a)

the· composi t.ion of the Greek schools in
South Africa by Lolon.is (1977),

(b)

and

f'rom reports coming from the Greek communities of South Africa.

The number of children who, for various reasons, do
not attend the Greek schools are more or less 1 500 to 2 OOOo
This is a large number when compared with the number of chi.l·dren ·who do join the schools,.·

However s the si tua tior.. of' the

rejection by the children of attending Greek schools is
better if we compare it id.th the rejection by. Portugueseorientated children.

"·

TABLE 44
ATTENDANCE OF' POB.TUGUESE YOUTH AT SPECIAL
PORTUGUESE SCHOOLS IN JOHANN'"ESBURG
FREQUENCY OF ATTEf..1DANCE
Never
1 or 2 days per week

II

9J' 10

o,s6
0 s· ~·>
.•.1
,

3,90

I

I

1

GIRLS

I

I

3 or lj. days per week
5 or 6 days per week
Total

BOYS

98,29

lI

92,20

o, 60

I
I

0,60

l

98' !40

!

1

5,00

J

:_J

SOURCE: Quail, 197·1.
According to the above table, 93,1 percent of the
boy-respondents and 92s2 percent o:f the girl-respondents re···
jected or did not have

tt~e

opportunity or

attending the Portuguese schools.,

~he

possibi.li ty of

Even in the Cape area,

with a Portuguese p6pulati6n of 25 000, there. is only one
school which, at the present time', has only 80 pupils.
(The Portuguese community plans to build a new school under
the direction of the Ministry of Education of the Portuguese
Government.)
/
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Even the J e-wi sh conmmni. ty (one of the b0 t ter organised.
minority cormnuni ties in South Africa) faces. the same problem.
In Johannesbu~g, ~s Dubb (1977) points out, the same prob.lem
of' absence of pupils from the Jewish schoo.l.s is faced.

There

are only 4 000 out of a total of 12 000 Jewish children of
school age attending the afternoon schools

there~

Returning to examin.e the functions of the Greek schools

in South Afri~a, the following points are mentioned briefly:

(a) They are closely attached to the Greek communities who pay the teachers, hire the class-

(b) They fLUlction in very limited hours ..

(The

table below gives an indication of the hours
involvedo)
TABLt:; 45.,

SCHOOLS' WEEK WORK., IN HOURS.' ACCORDING
TO THE NUMBER OF PUPILS
HOURS PER WEEK

!.
I

2
2,5

NUMBER OF PUPILS
'

12,5
Total

. 2 120

3
l.j.

.5

5,5
6
7
9

..,

I

276
183
109
322
366
450
126
160
38
,
90

__

li . %

I 13,01
I
8,63
5, 14
15' 18
1"'I ? 26

I

21~22

~

...

5' 9l~
7' 51.i.
1'79
4,28

99,99

I

(c) The main subjects taught are an elementary
knowledge of the Greek .language and gram."Tlar,
.
history, and religion according to the
spebifications of the Greek Ministry of
Education.

(ct) Thirteen out of the 43. Greek teachers are
without a teacher's diploma.
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'l'ABLE 46
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF THE TEACHJi::HS IN THE GID.iF;K SCEOOLS

L

~~~~OF~-E_'.,-D_t_rc_;A_T___1__o_N~~~~~~!_N_Tm-~m-r_~R_:~~J:--~-%··-~~l

I

r- -

Graduates of the Greek Education
Academy sent by the Ministry of
Greek Education

·

l

14

Graduates of the Greek Education
Academy working privately

I

37' 20

j

I

Graduates of the Higher Domestic
Economy School

2

4,65

Graduates of the Theology School
of the University of Athens

4

9,30

Graduates of Greek High Schools
(no university level)

Bearing in mind these four points and the tables, it
can be understood l•Thy the behavioural and cultural as.simila·tion occurso

The limited hours of the Greek schools do not

allow- the children to acquire anything but a brief picture of
Greek history ai."1.d culture, and therefore the school only
gives them an ill;adequa te knmvledge of the syntax of the
Greek language.

That is why the functions of the South Af-

rican school supersede the functions of the Greek school on
all levels.
Comparing the functions of the Greek and Jewish schooJ_s
in South Africar one can clearly see the !nore complete functions of the latter.

On the organisational level, for

exampJ_e, there are special committees all around South Africa
having as an aim the appropriate function of the Jewish'
schools.

'

'

There are organisations such as the South

A~rican

Jewish Education and the United Hebrew Schools whose main.
interest is to lead and to direct the South African Jewish
schools.

Also of significance aro the e:fforts of the South

African Zionist Federation and. the South Afrj_c<:m ,Jewish Board
of Deputies having as their aim the preservation of the cultural and national traditions· of the J·ewish people.
has been shown by F0rne;old

(J974)

But~

and Himlam (1~75), evon

as

the good organisation of tJ1.e Jewish schools and synagogues
proved not to be

~

very strorig contra-factor against assi-

milation and acculturation of the Jewish peoplo.

These

writers show how the Jewish people tend to lose their
national and ethnic identity within the structure of the
American society, showing that neither the schools nor the
synagogues could stop the increasing irdluence of the American way of life on the Jewish individualso·
On the level of' organisation, the Greek comrmmi ties t
.lack of a central authority which could give the major
directions and instructions for the better functioning of'
the Greek schools is obvious.

The Greek schools are depen-

dent on the Greek Education Ministry which only decided to
send an official superintendent of public education to
examine the :fuJ1ctions of the Greek schools in South Africa
fifty years after the establishment of the first Greek
schoolo

In

one-and~a··half

out of the nineteen Greek

months he inspected only eight
schools~

i.e. those in the Trans-

0

vaal.
On the teaching level, the functions o:f the J"ewish
schools are better in many respects, especia.lly in the
creation of the Jewish culture and traditions which are
directly connected to religion.,

1'he Jewish a:fterno0 1 schools
1

attach great importance to the Zionist ideals and culture,
as is, well analysed in the works of Zidel. ( 1972) and Adar

(1965).

This does not occur in the Greek schools, mainly

because o:f the limited amount of' school time.

In those :few

hours the Greek child must J_earn how to speak and to write
Greek, and probably some primary elements of Greek history.
"

The teaching of customs and culture is definitely lacking in
Greek schools in South Africa.,

The :functions of the com-

munities during the national celebrations and a :few other
entertaining :functions of the ccmmunities, the

schools~

and

the church, of course, cannot soJ_ve the problem.
The South African He.1.lenic Educational and Technical
Tnstitute (SAHETI)~ is the only

11

Greek 11 schoc.l :functioning

as a day sc.hool according to South African laws.

/
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language is taught as the seventh subject and is taught
five·-and--a-half houTs a weeko

p1~i

This school, built with

vate Greek e.api tal, is in some ways better organised than
the conununi ties' schools and has the large st number of Greek
schoolchildren in South Africa.
said that through i'Gs functi<;>ns

NevertheleRs~

SAID:<~TI

it can.."1.ot be

d:Lffers from the

other commtrni ty schools in South Africa; in other words, it
does not constitute a contra-factor against the assimilation
of the Greek-orientated children who join the
example~

For

school~

the main :functions of the school are conducted in

English and its monthly nmvs bulletin is published in Englisho
Iµ conclusion, the writer believes that

desp~te

the

desperate efforts of the corrununity'authorities and the
efforts of the teachers, prcfessionals and amateurs, the
Greek school is definitely not a contra-factor against the
increasing assimilation of the ne1·1 Greek generations.

Greek

scientists, in conducting similar surveys for analysing the
function and structures of ethnic schools in countries like
Australia and America, came to the same conclusionso
example, Tsounis

(1975)

For

analysing the functions of the Greek

ethnic schools in Australia shows that problems such as conTusion of cultures, lack of good organisation, and lack of
time for these functions, tend to be the main reasons for
these functions of the ethnic schools as a contra-factor towards assimilation being unsuc<?essful.

Moschos, Jr

(1977)

in an analysis of the younger Greek generations in America

shows exactly why assimilation cou.ld not be overcome because
of the dysfunctions of' the
t~Lons,

Greel~

schools and family ins ti tu-

and Bardis ( 1976) comes to the same pessimistic con-·

clusions writing on the future o:C the Greek language in
America a
It is very difficult for the Greek school to create
Greeks be cause it is overruled b·,y- the Sou.th African school
which creates

11

good. South African citizens"•'

'
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V-,;

THE. cmJRQH AS A SOCIALISER
The central ideology o:f the Greek nation is contained

t

l

From the time the six.-year-old joins the school in Greece
and :l.n Greek sGhooJ.s all around the world, 1~0 the day he
becomes a university graduate, and even until the end of his
li:fe 1 those three words :follow himo
Religion' is a central institution in the Greek's life
all over the world .and South Africa is no exception to the
ruleo

The :first article of the constitution of the :first
"We estabGreek community of Cape Town, in 1903, stated:
lish in Cape Town the association named tThe Greek Community

----------

of Cape Tmm.' havi:ng as first aim the establishment
o.f' a
....,~........-.~.-.--~Greek. Orthodox ChurchG" (Nicolaides, 192.3: 503 .. )
In

1923 there were three Greek Orthodox churches and

three priests for two thousand immigrants.

There are nm..r 1

in South Africa, fourteen Greek Orthodox churches in the
:following towns:
Johannesburg

Port Elizabeth

Pretoria.

Durban

·Germiston

Welkom

Alberton
.vaal Triangle

Bloemf'ontein
Brakpan

Kru.gersdorp

Springs

Cape Town

Benoni

The :functions o:f the Greek Orthodox Church in conjunction with the i'un.ctions of the Greek school could pJ.ay a.
very important role, giving a Greek orientation to the
children of the immigrants.

In the previous section (con-

cerning the functions of the Greek school), the writer tried
to explain why it fails to constitute a contra-factor
against the increasing assimilation of' the new generations
of Greeks.

In addi tionj the Chur,ch also fails be cause o:f

the :following main reasons:
(a) The Sunday services are conducted in Anci.ent

/

.

{

in three simp.lte words:
Nation, Religion, Family

'-

~

r,.

;

'
'.-

t

r
~

l
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Greek w.ir;b. the result that a large number of
the yoUi."'1.ger Greeks are uxtable to undorstarid
them because, as already mentioned, they do
not have a good knowJ.edge even of the modern
Greek language.
(b)

The Sunday schools that function .in nearly
a.l.l thf.l c.11.urches a.re -caught in the English
language~

These two main factors, as well as the indifference of
the younger generations towards the orthodox religion, may
be observed i f one attends a SUli.day service in the Cape Town
Orthodox Church.

An average of :forty people attend. the ser-

vices with a noticeable absence of the younger generations 0
The only days on which the church is full are Christmas and
Easter~

and sometimes during the National Greek celebrations.

Comparj_ng the functions of the ,Jewish synagogue and
"-

the Greek church, we note the important role of the Jewish
synagogue, not only as a religious institution, but as an
institution which preserves in many ways the cultural and
national traditions of Zionismo·

Rappaport ( 1972), while

analysing the role of the synagogue, concludes his writings
as follows:

"The association between the-school and the

Synagogue al.ways remained an intimate one • 11
However, because of these £acts, the Greek Orthodox
Church has lost a number of younger people to other denomi-·
nations, a phenomenon which i.s not unusual in an. industrialised society, as has been excellently analysed by Alba

(1976) in his survey on social assimilation amongst Catholic
national origin groups in America.
M:cCie (1977) while
analysing the network values and cultural change amongst
Greek-Australian irmnigrants comes to the same conclusions,
examining the role of' the Greek Orthodo:x. Church_ in this

ticular ccnmtry.

par~·

Sa.1utos (1973) in h:i..s writings on the :role

of the Greek Orthodox Church as contra-factor to assimilation
in America strengthens this viewp~int, concluding that the
church is unable to resist the forces of assimilation and to
preserve the Greek national identitye
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'l'b.c:; ntJJnber of' yoi:mg::,r people

~.os

t

by tb.c G1·eek Orti:iodox

Church to ether dcnominati.on.s is l:Lmi ted in com.par:Lso11 t0
immigrants~

the same situc:.tion amongst the Portuguese

H.ose.n"''

thal (1977) points out some interesting information concer:n.ing
the change ·of denomination o:f the Portuguese people in Sou.th
Africa.:

She. mentions the large· nwnber of Portu.gue se chang-

ing from their denomination to the Dutch Reformed Church
(she ?otes that the Dutch Reformed Church has started to
bring in Portuguese priests of this denomination because of
the increasing 11.UJ.ilber of Portuguese people in J"oha.nnesburg
and Pretoria changing their denomination)

0

The P:r·otestant

Church has a one-thousand-strong congregation. in La Rochel.le
(the Johar.JJ.esburg suburb where the majority of Portuguese
innnigrants live)~ and the Assembly of God includes seven
hundred Portuguese.
Unfortunately there are no figures available regarding
the number of Greeks belonging to other denominations in South
Africac

However, it would appear that the most active

Teli~n

gious group in South Afri ca, 1 in terms of the Greek inntigrant,
is the Jeh.ov.ah•s Witnessesr.

The Greek Jehovahis Witnesses

in South Africa are very well or&,·anised in several small
--~roups

propagating their beliefs all around South Africa

with informative pamphlets and
Greek homes, etc.

othei~

material, and visiting

The Greek Orthodox Church authorities in

Johannesburg and Cape Town do not accept there are many Greek
,Jehovah's Witnesses he1.1e, or that they pose a threat to the
Orthodox Greeks, but it seems that the opposite is true.,
From this brief analysis of the church as a socialiser,
it ---.becomes quite understandable why it fails in its f'w.i.ction as a socialiser against the institutions of' the South
African society.

VIo'

____

THE PEER GROUPS

..,.,

Family in contemporary soci'ety is not the only primary
socialiser.'

Childrent s groups

Stamatiades (1962) calls them

/

the "game groups" as
friendly gronps at work,
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frJends at school, sports clubs, the army services, etcc',
co:usti tute the most uGua.l :fo:cm of' primary sociali sationc·
The new social environment which the young:::;tor enters is
sometimes completely different from that of the familyo
The nature of rela,tions and their in:fJ..uence on the behaviour of the children or the adults is dependent on factors
such as

th~ir

economic situation, education, religion, colourf

nationality$ etc.
The Greek children who play in the schoolyard li1'i th
Engl:Lsh or Afrikaner childPen mu.st cvercome primary difficulties such as knowledge of the other langnages 1 the hci.bits of
the foreign children, etc.

(as has already been mentj_oned

extensively elsewhere in this study).

The Greek child con-

centrates on speaking fluently the language used in everyday games, and tries to imitate his peers' habitsG

It is

not an unusual phenomenon to hear two or three peer groups

'·

of Greek children speaking English amongst themselves, not
because they cannot speak Greek, but because they prefer to
speak

English~

After matriculatings Greek adults face a

choice: to work or to further their education, either at
university or technical college.,'

The university peer groups

and the work peer groups also influence their behaviour to
the same extent as the child pe.er groups.'

At univerrdty or

at work it is a common phenomenon for Greek adults to communicate amongst themselves in Englishe

J:s this phenomenon

cultural, behavioural, or structuraJ_ assimilation?

This

important question will be analysed in the last part of this
cha.ptero
Hen.tion should be made of' the increasing· participation
of Greeks in the :fu:nctions of various South African associations

sports clubs, office clubs, and institutions such

as the South Af'rican Army.,'

Of course, there are also Greek

associations and clubs, directly or indirectly connected
with the Greek communities; who try to draw the Greeks together by holding fu.nctions such as dances, picnics, etc.
A certain percento.ge of peopJ_e do attend these f'unctions
this canrwt solve the problem

01~

9

but

the increasing assimilation
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amongst the new generations oi' Greekso;
· On the

l~vel

of poli ticaJ_ socialisation, it is cmnmon

knowledge that participation in a group or an organisation
gives an adult the opportunity to communicate with other
members of the group through group relationso·

Thus, she or

he has the opportunity to discuss freely her or his political
opinions, to listen to the opinions of others, a...-rid through
these discus·sions to change her or his polit:Lcal attitudes
and values, or to stabilise them.,
McLosky and Dahlgren

(1959)

and Berelson

t l al (1954)

analysing the voting behaviour of American adults a..'1.d the
influence of peer groups on voting behaviourj believe that
peer groups have a great influence on the individual voter
(e.'g.·, Berelson argues that the evidence shows that 53 percent of individuals of

21

to

2.5

years old vote for the same

party as their close :friends) •1

'·
This problem o:f the political socialisation of the
Greek younger generations and its consequences on the poli-·
tical and. ideological levels will be better understood in
_the next chapter which deals with t.he division of labour,
political attitudes, and the class composition of the Greek
immigrants within the structure of the Scuth African society.

VII.

.HASS MEDLI\ AS A SOCTA_1,ISER

_.:

Mass media could be defined very

sim~ly

in terms of

two characteristics:
(a)

Its product is easily available to a large
part of the population.,'

(b)

It reaches the population simultaneously,
i~e.

by televisioh, radio, magazines 9 news-

papers, etc.·
Friedson

(195:3:230)

states:,

"The process of mass com-

mW1.ication is a social process., 11
The following are phrases. overheard :from children:

/

l
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"Fall down you terrorist.'

I

.have killed you,.' 11

(George? an e:Lght~·year-old Gree):\: c.hi.ld, speaking
\.

to his brother,;)
"Andrew Young is a communist who wants to destroy
South Africa .. 11
Elie, a sevon-year-old Greek girl;'
In the technologically developed countries, it :Ls common knowledge that mass commlUlications play an extremely
important role in the socialisation process of children as
well as adults, and play a more important role in the evolution of their political socialisation process .. ·

Many theor-

ists believe that the mass media must be remaved from the
analysis of' the social structure of the society,,

Mass media

is something '·.rh:lch is effec·cively used to canalise basic
attitudes which are :themselves a function of the social
structure.,

One of the major discussions about the role of

the mass media within a technologically developed society is

'·-

the discussion between Mills (1959) and Gouldner (1976) and
Enzenberger ( 1970).

Mills, using the term

11

cultural appara tus 11

argued that mass media in a technologically advanced society
have only a cultural significance and they function only in
·this way.

Gouldner and Enz0nbe:rger., .cespectively, answered

that mass communications do not function only as a
apparatus" but mainly as a

11

consciousness industry 11

r

i;

cultural

.;

Gould·-

rter. (1976) points out:
The tension between the two (cuJ.tural apparatus
and consciousness industry) exists in some
measure 12.§:sause 11 conscioasness industry_" h~
.§.2.£ially isolated the "cul tura.l ~aratu~ 11 and ·
ha~__fil!£cessfull v im£.2.sed an iris ti tut,i2np..li_~
form of ,_tacit censorship on i.t.
Many researchers, e~g., Deutch (1964) and Edelman

(196Zt) amongst

others~ have

shown how the patterned flov.r o:t'

messages delineates functiona:l cohesion and ef1'ective policymaking a.nd cuJ.tivates public belief systems,,'

The mass com-

munications are the ·dominant shapers of this flow as a result
of their being the only capable agencies of public
tion due to ·the mass distribut,ion of messages·.;

accultura-~

'

:Many American

theorists concerned with the ef'1'ectiveness of the mass media

/

,
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and ·-..roting behaviour of the American voterss

(1956),

McQua.i.1.

(1968)

and Belson

(1967),

e.,g~,

Dogard

give a clear

picture of the signii"icance o:f the mass media (especially
television) on the decision--making of the voters .. ·
Looking at the role of' the mass media within the. South
African society, i'ocusing especially on the consequences for

the socialisation process of' Greek children (or adults), and

the media ts position as a

11

'consciousness industry" or a.s an

"ideological state apparatus"

(cf'e Althusser,

1971),

i t mu.st

be mentioned f'irot of all that every Greek home in South
Africa has at .least one radio, and in Cape Town and Joha1u1.esburg 96 out of the 160 respondents owned a television set,
i .. ee· 60% of respondents.,

Television and Radio
The Corporat:i.on shall frame and carry out

its broadcasts with due regard to the
·. EngJ_ish, Afrikaans and Bantu culture.
(Broadcasting Control Act of

1:

1976)

The Control Board of the Broadcasting Corporation is
constituted of between five and nine members all appointed
oy the State President, who also designates one of the members as the chairman.

As it is stated in the Broadcasting

Control Act: "The State President may remove a

membc~r

o:f the

Board from his office at any time, if in his op.in.ion there
are some reasons for doing so."

(Broadcasting Control Act

No. 73, 1976.)
The "Bantu Advisory Board" original1.y consisted of
the., Chairman. of the Board and three to five members, all
appointed by the Minister of National Education;

today it

consists of five white members, four of whom have been on
the Board since November 1 97.3 and have been reappointed
.until 197'7 o
The Television Programme Advisory Board consists of
five members, also appoin-ced by the Minister of National
Educationo

At the present time aJ_l the members are employed

1 11
in S·~ate . institutions (A._rgJl.S llffh'Spaper1
\-

--

'l976)'

c.

The South African Broadcasting Corporation "is only
able to carry on a broadcasting service at the request of
the Minister and subject to which conditions as he may determine. 11

(Act No.

33, 19760)

The corporation is financed by

the state which annually allocates a sum o:f money
by the Mini st er of Finance 11
~t

•

(Act No.

11

d.etermined

73, 1976) o

is :fairJ.y obvious that t.his corporation is con-

trolled by a small number of men, and it is perhaps

signif'i-~

cant that the chairman of the South .African. Broadcasting
Corporation until recently was Piet Meyer, a member o:f the
Nationalist Party.

Thus, there is little doubt that the

corporation strongly identifies with the ideology of Afrikaner Nationalism.
Television especially, not only in South Africa but
... _

generally all over the world, constitutes the strongest
factor in the process of everyday dif'fusion of' inform?-tion.
It does not preoccupy i.tself with the education of the viewer
but requires only his attention and passivityo
has no choice, unlike the reader

OI~

newspaperso

The viewer
He is

-definitely a "prisoner of the screen".,
When Mr Swanepoel, the cultural and educational director of television, was asked whether the South African
television and the government had the same standards and
beliefs and ideologies, he replied:
11

• o s to some extent that may be true • • • to
give an example, I donYt think we would incite
people to overthro1v the Gover1unent by undemocratic
methods • • • I don t t think ·wo would be part and.
parcel of that, nor could we incite young people
to join the police force and fight on the border.
Yet there are people who do this.q
(Financial Mail, 1972)

Analysing 86 radio news b:i:oadcasts by the South African
Broadcasting Corporation between

1974, Seiler ( 1971+) in

11

16 October and .30 December

Communica'tions in South Africa"

reached the following conclusions:
(a)

/

There was no criticism of government policy
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in the programmes, or if there was it was
very little.,

(b)

464 out of.634 items, iRcG 73%, were international rather than domostice

This means that the messa.ges coming from the mass media

in

do not permit

this specific case the South African radio

the public to have a clear picture of what is really happening in South Africa.

This fact leads to a false picture of

the South African political situation, not only for children
but for adults as well.
Regarding the

~1

idols" which South African television

creates, and the political significance
among

01~

this, a survey .

125 Greek children in Johannesburg and Cape Town gave

the following picture:
(a)

The most popular persons in television programmes
were:

73 (58,40%)
25 (20,00%)
15 (12sOO%)
12 ( 9,60%)

Simon Templar
Hoss of Bonanza:
Jorda ch brothers
Brady Bunch

For a more detailed analysis of the cultural and.
political j_mages which South African television
creates amongst Greek
(b)

children~

see Mantzaris

(1978)0
The most fami.liar political personality
African or foreign
the moustache 11

,

was

ii

- South

this Mini.ster with

i.e. Pik Botha, according to

(38,40%) of' the respondents.

48

The Prime Minister,

Mr Vorster) was the second most popular, gaining
26 responses

·~

(c)

(17,60%)Q

118 (94,40%) out ~f 125 children had not even
heard of the squatters and the rest did not know
what squatters werec

The writer considers the above facts

of great

importa.nce in showing the effectiveness of the mass media
and d::.e images they give to children.

For ex.ample, two

Greek children were playing "war" bet1veen themselves using
plastic machinegu.ns.

One of them

11

k.illed 11 the

other~

saying:

11 J

HYou .§:.r.Lthe te:r-ro,r,::&.2..t~ I
killed ;x:ou. 11

am a South Af'rican soldif~r and I

W.hen asked i:f they k.i:.e>1 w·bat a terrorist

an eight-year-old

tbe older one

replied:

11

I

wa.s~

don't

kno·1-.r .,'..rhat a terrorist is~ bu.t I kaow that all the terrorists

must be killed until the last• 11

A seven--year-old Greek girl

expressing her opinion about the first visit to South Africa
of Andrew Young stated:

"Andrew Young is a communist who

wants to destroy South Africa.,a
Let us examine schematically how the image of television
may work. to give the girl this opinion of Andrew Young.
I:ViAQ1LJ.

IH;f1;;9E_ll

The filack§_ in :Hocambique
and Angola are communists and they want to
destroy South Africa

~
.

'·

~

I~..AGE

Andrew Young is a Black
and does not 1ike South
Africats political system

III

k

Conclusion: ·Andre-w Young is a
communist
These two discussions are not the only ones which
demonstrate the effectiveness of the mass media as a political socialiser in South Africa.

There were. many other

opinions voiced in discussions with Greek children but those
two were the most characteristic examples.
To conclude, it seems apparent that the South African
Broadcasting Corporation is a very significant part of the
"state consciousness industrytt and that is why it is taken
.,

into account when examining the socialisation
general and political

both

of' Greek. childrene

It was considered necessary to give proper weight to
the analysis of South"African radio and television because
of the fact that these educational and "cultural" institutions have become of greater importance than the family in
the socialisation processo

/

CONCLUSIOJ\!:

WHAT KIND OF·

"I1~tegration

ASSI.MIL~'l'ION?

must be the ultimate aim"

(Director o:f Education~ 1966, in the Transvaal
. Education Department Bulletin)
.
Writings on

assimilation~

initially started with Smith

its process and evo.1.ution

(1895) who wrote an extensive

analysis on the assimila.tion process6
pa~allel

(a)

He provided a

three-stage assimilation process:
The external assimilation, which indicates the
conscious adoption of the more outward individuals iri the culture of the absorbing societyo
(He also calls this the stage of accommodation.)

(b)

The internal assimilation., which is a:ffected by
contacts closer to the life of the absorbing
society and the immigrant beginning to appreciate
the meanings of the cultural material appropriated.

'-

(c)

Creative assimilation, which occurs when a member
of the ethnic minority group views the culture of
the absorbing society with a more

objecti~e

and

rational manner than the other
who is "provin'
.

cially minded".

He is absorbed by the way oi'

life of the receiving society and he can contribute from his ethnic group to the development and
enrichment of the culture o:f t':le receiving society.
After this analysis,

se~eral

other sociologists and

social scientists gave great importance to the analysis of
the assimilation process and the stages ofassimilation.
Mention may be made of' Galitzi

(1927) who analysed the stages

and process of assimilat;Lon using terms such as "economic
and technical assimilation" (in other wo:r.cls an adjustment
and conformity to the general modes of living), "cultural
assimilation 11 as the assimilatic:i which includes new cul ....
tural traits, modification of the old culture and psychological re-adjustment, and "ethnic assimilation" as a biological
amalgamation especially through intermarriage.

Eisenstadt

(1955) also indicates three main categories of indices of

/
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full absorption:
(a)

Acculturation

that means the 0xtent to which

the i1mnigrant learns the di±':feren t values 9 norms
and customs of the receiving.society which include
two distinct levels, the level of' learning a certain quality o:f roles and habits and the level of
internalising these roles and habits and behaving
in accordance with them,
(b)

Personal adjustment

which encompasses the

effect that the process nf absorption has on the
personality of the immigrant, his coping with
frustrations (with indications of personal disorganisation) and the demoralisation of the inunigrant by the host cultureo
(c)

Institutional dispersion

wJ1i'.ch means that the

absorption finds its culminating point in the com·plete loss of ethnic identity of the immigrant
group in the context of the new society.

'·
Assimilation is a social phenomenon which takes place

in different spheres of society.
(a)

On the economic level the absorption of the immigrants depends on the public, financial or
employment policy, on gen.eral opportunities for
investment and saving, on job opportunitias, etc.

(b).

On the political level assimilation could be
measured not only by the willingness but also by
the ability. of the immigrants to have politi.caJ_
attitudes, i.e. to join native political
partiese
.
.

(c)

On the social level assimilation could be understood by the change or stability of the mother
culture, norms and values, social behaviour, etc.

In analysing the process and the degree of' assimilation
of the Greeks in South Afrj.ca, k0eping in mind the previous
analysis of the socialisation of this minority

gro1~

within

the structures of South African society!' the 'vr.i.ter would
like to mention here another analysis of the assimilation
process which he thinks is very important because it is

/

\
detailed and clarif.'ies in ma.J!.y terms the generalisations
Go:cdon

the theorists which have already been mentioned.

( 1964)

1yr

clarifies the assimi.J_a ti on proc.e ss as follows:

'.J.':HJ?
SUB-P~

ASf-'lM::f~Idl:TION

'[AJ3-IABLES

CONDITION

RESULT

(a) Change of cultural patterns to those of host
society

(a) Cultural or behavioural

Large~- scale entrance

(b) Structural ass:Lmilation

(b)

assimilation

into host s6cietyis primary groups, i.e.
cliques, clubs, etc.
(c) Large-scale intermarriage

(c) Marital assimilation

(ct) Development

(ct) Identificational assi-

0£ sense of
peoplehood based on host
society

milation

(e) Absence of prejudice

(e) Attitude receptional
as si1r..ila ti on

(f) Absence of di~crimina
tion

(:f) Behaviour receptional

(g) Absence of value or
power·coni'lict

(g) Civic assimilation

assimilation

Since Gordon's analysis many attempts have been made to
analyse the process o:f

assimilation~

based on this pioneer study.

Choi's

but most of them were

(1975)

analysis of the

Chinese settlers in Australia, and Rippleyls analysis

(1976)

of' the German-Americans, are two of the most influential
analyses of structural assimilation of ethnic groups in their
host societies and 1vere strongly influenced by Gordon, although McCa:ffrey's

(1976)

analy-sis-of the Irish diaspora in

America was strongly in.t'luenced by E.isenstad t ts analysis~
"
Even
the most detailed analysis to ever appear in this field
(namely that of Goldhurst and Richmond,

1974),

although

trying to give new directions to the analysis o:f the adaptation of the

i~nigrants,does

Gordon's study.

This ne-1v

not go much further than

tendency~

appearing with the

writings of Taft (1'965) and Johnston C1965) and in a most
detcdled way with Hirata ( 1971) ,,;.hi ch tends to

ll

marry" cul.-

tural, social and psychological aspects of assimilation 1
seems to be in a

deadlock~

This deadlock appears clearly in

11 7

the most influential book support.i1•.g th.is

tendency~

namely

that by Hichar.dson ( 197i1) ·who gavr~ more irr:.pc•rtance to the

psycb.o1ogica1 aspect of assimilation which incJ.u.des satisfaction, identi.fication 9 and accul tu.ration.

The di:f.ficulty

arises f'rom Richardson's analysis because of the f'act that
he measures acculturation with·the knowledge of "slang" by
the immigrants.

Richardson copes with this by comparing

immigrantst knowledge of slang with that of Australians of
the same sex and occupational status$ and distinguishes
three different forms of acculturation
vantageous and opticna.1

obligatory,, ad-

dependi.n.g on t.he social

Et'..ld

non-

social pressures fr-0m the host society for the adoption of
the cultural trait.

This new tendency appears to be in-

fluenced by Eisenstadt's conclusions, but its deadlock is a
result of the fact that i t gives more importance to the
psychological aspects of assimilation than to the social
ones.
These are the reasons why the writer believes that

'·

Gordont s analysis is the

n~ost

.important one, and the main

aim of mentioning this analysis is basically the separation
(distinct.ion) of cult u.ral and structural assimila ti one
The writer feels it cannot be argued that assimilation
of' the first-period Greek immigrants is a stru.cturaJ assimilation according to Gordonis definitione

On the other hand,

can it be said that the assimilation of the new gene:'ations
of Greeks in South Africa lies .2E·1Y in the sphere of structural 2.ssimila ti on, o:r that it lies :Ln the sphere of Eisenstadt's ninstitutional dispersion"?

(Behavioural or cultural

assimilation is the stage of assimilation in which tho
imnilgrants internalise major cultura.l patterns and values of'
the host society and fulfil at least the uriiversal role of
this society, ):?ut they keep certain cul tura:L characteristics
and norms of the old culture, and social or structural assimilation is indicated by the actual participation of the
immigrants in the political, educational, occupational and
other aspects of' the receiving society's

tl

social system".)

Before analysing the process of assimilation of the

/

\

Greek immigrants, mention should be made of the role of tho
state in the assimilation

o±~

the immigrants and the efforts

of the South African educational institutions towards this

aim:

(a)

Dr Koornho:f ~

former Deputy Minister of' J:mrnigra·-

tion, had stated in 1968:
ii

(b)

Assimilat::Lon is a complete break with the
irnmigrant ts old way of life, his language and
his culture, and .£.2.ffiPl~~ acceptance of the
language, ideals and way of life of his
adopted society.11
·
(South African newspaper, 1968)

In 1966, the Director of the Transvaal Education
Department stated:
11

Integratio.n must be the ultimate aimo 11

The role of the state on this level did not stop in
writings, but it was put into

practice~

In accordance with

the. stateme:o_ts of the Director of Education in the bulletin
of the Transvaal Education Department (1965 and 1966) that
11

the role of the school is to mak.e immigrants feel at home 11

~

teachers all around South Africa started to visit the homes
of immigrants to make them

11

feel the hospitality of South

Africa" •.
Analysing the process of assimilation amongst the different generations of Greek inunigrants in South Africa,
while having already discussed the socialisation process of
the Greeks within the structures of South African society,
the following may be concluded:
(a) Economic status and vocation of the new genera~ions

in relation to the increasing social

mobility which permits them to be members of
South African c.lubs? a.ssociations, etc., indicates
a high level of' structural assimilation.

However,

we cannot state that the sanie occurs with the
older generationso

The low degree of inter-

generational upward mobility does not give them
the opportµ.ni ty to be .structurally ass.imilated
within the fwi.c Lions of' the host society.
Generally, the older generations (to a high degree)
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arc assimilated .into ttw host society internalising the values and norms of South African
society; but, on the other hands they keep certain cultural characteristics of' the motherla..TJ.d,
iffe., cultural assimilation.,
. (b)

On the educational ievels the great influence of
the~

South Af'rican school as ,a powerful factor for

assimilation has already been mentioned.

The

high degree of participatiori of new Greek generations in the South.African educational system is
a major indicator of structural assimilation into
the functions of the host society.
(c)

Language as an institutional area seems to be for
mari.y older G:reek immigrati.ts the dif'ference between
a "Greek" and a "South African".

In its struc-·

tural distinction the non-knmvledge of the language by an increasing nwnber of the younger
generations of Greeks, or its half'-k.nowledge, indicates the structural assimilation of these
generations.

On the.other hand, the older genera-

tions must communicate with their customers in
their shops, in their businesses, etc., in
English;

but, in their family environment, and

with friends and relatives they keep the language
of their homeland even todayo

Paizes (1963)

gives excellent and characteri:::tic details about
the cultural linguistic assimilation of

th~

older

Greeks and accepts totally the structural assimilation of the younger generationse

He uses the

example of older immigrants using words like
"drivaro", ioeo drive, plus aro (the end of' the
present tense of the verb "drive" in the Greek
language), and "blanketes", i.e. blanket, plus
es (the end of the Greek word).
(d)

Religion, as has already been mentioned, is an
important institutional area for the Greek ethnic
group.

Structural assimilation would be indi-

cated by the decreasing degree of participation
in the functions of the Greek Orthodox Church or

/
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the lo-w nw11ber of' people 1·.rorshipping in other
churches and embracing other
Tl~e

denominat'ions~

se :facts occur mainly among the ne1v generations

and not to any large degree among the older
generations of' inunigr<illts.
(e)

In the institutional area of tho family,

struc-

tural assimilation of the yom1gor generations
would be indicated by the increasing egaLitarian
form of the family structure as contrasted with
the traditional patriarchial family and by the
increasing urt10w1.t of intermarriage.

,_

THE CLASS COMPOSITION OF

TJi~

GREEK IMJHGRANTS

IN SOUTH AFH.ICih,

I.·

JHE EVOLUTION OF THE THOUGHT CONCERNING SOCIAL CLASSES

Nearly one-and-a-half centuries have passed since Marx
scientifically faced the problem of social classes for the
first time.

Before him, of course, other theorists had

given only abstract ideas about social classes (i.e., Saint
Simon, Ricardo, Adam Smith, Prudhon, Thierry, etc.).

Since

then 1 a lot of books have been wri Veen and discussions have
taken place amongst various social scientists concerning tbe
evolution, nature, and c·onflicts among social classes.
This introductory brief historical background of the
major theories concerning social classes has only one aim
to give the reader some

ide~

of

th~

theoretical framework

which will be used in this particular chapter.
As has been mentioned, Marx was not the first to write
about the social classes, their roots, nature and conflicts,
but it is generally accepted, even by the non-Marxists,

that

he was the first to give scientific roots to the analysis.
Marx himself has not given a clear definition of what a
social class is, and this is one of the accusations of the
non-Mar~ist

writers against him.

How~ver,

the problem of

social classes is definitely not a problem of definition.
J_t is a 32roblem of analY,si s. and, despite the lack of def'inition, what Marx means when he talks about social classes is
wellkn.own.

He has given in nearly all of his writings an

extensive analysis of what social classes are, their roots
and nature, and mainly the nature and roots of their

/

conflicts~
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In generals a definition of the-Marxist viewpoint on
social classes, as it is extensively analysed in the whole
Marxist Literature, could take the :following form:
Ii S ocJ.al
. - c.1 asses are compe t.i -t.
. . groups,
i v e sociai
with tho one appropriating the others as a consequence of the different place they occupy i.n
the economic structure of a particular mode of
production, places which are determined by the
special form of their relation to the means of
production (owners-nonowners).H
This definition m0ans that for Marx classes are groups
of social agents of men def·ined princi12&-.llY_ but not
sively by their place in the eQonomic sphere.

~lu

However,

there is a f'act concerning the Marxist theory o:f social
classes which sometimes (one could say many times) is misunderstood, and that is the fact that Marx himself wrote
that the economic place of' the social agents has a 2£inci32al
role in determining the social classes (a fact which is
taken into account even by non-Marxist theorists), but it is
not sufficient to determine social classes.

Marx himself

and even the contemporary :Marxists analyse social classes
without limiting themselves to economic criteria alone; they
make clear reference to political and ideological criteria.
We can say that a social class in Marxism is def"ined by its
pl~ce

in the ensemble of social practices, i.e. in the en-

semble of the division of labour which includes ideological
and political criteria.
Marxls approach was a real revolution for its time
the period of the post·-industrial revolution

and the

Marxist writings paved the i...ray for the theorists who :foll.owed e
Although it is commonly accepted that Marx was the
first to giva an analysis of social classes, criticism of
his theory started when he began writing, and continues
until today.

Everyone is aware or the phenomenon that Marxls

writings from 1844 or 1848 are heavily criticised even in
the present time.

Let us examine a number of the most im-

portant of these criticisms before we analyse the major
critics of his writings.

/
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The major criticisms against Marx were based on the
false image that he polarised society into two classes, i.e.
bourgeoisie and proletariat.

At this point we can see the

contradictory writings of the non-Marxists towards this
A number of' theorists (e.go', Ossowski~

theoretical problem.

1963) accuse Marx of polarising the sQciety into two
.classes ignoring the middle classes; and a famous French
sociologist 9 Gurvitch (1971:106-107) writes (free transl ation from the French):
11

• • • 'Thus Marx in his book "Revolution and
Counterrevolution in Germany" recognises the
existence of at least eight classes, namely:
Feudal owners; Boq.rgeoisie; Petty bourgeoisie;
Big an.d small shopoi;roers; Independent peasants;
Land workers; Serfs; and Industrial workers.,/

Gurvitch continues:
IJ

. • • • In his book 11 Class Struggle in France 'i 848
to 1850 11 , Marx mentions.seven classes, namely:
The bourgeoisie (capital holders); The industrial
bourgeoisie.; The merchant bourgeoisie; The petty
bourgeoisie; The land working class; The proletariat; and The sub-proletariat. 11

"·

Studying the writings of these theorists, one can
probably assume that they have read one or two of Marx's
_books or, in the final

analysis~

that they do not bave the

potential to understand them, or had read them very quickly
without studying them.,

As regards the first criticism ("the

absolute polarisation into only two classes"), we can study
and note a few sentences even from the period of the

11

Com-

mw1.ist Manifesto" ( 1968b: 41), the main book by Marx on which
the criticisms are based.
11 •

Marx points out:

The lower middle class, the small manuf'acturer, the shopkeeper, the artisan, the peasant,
all these :fight against the bourgeoisie to save
from extinction their existence as fractions of
the middle cl~. 11
•

•

In "Capital" (1974:52)s it is clearly shown that M:arx
was aware of the complex division of society, when he wrcte
the following in the unfinished chapter of the last volume
of the book entitled
11

/

11

The Classes 11

:

In England modern society is indisputably developed. most highly and classically in its economic
structure. Nevertheless the stratification of
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classes does not appear in its.pure form, even
there.
Midd.~_e and transition stages ,obligerate
even here all definite boundaries~ although much
less in the rural districts
~ oh
0

These quotations show c1 early that Marx was aw·are of
the complexity of the division of labours even in his time;
however, f'or him as well as for the contemporary Marxistss
the main

~J-Q-_§§£.§_2:re_~.£!2..-1:L_~,

ice. the bourge oi s.ie and the

pro.letari.atG
As far as Gurvitch's point is concerned, there is only
one anmv-er.

Marx always talks about two main classes (i-.e~

the bourgeoisie and the proletariat) and he acceptss as has
been mentioned, the existence of the middle classeso

We

cannot find, however, in any of his writings the point that
these classes are united...

In all of his literature,

Marx

makes the distinction between large lando1\ ners and capital
7

holders; or, when he writes about shopkeepers, artisans and
peasants, he is talking about the agents; of one and the same
.2l..§t.J2.§.., who constitute strata or fractior:s of this particular

class, i.e. the middle class.
vitch.

Whil~_l1arxism

This is the answer to Gur-

use_s the terms stra.t? t fracti.oris or

_categories to designate particular ensembles, it still remains true

that these strata, fractJ:.Q.£.§_or

belong to a

c1_a§..§.~

categ~s

always

Of course these two ac~usations (contradictory in
nature) are not the only ones.

Further accusations about

his writings on the theory of social classes have been expressed.,

It has been argued, amongst others, that Marx's

theory, a.ccording to which the proletariat would suffer from
increasing poverty and misery, has be0n proved to be false
±n the case of the technologically developed western societieso

The same applies to Marx's conclusions that the middle

class 'vould be absorbed by the proletariat because of the
One could
unequal competition of the capitalist market.
write an entire book accusing or defending :Marx and his
theories on social classeso

The'presen~

writerYs aim is

neither to def,end nor accuse him but merely to add a few
more words on how he (the writer) subjectively sees the whol.e
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Marxist theory concerning social
Marx and Engels lived in

3,

class~so

particular p0riod of history

and they analysed this and the previous period through the
,

prism of historical materialismo

One could

or defend

accu~e

this analysis and this particular prism of analysing the
social phenonema; or one could accuse or defend the theorists
like Lenin, Lukacs, GramE>ci or Iviao who continued the Marxist
tradition.

Viewing the Marxist viewpoint under

cri tica.1

<l

prism two more points may be mentioned:

(a)

His writings were the first effort made to
analyse social classes in a scientific way.

(b)

Marxist writings are not a Bible, and Harx
himself was not a propheto

Probably the pioneers of Marxist thought made mistakes or
made incomplete analyses o:f what would happen in the future,
but they definitely lef"t the contemporary Marxists a guide
for the analysis of social phenomena, ieeo historical materi-

"·

alism,, which in the writer's opinion is their most important
offering to the coming generations of Marxist theorists.
The

:Marxist theorists

af~er

Marx gave the same impor-

_tance as their teacher to the social classes, especially to
the forms and explanations of the class struggle (for example
we can recall the wellknown discussions between the young
/

Kautzky and Bernstein be.fore tt;.e former became a

11

reformist 11

and the discussions between Lenin and Trotsky, before the
Russian Revolution, concerning the role o:f the Russian
peasantry as an ally or not of the Russian proletariat)~
During Len.::..nt s period the movement of

11

historicism 11 began

with
main representatives Lukacs and Korsch; the first Marx.,
ian school tried to "marry" the Marxist conception of class
with the Hegelian and Weberian j_nfluence giving special
importance to the meaning of

11

class consciousness".

Of

course, it is obvious that the limitation of space does not
\

allow even a brief .Picture or criticism of" the Marxist
literature (which includes theorists such as Lenin, Gramscj_
and Mao Tse Twig) to be gi.Ycn.,
During the period after the death of the pioneers of
I

:
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Marxist thought, ·new iclea.s concerning the nature ur social
classes and their con:flJ.ct s came from

through tho writings of Scbmoller (190-i'),

Italy and Germany

(1966),

Pareto

mainly

F~u:cope

and finally the most influential theorist of'

our day_, Weber$
Schmoller tried to prove that _the meaning of social.
class is directly connected with occupation, and it may be
mentioned that even in contemporary years this viewpoint is
somehow acceptable ( 11 tl1e socio-profession2.l cla:::ises") to a
number of scientists, mainly in America,,

Apart :from. tbe con-

fusion of the theoretical methods used by Schmoller 1 his
writings fail to give a complete idea of the complexity of
the nature and roots of social classeso

However, the concrete

analysis by Schrnoller concernin_g the alignment amongst the
civil

servants~

the military officials aJ1.d the working

classes against the ruling classes in Prussia under the
leadership of the King, had an inf'luence on writers such as

'·

Spengler ( 1919), whose 1vr.i tings inf.luenced the pro cf: ss lead·ing to the rise of Nazism in Germany and Fascism in Italy .•
The same author, Schmoller, in later writings in many ways
changed his initial idea that occupation is the basic
-criterion of social class, thus recognising the complete
failure of his previous viewpoint which had been excellently
criticised by Sorokin

(1947).

Pareto, mainly an economist, in his writings on
sociology (1966) consisting of 1 761 pages, tried to apply
his theory of social classes to the problem cf the "leading
elites" an(,l, the

governed~

and the

11

circulation of the eJ,ites".

Thi:.s theory in.fluenced many scholars, mainly in the United
States.

Paretots theory, generally mechanistic and nominalis-

tic, is based on an unsophisticated idea of' the
of instincts''$

It can be argued that in some

11

psychoJ.ogy

1~ays

his theory

is influenced by Machiavelli ("the b-ig thieves jailed th0
small thieves .,

~

• 11

);

however, it can be said that Pareto's

theoryj which is excel.lently

c:r.i~ic.ised by

temporary sociologists, e~go·~ Bottomore
one thing to the scientist

a number of' con-

(1964),

offers on.ly

it gives him the idea of how
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the problem should not be put if he wants to give a scientific analysis of social classeso
The most in:t'lu.ential a:nd original theo:cist and the
founder of the most powerful a.lternatives to the Marxist
theory of classes .is tu1.dou.btedly Max Weber.

He defined a

"class" primarily based on a Marxian criterion, that is
He writes (1970:

in relation to the ownership of property.

17): "Property and lack of property are the basic categories
of all class

situations~"

Continuing his analysis, he distinguishes between ·two
types of_property, ownership and non-ownership of goods and
services.

Generally speaking, according to Weber, goods

were offered by property owners and services ( chief'ly labour-power) by non-ownerso

Therefore, according to this reason-·

ing, since all offers of goods and services, whether by
owners or non-owners, went through the "market", class situation ·was equivalent to "market" si tuat.iono

The class or

market situation determined the individual's supply of goods,
living conditions and other chances in life (at this pc-int
we can remember the neo-Weberian tendencies of a la:rge number
of American sociologists concerning the "equality" or "inequality" of opportunity directly transferred from the
Weberian writings).

The ownership or non-ownership of

property for Weber, also meant pow·er to dispose of goods and
services.

In this way Weber's writings linked class and

power in society in a fairly similar fashion to Marx.
Another similarity between Weber and Marx on the theory of
social classes is the distinction of class and class consciousnes~c

From a long-term

historic~!

v~cwpoint

Marx had

wriften that classes arose only with the realisation of class
interest, iee• with class consciousness.

Of course, Marx

and Engels recognised that at certain periods and 1vi th certain people, class consciousness fell· to a low level or did
not even appear, but through the historical process the
working class consciousness would. inevitably grow.,

Weber

tended to emphasise th•3 negative aspect8
In many of his writings he argued that a class need
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not develop a class consciousness even at a low level of
Hworkers 1 murmuring against the boss",,

In all of h.is

writings one can understand his effort to give an alternative
idea about cl asses~
According to him
not classcso

11

He :fo:cmed i t in the idea o:C

status groups 11 were normally

11

sta tu.s""

communities~

He defined status as a position in society

determined by social estimation of'

11

honou:ci 1 and al though

admitting its lin1cs with class he repeatedly set the two in
1

opposi t ion.o.

Thus, for him, class was associated with pro-

duction (and acquisition) of goods, and stat·us with consumption~

A man might own a grear deal of capital ( 1vhich would

rank him high :from a class viewpoint) but be excluded from.
the highest socia.l circles, so that his status situation
was lower than his social situationo

(Weber, 1964)0

Gener-

ally, by emphasising that status gave rise to innumerable
privileges, mater}-al advantages and "monopolies"

for

example, wearing special uniforms, carrying arms, or holding
certain offices

Weber tried to give status greater

importance than classc

This fact, however, led. Weber into

some confusion when he tried to separate out his classes and
status grou.pso

For example, the distinction between "prop-

_erty classes" and "acquisition classes"-which in some terms
enabled him to distinguish la.."'ldowners :from industrial a....-id
financial capitalists, shows the confusion arising :from the
distinction of the positively and negatively privilegedo

A

positively privileged property class enjoyed a producing and
consuming monopoly, having the opportunity to purchase the
best goods and services, or to sell goods, to
property ar..d capital, etc.·

acc~~ulate

Clearly, here, class situation

led to an overall status position, though there might be an
·~

interval of time before property ownership J.ed to status
and.one could say that this is possible even when the individual cannot achieve a high status despite great property
ownershipo

Hit=i analysis o:f the acquisition classes (which

are separated by Weber into positively privileged and
negatively privileged classes) also seems to be con.'fused.
For example, according to the analysis of' the "acquisition
classes", the workers are generally negatively privileged
but the workers who belong to a. trade un:i.on are positively

/
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privileged because they
negotiating machinery".

Hmonopolis·~

the workert s side of the

According to this theory, even the

lowest pa.id wo::'.'kers who belong to a trade l.Ul.ion are positively privi.legede
Weber's third type of class

"the social class"

·was based on "honourn; in other words, it 1vas a real Weberi.an
"status group 11

o

The Webcrian

11

socia.1 c1ass 11 included the

working class, the shopkeepers$ the intelligentsia without
independent property, commercia:L and other official and
civil servantss

Here again one can see the real pJ_urali ty

of fractions or strata which Weber used, seeing clearly b.ow
he looked for fc>-ctors determining the separation of the
populatione

On the ether hands here the working class was

seen as a whole, in contradiction to the way he previously
split up this class into negatively privi.1.eg·ed and positively
privileged in his analysis of tb.e "acquisition. classes 11

o

Although Weber was a theorist who offered many excellent analyses of social phenomena, such as the role of
religion in relation to capitalism, bureaucracy and stratification, we cannot say that his analysis on social classes
is complete or correcto

Of course, the limitation of' space

does not allow a more extensive criticism or evaluation of
th8 Weberian. viewpoint on social classes ..
The Weberian point of view of social classes had (and
still h<l:s) a great influence on the American and European
sociological tradition..

A great number of American and

European scientists, based on the writings of Weber, continued his tradition.,

Obviously it is impossible and un-

imtrnrtant to mention all these theorists.

However, two

famous American socioloe-ists who were influenced by Weber
may be mentioned here; their analyses of social classes and
their classification even now influence a large number of
American sociologists..

They are wa:1.~ner and Lm1d ( 1941,

1942 a:r;id 1949) who gave the following de:fini tion of social
class:

11

With th.e word class we mean certain categories of

population who occupy

according to a general relief

a lower, or higher position (status).,'"

Thus these theorists

1JO
see six classes: the upper-upper; the lower-upper; the uppermiddle; the lower-midd.le; the upper-·l<Y\ver; the lower-lower.
This

11

social class 11 classification is not done according to

the economic situation or the occupation of the agents of
the class, but the basic criterion is the opinion of other
people about them.

The i'act which is important for these

theorists is the movement of the individuals from one social
categ9ry (class) to the other (probably that is why their
pref'erence for the

11

social-climber-opportu...'1.ist 11 is very

clear in their writings)o
As has already been mentioned, contemporary sociologists are mainly influenced by the Marxian and Weberian
viewpoints on social classes.

It is obvious then that it is

a waste. of time and space to try to give details or analyse
their positions since most of their writings are repetitions
and more repetitions of these two p.ioneers of socio} ogy,,
There are, of course, a nwnber of original efi'orts of

'·

various theorists on the analysis of social classes but,
even in these writings, one can trace the sperms of thought
of the two pioneers.

Perhaps mention should be made of a

number of t~ese sociologists starting from Mills
the confusing ideas of Dahrendorf

(1959)

groups

is a mixture of' Parsonial

n

to

(whose theory of

th3 in.terest group, with main :focus on the
1
:,

(1956)

11

authority

consensus", Paretian

"governmental elites'!, and Weberian inf'luence); Lockwood

(1958); Ossowski (1963) and the most recent works
(1972) and Poulantzas (1975), probably one of the

of Tourain
better

arialyses of the social classes in an advanced capitalist
society w:i_ th main focus on the traditional and new middle
.....

classes.:

to

The works of Tourain and Poulantzas are considered

be leading in new directions in the theo;ry of social

c1.assese

II.

W'HODOLOGY AND FRA.:MEWOHK

Starting the analysis of the class composition of the
Greek irrunigrants in South Africa and bearing in mind th.at it

/

13 'l
is impossible to arw.J_y,s0 it separately: :from the existing

class s tructu:ce of' the Sou.th A.:frican society 1 a number oi:'
points concerning the methodology and frame·work used for this
anal.ysis should be mentioned.

The analysis will take place

at three levels:
(a)

the economic,

(b)

the ideological,

(c)

the political.

and

Besides the theoretical framework necessary for this kind of
analysis, the empirical research .is of' equal importance.,
This means that the theoretical perspectives-aspects must be
connected with empirical research.,

The theoretical tools

must be used to cover the concrete situations (in this case
the situation of the Greek immigrants on the three levels),
because one can logically ask: "How do I know that the Greek
middle classes are Nationalist supporters?
proof of ite

'·

11

I

must have

This fact does not necessarily mean that the

analysis will be formalistic or purely empiricist~

The

danger is obvious and a great effort is :needed to overcome
this diff'icultye

III"

THE SQQTI:LAFRICAN A:ND GREEK I:MMIGRANT WORKING CLASS;_

SO.ME ASPECTS
As mentioned before, it is impossible to analyse the
class composition of the Greek inn.n.igrari.ts in isolation f'rom
the class structure of tho South African society.,

In other

words, we cannot speaJ;:. of "Greek middle class" or "Greek
working class" ·without briefly referring to the class structure of the South African society.
!

Carchedi (1975a:1J) gives a four-fold definition of'
the working cJ.a.ss as follmvs:
~The working class is defined as:

(a) the economica.lly e.xploi ted; (b) the non-owners of the
means of'production; \c) individu.al labourers;
and (ct) those whose income is determined by the
value of' their J.2.bour power produced by th.em-·
selves and paid back to them by the bourgeoisie.,,

Clarifying this def'inition, Carchedi (1975b) malrns a clear

)
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d.istinctio!t between tho
working cl.ass) and the

11
11

pure productive workers 1i

new middle cl as s: 1 .:

(the

He ;:;.rLa~Lyso s the

latter (the manager and the high.er state bureaucratic personnel exclude0 because, as he argnes, and as Poulantzas

(1975) also docs, they constitute a fraction of the bourgeoisie), writing that the

11

new middle class 11 agents perform

the globaJ_ f'unction of capital together with some or other
tasks of collective labour.,'

Thus, they occupy a place be-

tween that of the working class and the bourgeoisie.

This

analysis places the whole problem on the economic sphere,
while Poulantzas (1975) gives ::nore import;:n1ce to the political relations.
Before analysing the contemporary, theories concerning
the working class in South Africa, it would be useful for
the later analysis to focus briefly here on the problem of
productive and unproductive labour and its significance for
the understanding of the whole problem.·
Marx (~951:148) wrote:
11

and again

Productive .labour in its significance for capita.list production, is wage labour which, exchanged
against the variable part of capital not only
reproduces this part of capital, but in addition
produces surplus value •u

(1951:393):

11

0nly labour which is directly trans-

formed into capital is productive. 11
This automatically means that the independent labourers (the artisans or technic.i..ans working in their garage,
for exampl0), are not productive workers.

However, one must

be aware of the fact that the concept of productive ·vrnrker
is a narrow view that excludes the ideological and poJ_itical
levelse·

That is why we must al-ways bear in mind in every

case that the technical division of labour is eliminated by
the social division of labour.

This very important

tion between the technical and social divisions of

distinc~
labo~ur

becomes apparent if' we want to analyse, for example, the
po sit ion of en.gineers and technicians who are emp1.oyed mainly
in supervisory positions in an industry..

We can see that

they occupy a contradictory position; from the econ.omic·-

/

technical point of view he increasingly contributes to tho
production of the surplus value; but at the same time he is
entrusted w:L th a kind of special authority of supervising ai;!d
overseeing th.e labour process and organisationo

This means

he is "placed alongside 11 intellectual labour in h.is maintenance of the monopoly of kno-wledge (as Pou.lantzas, in 1975,
clearly states).

One coul~ definitely suggest that at least

up to now the latter aspect of his situation outweighs the
former in determining the class, so that as a

~hole

engineers

and technicians cannot be considered as belonging to the
working class.

This is mentioned because, in the writerVs

opinion, it solves many theoretical problems involved in the
further analysis of the subject.
Based mainly on the writings of Carchedi (1975a and b)

(1975), a number of South African social
scientists (Kaplan, 1974; Simpson, 1974; Wolpe, 1976; and

and Poulantzas

others) try to show that the existence of a white working

'·

class in South Africa is a myth.
Wolpe

(1976), who made the most extensive analysis on

the subject, is of the .opinion that the white workers perform
a supervisory function which is of a dual nature, i ~ e. pro-·
ducti ve and Lmproducti ve c

Insofar as they perform a produc-

ti7e function they are paid out of variable capital; in the
case where they perform a non-productive function they are
paid out of the surplus value and thj_s fact, he argues,
alters their relation to the means of production, in other
words they constitute a "new middle class".
Simpson

(1974) analysing the

11

white working class" on

all' levels, ioe. economic, ideological, and political,
argues that there is no "white·working class 11 in South
Africao
Wolpe, analysing the relationship between white worker
and black worker, ap.d its historical background on the
economic level, shows the extreme wage differentiations between theme
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' TABLE

47.

ANNUAL AVERl\.GE WAGE RATES AMONGST
BLACK AND WHITE WORK"ERS 19-i 1-1972

____

( CURJ{El\'T PRICES)
,,..

II

YEAR

Ii
Ij

l

AVERAGE
AVERAGE
WHTTE WAGE ! BLACK WA.GE
(TN 'HANDS) 1 (lN RAl'ms)

'191-1
1920
1930
1940
1950
1961
1970
1972

1
2
4
5

--··-···-L-.
560
819
648
911
594
501
074
098

---,I
=1

WAGE GAP"'.

)

1-

62
64
59
69
110
159
2.'35
302

-i

l

1
2
J
It·

SOURCE: WoJ.pe, 1976.
* Wage gap calculated by the writer

(E

M)

1-0.ongo (1975) uses the fol.lowing ·way to show clearly
the economic position of white workers in comparison with
Blacks, Asians, and Coloureds in different sectors of the
economy.,
TABLE 48
RELATIVE WAGES IN VARIOUS ~;ECTORS
OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN ECONO:MY. _1973

INDUSTRY

I

l

MONTHLY A\'BRAGE
WAGE IN RAND !

RACE

---

Food

T0bacco

·1

Ele ctr.ici ty.

Transport
Equipi:µent

/

-

I

White
:Asian
Coloured
African

355
120
82
65

I

White
Asian
Coloured
.African

359

-

------·~

White ·
Asian
Coloured
African

White
Asian
Coloured
African

-86
79

-~~

I
I

415

-

I
I

l
I

i

1'

I

105
80

I

J80
153

1I
I

133

86

I

I

I

J

f

•'

•
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On the polj_ tic al and :Ld.eological levels tJ.1e policy an.d
strategy o:i: the ruling parties in South

Africa~

as is well-·

known (starting f'rom the PACT government in 192L~ Lmti.l today,
:from the industrial colour bar and segregation to the present
policy of apartheid)~ is to increase the privileges of the
white workers to a very high level in comparison with those
of the Colourcc1 1 Asian. and African workers..

There is 1i ttle

doubt that the National Party which came to power in 1948
would have declined as a political force in South Africa
without the white workers' supports.
The results of the historical process of South Africa
are very wellknown; the ruling party has close ties with the
"white working class" giving the white workers democratic
rights, i.e. the right to vote in elections, the right of
participation in legal trade unions, and the economic privileges already mentioned.

All these facts illustrate that the

white worker is in a uniquely favoured position in comparison

'·

to the black worker.

These political and economic factors,

examined very briefly because of the limitations of' space,
and the structural economic and political crisis which the
South African society faces, gives us an answer to the ques-tion of the increasing unemployment of the African and
Co.loured workers, and the limitations regarding certain jobs,
a fact which is legally recognised by the Sou.th Ai'rican
go~rernment.
//

For example, the Hines and Works Act states:
Africans are not permitted to do such jobs as
sampling, driving an underground diesel locomotive
i:f whites are being conveyed, doing welding underground or even building a simple concrete wall
11nderground. After blasting has taken place,
gangs of Africans must wait losing working time,
until a white miner has inspected the slope•//
(The South African Institute of Race
Relations, 1970:151)

Bearing in mind. the previous analysis and coming to
analyse the existence or not of a Greek section of the South
African working class, the :following facts are mentioned:
Until 1923, as mentioned in a·p:i;evious chapter, there were
no Greek productive workers in South Africa (except for a
small number of gold mine workers who were employed there

/

:for a short period oi' time)~

Tb.e GroPk i~nmigrant s o:f that

period occupied places in the socondary field of production
(mainly shopkeBpers)e
immigrants from

The division of labour of' the Greek

1900 to 1923 was as f'ollowse

(The table was

derived by the writer from information obtained from Nicolaides, 1923~)
TABLE ~-9

DIVIS I ON OF LA.BOUR OF GF.K8K TM.MIGRANTS
IN SOUTH AFRICA 1900-·192.J

:NlJMBER OF

OCCUPATION

TMJvIIGRANTS

263
29
5
18

Shop owner
Independent artisan
Small landowners

I
I

Public services

-·

Property owners
(hotels, etco)

i

12

l

327

I

Total

I

SOURCE: Nicolaides,

80 '4-2
8,86
1'52
5~50

I

I
I

--

I

3,66

l

99,96

I

1923 ..

It can easily be seen from the above table that there
.was a lack of' Greek productive workers during that period.,
The situation did not change even up to the end of' the
Second World Waro
As aJ.ready

noted~

the establishment of the first small

Greek industries and manu.factu:cers in the country, as wel.l
as the high technical education of' a

small part of the Greek

yolllJ.ger generations in South Africa, created a stratum of
skilled and semi-skilled workers.
from a study of' Table

This fact becomes obvious

50 on the following

page~

As can be clearly seen, the majority of the Greek
immigrants occupied places in the secondary and tertiary
fields of' production.

However, because of the non-

specifici ty of' South African statistics, we cannot see how
many of the "production workers" really were productive

/

r--.

('\

.-

-

;-------

~

OCCUPATIONAL

lvl..ALE

GROUPS

fessional and technical worker

!-

1923-1960

DIVISION OF LABOUR AM:ONGST GREEK TMMIGRANTS

TABLE 50:

Administrative, executive, manager
Clerical worker

' 157

FEMALE
I

37

I

II

TOTAL

I

609

51

128

138

1 238

148

I

7

1

I
i

194
660

-

266

Sales worker
---~~-

Farmer, fisherman

Miner~

48

quarryman

Transport and communication
Craftsman, labourer, production

----- Service,

L-

sports and recreation

Une!:'.'.!.ployed and unspecified

-

-·

Total. economically active

Sources:

(a)
("b)
(c)

-

I

I

l.

386
8

-

48
20

17

3

388

54

442

59

21

80

86

70

2 737

523

.

I

I
I

I

I

Statistics of Migration (1924-1960)
South African Bureau of Statistics
South African Monthly Bulletin of Statistics

156

·-

\

3 260

I

'-,

1

.....
.i

·

..

\...J
~

'j

workers during that periode.

.38

The fact is that after working

for a short time in industries or small factories, the Greek
worl<:ers turned to independent artisan occupati.onse

(As will

be seen below, virtually the same thing happens with the new
generations of Greek technicians in the present time.)
During the period 1963 to 1970 (no statistical data
are available for the.period 1961 to 1963), as already menti011.ed in the analysis ·of social mobility, the large stream
of inunigration was constituted mainly o:f Greek skilled and
semi-skilled technicians and pro:fe s sionals •·

This is clearly

shown in Table 51 on the next pagee
A study of this table shows the large number of professional and technical workers and salesmeno
statistics may lead to a false conclusion..

However, the

As mentioned in

other cases, the primary push-factor for immigration is
economical survival.

This fact automatically leads to the

conclusion that the Greeks coming to South Africa, declaring
11

artisantt or "technician", are probably occupied only for a

few months in productive jobs (mainly industries).,
occupation is a temporary one.

This

Bearing in mind that a white

skilled technician can earn about R500 a month, and a semiskilled technician about RJ50 to R400 per month, the tendency
of' Greek technicians to change their occupation to

j·rLdepen-~

dent jobs such as garages, small manufacturers, etc., or
even to occupations such as small-scale

s~:wpowners,

takeaway

shops, etc.,~ can be easily understood.'

(This fact is also

noted in the chapter on social mobili ty.n
Of course, even now there are a number of Greek technicl.ans employed in supervisory jobs in many South African
industries.'

This category of Greek teclmician could be

asswned to be a category of the "new middle class" according
to the previous analysis based on contemporary discussions
on the nature of the white working class in South Africa.
However, the number.of Greek technicians in this category
decreases year by year ..

Another reason for:stating that

there is no Greek working class in South Africa will be the
later analysis of the

economic~

ideological and polj_ tical

I

O'\
C""'\

,...

TABLE 51 :

DIVISION OF LABOUR AMONGST GREEK IMMIGRANTS.,.

L---.

L

OCCUPATIONAL

GROUP

Professional, technical, related

I

!
worker I

Administrative, executive, managerial

1963-1969

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

l1969

51

55

128

36

46

42

52

30

23

liIO

15

19

24

34

41

129

28

28

39

67

84 ·-=39 -~~6 ____69

I

I' Clerical worker
:
-LSales wo_rker
Farmer, fisherman

j

7 j

Miner

I

2

.

3

18

86

475

19

35

56

104

892

910

966

11 207

1 679

1 740

I

I •rransport, communication
~;,:;:san, production worker

_

17

15

•

~ Service, recreation worker

~ Non-ecor~~r:iically active

!

~:O'fAL

I1

I

20
61

271

I

4~-~-

1_ _

~

~1

-;-t

360
776

18

5

l

-

l

26

6

5

225

253

223

36

40

26

11

7631

520

605

464, 5 120

507

995

~071

894

421

I

I

TOTP>_~--.1

i--

1

I

I

76

5

l

i ~--65
1 702--:
I

l

308 · ·

9 093
1"-

SoUr-ce:

Statistics of Migration

·:• Referring to

thei~

\

1963-1969

occupation in Greece

'·,
.....
\.,.;
,;

\0
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levels of the new middle classes in South Africao

(It has

already been stated that the technical division of labour is
not the only determinant of social classes.)

IV.,

A BRJJ~,E......liJJIT.QEICAL BACKGROUND OF TI-JF~_?..Q.lfirIJ_ £'..J'RIQAN NEW

MIDDLE CLAS'S
As outlined in the foregoing short analysis, the basic
framework to be used in analysing the Greek middle class and
the strata of this class within the social formation of the
South African society will be

w1dertal~en

on three levels, i.e.,

the economic, the ideological, and the politicalo

This

analysis attempts to recognise the interaction between the
three levels and assumes that the economic level determines
the ideological and political levels ..
The increasing significance of a theory or theories on

'·

the middle classes in the contemporary period of monopoly
capitalism is wellknown.

The analyses of specific strata and

categories of the middle class, especially office-workers
and civil servants, have been the centre of interest of
various theorists such as Mills
and Poulantzas

(1975),

(1951),

to name a fewo

Dahrendorf

(1969),

The latter, from his

owii viewpoint, tries to analyse the basic contradictions and
alliances of these strata.

It is not necessary to argue,

discuss or criticise all these arguments, not because they
are irrelevant to this study, but because, on the one hand,
they are extremely wellknown and, on the other, because of
lack of sp2.se.
The first questions arising, before the analysis of
the contemporary conditions of the Greek middle classes in
South African can be started, arc related to the historical
process of the creation, nature and roots of the middle class
in South Africa and the different fractions and categori'3s
of this classo
It is very dif:ficuli: for anyone
a f'oreigner

and especially for

to give in brief terms a historical background

i

to the creation, nature a.nd roots of' the ne·w middle class in
South

Africa~

if one bears in mind that a large number of'

books dealing with the political and economic realities o:f
South Africa, written in the past and in the present, fail
completely to give an explanation of many questions, especi·,
ally concerning this phenomenon (the South African middJ.e
class).

They fail to give such explanations because they

separate the three levels of anaiysis, i.e. economic, political and ideological, giving importance to each separately
from the others.
In this brief analysis, focus will be directed expecially on the formation and place of the ne1·.: middle classes in
South Africa, not be cause the traditional middle classes
within the formation of South African society are of less'
importance, but because the new middle classes are the basis
of the political, economic and ideological domination of the
ruling groups over the working

class~

and because the tradi-

tional middle classes are tending to decline in the present
phase of monopoiy capitalism in South Africa.
The creation of the new middle classes began after the
Jn.creasing industrialisation of the country in the nineteen.thirties, but its roots date back to the beginning of this
cej:1tury.

By the eighteen-nineties, a powerful and well

organised mining capitalist class had emerged with the owne-rship of both gold and diamond mines.

From that time on the

policy o:r segregation was introduced by a nwnber o:l:' laws and
bills such as the Gien Gray Act and the Pass Laws, and thus
the e conomi.~, ideological and political roots of the new
middle

cla~ses

were laid.

The ideological, political and economic spheres were
influenced by several historical events such as:
(a)

the strikes of 1907 and 1922,. which resulted in
increasing upward mobility for the Afrikaner
workers to skil.led and supervisory positions in
the gold mines and indu.stries;

(b)

the establishment of the first white trade unions;

(c)

the formation of the PACT government which
\

/

/

14-2.

strengthened the industrial colour bar by furthe:c
J_egi slat Jon;

(d)

and

the coming to power of the

N~tionalist

Party

(which changed its policy in many ways after the
Second World War) which became the party representing the interests of the Afrikaner industrial
capital versus international capital, whereas
previous.ly i.t had represented the interests of
the Afrikaner agricultural capitalo
The incredibly high l:i.age ga.p between the white workers
(mainly_in supervisory positions) and the African and
Coloured workers which has occurred throLLgh a historical
process is an undoubted fact in all spheres of the economyo
In certain sectors of' the economy, such as the public services, a lower wage gap exists; for example, the average
monthly gross cash earnings for a European is R428, for a
Coloured R212, for an Asian RJ27 and for ari African R88
(South African Institute of Race Relations, 1975).

The above

is part of the new policy of the National Party to establish
I

strong and wealthy Coloured and Indian middle classes, but
the same does not apply for the Africans.

This fact is made

_obvious (on the political level) by the new constitutional
plan of the government.

A clear picture is obtained by

studying the latest statistics in various sectors of the
South African economyo
Table 52 illustrates the monthly wage gap amongst
Whites, Asians, Af'ricans and Coloureds in various sectors of
the economy$

Two further tables follow, the first indicating

the percentage per capita real increase in White and African
waies, and the second showing the trend in monthly per capita
wages and salaries in the manufacturing sector.
show that the wage

/

g~p

Both cJ_early

has widened and continues to do so.

,
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'l'ABLE 52

.
b

MONTHLY WAGE GAP AMONGST WIIITES ~ ASIANS, AFRICANS
AND COLOUH.EDS IN DIFFERENT SECTORS OF-THE
SOUTH AFRICAN ECONOMY IN 1976

l

MONTHLY AVEHAGE GROSS

WAGE GAP

CAS~~:~~r-~G~~l___,L_ (IN ~ND)

African
Coloured
Indian
White

_

j

Minin.~g----~----

619,49
516,61
459,ll6

82,29

191,16
248j32
707,78

Construction
African
Coloured
Indian
White

285,77
531,35

2l~5,58

Provincial
Authorities
African
Coloured
Indian
White

77,SJ
11 9' 63
235,91
390,36

312,53
270,73
154,45

415,38
326' 6'-1

115' 97
20'-J-' 97

II

J

SOURCE: The South African Institute of Race Relations, 1976
TABLE 53
PERCENTAGE PER CAPITA INCREASE-IN WHITE AND AFRICAN
WAGES 1960.-1967
(AFRICAN WAGES IN BRACKETS)

.
CONl ·STRUCTION

I

MANUFACTURING

r'

·-·

l.-

2 , 5 ( 2 , .5 )
I

I

-

Real increase

s,s(10,1}, 12,7(14,9)

Less employment
growth

J' 9 ·- 7 '3

Per capita real

~~9

~:::::::i~t
tribution

dis-

(

'·

I

SOUI{CE.: Horner,

/

) I 6

( 2,8 )

I

(

- '8_ 1 0'

II 5,9 (
l

4)

~,5

51 (46)_1j_10 (11)
•\

/

%

1,3(12,6) 15,2(17,4)
2 , 5 ( 2 , 5)

Les s C 0 L

1972

I

GOVTo

%

%

;~::a~~6g~~~967

CENTRAL

MINING

I

5,0(4,o)

8,1(11,0)

2 , 5(2 , 5 )

2,

5 (2 , 5 )

I
I

I-·-----+--·------1

I 2,5(1,s),
l

)

j

3

0 '-

5,6 {8,5)
3 l
'

(7 '))
-1-

: ,_

3,3 ( 1,5 )

2 , 2 ( 1 , 3)

12 (32)

26 (11)

II
I
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TABLE

5Lf.

TREND IN PEH. CAPITA WAGES AND SALARIES MONTHLY
IN THE MANUFACT1JRING SECTOR

I

IIB~.

WHITE
(RAND)

--rI

----160;10

299s6o ( s77G)
'Real annual growth

·J,7%

I·-I
I

__J

AFH.ICAN
(RAND)

33,75
57,67 (80%)
2,7%

~

SOURCE: Horner, 1972
On the ideological level, beginning with the Glen·

Gi~ay

Act in 1891+, which was the basis of the change of the Native
Policy, the stateYs policy to retard the cultural assimilation of the'Africans, as de Kiewiet

(1975)

clearly explains,

consisted of the following:

(a)

The separation of education which resulted in the
establishment and development o:f Bantu education.

'·

(b)

Limitations for higher and technical education for
the African and Coloured people. in the country.

The above . policy gave.the white middle classes the
'
impression that they 1vere a part of the "power bloc", thus
shrLring in the political power through the ideology of "white
superiority" and apartheid.
On the political level, as already mentioned, the white
middle classes in South Africa have all the political rights
such as voting for the White Parliament, the possibility of
belonging tci a trade union, etc.

Of course the Africans, the

Col-oureds and the Indians have the right to vote for their
representatives (i.e. the Indian Council, Kwazulu, etc.),
but one must bear in mind that all these bodies are mainly
advisoryo

The real poli tica.1 power and decision-·making is

concentrated in the hands of the White Parliament.

Allot.her

main characteristic -on the ·political level is the support o:f
the white middle classes for the National Party which is
directly connected with the :false impression that they have
a share in tb.e political power.,

There have been many

writings on this subject recently (Da.vis and Lewis~

1976;

Bienefcld and Inness, 1976, etc.) '.vhich strengthen the arguments of the earlier writings.
One could, of c6rirse, reject the statement concerning
the political advantages or the white middle class in comparison to the Coloured middle classes, arguing that the
Coloured people have the right to vote, etco, for their political representative body, ioee the Coloured Representative
Council.,

This body, having its roots .in the ruling classes,

desires to manipulate the Coloured South African population
and has no real political role within the South African
society~

as is clearly presented in a number 01· recent writ-

ings (Simons,

Vo

1975; Molten.a, 1977; Davenport, 1977, etco)o

THE GREEK MIDDLE

CLA~S

WITHIN THE SOUTH AFRJ&A,li

SOCIETY
'·

As has been stated previously, the analysis 01· the
Greek middle classes within the Sout.h African society will be
undertaken with i'ocus on three levels, i. e e economic, ideolo_gical and politicalo
During the analysis of the historical background 01·
the Greek immigrants in South Africa, two facts were established:
(a)

Amongst the younger generations of Greek
immigrants an increasing upward mobility has
taken place (upward mobility in terms 01'
"status" and "prestige 11

,

and not from the

economic point of view, as will be seen
later on).,
{b)

A large number of skilled and semi-skilled
technicians who came to work in -che South
African industries changed their occupational
status, becoming small shopowners or independent

~echnicianso

This latter phenomenon, directly connected with the

/

11+6
image of the Greek skilled and semi-skilled workers and
technicians, concerning- tho
(

11

p::.~J.mary

aim o:f t.beir emigration

1 will emigrate and make money and then return to build

two houses, one· in my village and the other in Athens."), is
supported by the past and present conditions of the South
African industries because a large number

of~

tbem do not work

on a long-term contract-labour basis (that is, the contract
between industry and worker in South Africa is mainly a
short-term one, while the opposite occurs in West Germany,
for instance, 1..rbere it is imp.o.ssibl e for the worker imm.:Lgrant
to remain in tbe country when his long-term contract wj" th
the industry or the state has finished).

This means that

when a Greek skilled or semi-skilled technician stops working
for a South African industry after the termination of his
contract, he may renew it, or otherwise he r::my.open a cafeshop, or a garage.

This, in other words, means that most of

the Greek skilled technicians, after completing their contract, are no longer
'·

11

productive workers", but automatically

.become independent artisans working on individual profit
bases.
~

As has been mentioned in previous chapters, the Greek
...immigrants of the past, mainly shopowners, have done very
well economically and nm..r many of them are property owners,
light production indu~try owners (these industries now operate under the directorship of their c.h.ildren), or retired
businessmen.
At the present time, besides the unequal competition.
of the

supe:rmarkE~ts

and hypermarkets, there are still just

under 27 000 small shops around the country which sell food,
vegetables, etc. (Sunday Tim~, 1977).
white areas, 2 700 are classed as

11

Of these stores in

mediu.m-sizedi 1 (average

turnover is R219 000 per am1.um), and 1 ·1 000 as
(average turnover is R52 000 per annum)~

11

small-sized"

Most of the meclium-

sized stores and 60% to 70% of the small~sized stores are
thought of as corner cafe s, which would ma1<.e a total of
about 10 000 corner cafes in the cow1.tryo

Besides the fact

of the· upward mobility of the Greek population in South
Africa, a large number of Greeks, mainly rural orientated,

are still occupied in cai'e s and small-scale

shops~

Based on the reports of' tho Greek communities in South
Africa

(1977),

it can be stated that

60%

the economically

of

active Greek p0pulation of Port Elizabeth are small shopowners, as well as 40% of' the Greek popuJ_ation of Alberton ..
In Pretoria, there are 500 Greek-owned small and mediwu
scale shops (tearooms, cafes, dry cleaners, etce).

In the

Welkom area and surrounding districts 80% of the Greeks are
small shopowners o
The above statistical data show clearly that the conclusion which probably came to the, mind o:f ths reader while·
suppose~

reading in a previous chapter about the
the traditional Greek middle

classe~

decline of

in South Africa because

of the upward social mobility$ was a false

one~

The tradi-

tional Greek middle classes have not declined in numbers but
have increased.

One could mention that together with the
.

I

increase of the new Greek middle classes in South Africa,
there is a parallel stability or even an increase in the
number of the Greek old middle class immigrants.
traditional middle classes

(By old or

as distinct from the non-

productive wage earners, i.eo the new middle classes

is

--ineant the fractions of and strata of this class occupied in
small-scale artisan production or small family businesses
where the same agent is both owner and possessor of the means
of production as ~ell as-th~ direct p~oducer.)
Labour is provided by the owner and occasionally by
members of his family.

The small-scale production draws

profit f'rom the sale of' goods and conunodities, and smallscale m,;ncrship involves retail trade in the circulation
---sphereo

In this case, the owner of the trading store is

helped by his family or sometimes he employs wage labour (in
the case of the Greek immigrants in South Africa, African or
Coloured labourers are

employ~d

who sometimes face the w0rst

kind of economic exploitation by their employers, as will be
se.en later) •
. It is common knowledge that in South Africa and all
around the world the trad.i. tional

small-~scale

shopkeepers face
l

t
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economic problems because of the tmequal competition from
the supermarkets and hypermarkets.

In South Africa the small

stores in general are losing out to the larger supermarkets
their share of the retail trade slipped from 28% in 1970
to 1 Sfo today (Su_l}d~y Tim~, 1977).

How does the Greek

small shopowner face this problemi

There are two alter-

natives:
(a)

To sell his small shop and open (alone or
with partners) a supermarket, which in the
first place requires a me di.um or large
capital.,

(b)

To increase his hours of

work~

In the case of the Greek small shopowners both occur.

M9re
an.d more Greeks change to big supermarkets (thus connecting
the

11

higher prestige 11 of the supermarket owner with the

necessity of their economic survival), but for the large
majority who have no capital, or lack the courage to do this,
their only option is to work longer hours.

As already men-

tioned, the Greek small shops are open from seven in the
morning until

midnight~

Thus they have the opportunity of

competing with the supermarkets for a few hours (the supermarkets close at six otclock).
To the possible question

which follows logically

that ·is, whether t.he small-scale shopowners in South
Africa in this phase of monopoly capitalism face the problem
of either reducing
be said:

marg~ns

or extinction, the following may

At an estimated gross margin of 20% to 25% of

these small-scale shopm·rners, a turnover of R100 000 per
annum, lvhich is not uncommon, would yield an income of
R20 000 (Sunday Times, 1976) which, according to the South
African economic situation, is a very good annual profit.
As far as the Greek small shopowners are concerned the
empirical study carried out on the economical level had more
or less incomplete results, mainly due to,:the fear of inf'ormation. being reveale·d for tax purposes.

The only results are

mainly generalities, not exact ta6les or figures.

The writer

believes that these statistical calculations are very near
reality.

/

Many difficulties arose, mainly the question of how

one could describe a small-scale
or a supermarket.

shop~

a medium-sized shop,

For the purpose of this study, a shop was

classified as being small or medium in terms of its annual
turnover and not in terms o:f physical size.
The re search amongst the small- and mediwn-scale Greek
shopowners in Cape Town and Johannesburg gave the f'ollowing
picture concerning their economic position.,

The vast major-

ity of sma11.:....scale shopowners employ two or three labourers
who mainly do the heavy work in the shop, i.e. carrying the
commodities, cleaning the shop, etc., and who receive an
average weekly wage which fluctuates from R10 to R.15 for the
part-time labourers and R20 to Rli-0 for the full.time labourers.

The annual turnover of these shops fluctuates from

R90 000 or R95 000 to R125 000 or R135 000 which means an
annual prof'it fluctuating from R18 000 to R26 OCO or R28 000.
The annual profit of the shops employing three to five
labourers fluctuates from RJO 000 or RJ2 000 (annual turnover
of R145 000 to R160 000) to RJ5 000 or RJ8 000 (annual turnover of R180 000 to R200 000).

Of course, as already

mentioned, there are a large number of small shopkeepers who
run their small shops exclusively by themselves and their
_family and whose annual turnover fluctuates from R100 000 or
R125 000 to sometimes a much higher figure.
These are, in broad terms, the details concerning the
position of the Greek small-scale shopowner in the economic
sphere.
As far as the economic situation of the independent
artisans anJ technicians is concerned, the following may be
men'tioned:

The vast majority of Greek artisans and tech-

nicians who arrived during the period 1960 to 1970 are
employed in small manufa.cturing companies or are independent
artisans employed in the businesses (mainly garages) of fel.low
Greeks.

Mention is made here of the increasing tendency of

technicians working·in industries to change, after a short
period of time, to independent artisans and then combine ·with
two or three other Greeks to form their own company, as wiJ..l
be seen from the following economic analysis, in the

/

/

h~pe

of
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bettering their own econ0mic situationo
The wa.ges of a European non-productive or productive
techbician employed in an industry fluctuate from R500 to
R550 for the skilled technician and RJ80 t·o R400 for the
semi-skilled technician.

(See, for example, Table 52).

Of

course, in comparison with the wages of the African or
Coloured workers in the industrial sector, these wages are
extremely good.

Compared with wages paid in Greece in the

same sector, they are high (in Greece a skilled technician
in a manufacturing industry would earn from RJ50 to R400 a
month).

However, the incieasing disappointment of the Greek

technicians, not only as far as the wage level is concerned,
but mainly because of the hard work and long hours involved,
determines their choice to become independent technicianse
This decision leads to the establishment of their own jobs
of a technical nature.

However, the decision often leads to

financial difficulties l·Thich are often solved by forming a
'·

partnershipu

Here again, examining the economic situation

of the independent technician, mention must be made of the
profit differences of the various categories, because here
we have tbe problem that the vast majority of them employ
-not only several African labourers but often white skilled
technicians and artisans.
Research amongst a number of these independen.t technicians and artisans, mainly in Johaiuiesburg, gave th0 following picture concerning their economic situation, the
details of which are very close to reality.

However, there

is the prob1.em that the figures are not stable in any way.
The-.. skill0d or semi-skilled technicians who do not employ
African helpers or European artisans (these being Germans or
Portuguese), as was characterised in the first period due to
financial problems, broadly speaking make an arul.ual profit
of about R10 000 to R12 000, and sometimes as much as
R15

000~

This pro.f'j,t, as com.pared with their previous wages

as technicians in manufacturing industries (which is about
R6 000 per annum for skill9d and R4 800 to R5 000 per annum
for semi-skilled technicians), provides the answer as to why
there is this increasing tendency to change their occupations
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to independent technicians.
The vast majority of' independer:.t Greek a.rti sans in
South Africa employ between three and four African labourers
(they prefer employing Africans because they are cheaper
than Coloureds) mainly as heJ.pers,

(Sometimes the African

workers. have the experience to work a.s semi-skilled technicians, but they are paid as wiskilJ.ed.)

The annual prof'i t

of' these artisans fluctuates from R12 000 to R20 000 and
.sometimes is as much as R25 000.

Of course there are a

nwnber of' other independent artisans ·who employ five to seven
or even more African and European 1.abourers, but this number

is very limited.
To close the analysis on the economic level of the
traditional or old middle class Greeks in South Africa, a
brief.look will be taken at some categories of professionals
(i~e., doctors and lawyers).

It will be remembered that in

the analysis of social mobility, we n.oted very high numbers
of professionals among the younger generations.

Here, we will

give focus to the independent professionals who are not
employed in public or state positions, such as doctors working
in a state hospital.

Their economic position is relatively

oetter than that of other agents of the traditional middle
class in South Africa but, of course, it is not possible to
present tables showing their annual or monthly profit.

It

should be mentioned that there are a ri.umber of Greek pro-·
fessionals who leave the country, not because of professional
competition, but simply because the poJ.i ti cal situation and
better opportQnities of employment in other countries such
as Americ8 or Europe, are motivating factors.

Statistics and

figures are not available to indicate the number of Greek
professionals leaving the country, but it seems that th.is
phenomenon is increasing year by year, and not only amongst
the Greeks for it is also prevalent in other communities.
From the analysis on social mobility it appears obvious
that since the early nineteen--sixties, and even before, there
b.as been an increasing upward mobility \'ihich$ as already
mentioned, was mainly the consequence of the increasing

1.52

tendency of the new generations of Greeks to become well
educated and thus escape from the Greek "cafe-owner" background.
In this part of

t~e

chapter, the economSc situation

of various fractions and categories o:f these new middle

f

r

'•

I

'

classes will be examined and, after this, an analysis will

i

be made of the ideological and po.litical attitudes of these

I

middle classes.

!

i!

iI·

•!

It has already been indicated: by giving the example

:

of engineers and technicians employed in supervisory
capacities, 'ivhy the writer does not be.lieve that the Greek
technicians in South African manufacturing industries are
members of the working class.

The report of a large

Greek-owned industry in South Africa can be used to illustrate the above point (Mentis, 1977).

It states:

The composition of our employees is as follows:
Staff
28 Whites
Factory
28 Whites (supervisors)
34 Coloureds
155 Africans

'·

Total

2L~5

On the economic level, the wages of the Greeks employed
in skilled or semi-skilled positions in large industries in
South Africa do not differ from those of other Whites
employed in similar positions.

The

e~olution

of the average

monthly gross cash earnings of White workers in the manufacturing industry du.ring the period 1969 to_1976 is depicted
in Table 55.
In Greece the average monthly gross earnings in the
manufacturiIJ.g industry du.ring the same period fluctuated
from R200 or R220 in 1969 to RJ50 or RJ80 in 1976 (not as
large an increase in seven years as occurred in South Africa).
Having a brief, but hopefully clear picture of the
economic level of the Greek workers in the South African
manufacturing induGtry, another section of the Greek new
middle class in South Africa will be examined,

/

i~e~
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i
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TABLE 55
AVERAGE MOJ\l"'THLY GHOSS EARNINGS OF' WHITE WORKERS IN
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES IN SOUTH AFRICA
A:Nl) THE AVEHAGE INCREASE OVER THE PHEVLOUS YEAR

.

i~
1969

AVERAGE MONTHLY ,. INCH.EASE IN RAND
0$S CASH EARN-· .
OVER PREVIOUS
_
YEAR
INGS IN RAND

1

---4----1~---

·-·--2-62-_

I

I P-;RCENT
I

Ii\JCREJ:;;J-··
OVER PH.EVIOUS
YEAR*

T' l

1970

278

197,1

315

37

13,30

1972

352

11 '74

1973

360

37
8

1974

383

23

6,38

1975

489

106

2~7 '67

1976

550

61

·12 ,47

1'

6' 10

2,27

1----....J-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.~~----·

'1!

_ . _ __ ___J

SOURCE: South African Institute of Race Relations, 1969-1976
*calculations by the author (E M)
agents employed in the "tertiary" sector of the economy
the Greek immigrants who belong to the second, third and
fourth generations and who are employed. by public authorities
and private enterprise and whose number is continuously increasingc
Gr,~ek

Of course, these fractions and categories of the

middle class, al though occupying more or .less the same

place in the existing sphere of the production relations
(tbey serve the global function of capital), are not on the
same economic level as the other categories of "non-productive" w·orkers.

The categories examined are bank personnel,

agents employed by public authorities and wholesale and
retail

wo~kers

respectively.

In Greece, the ·average monthly gross cash earnings of
a bank clerk fluctuate from R250 to RJ20 (F:ree Press News2aper, 1 978);

of' course there are high.er "i\i'age s for the more

senior I personnel.
As can be seen from Table 5?, there is a general
average annual increase of 13,30% during these years.
ever, two additional factors should be borne in mind:

How ....
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· (a)

Tho continual gap between the average gross
monthly cash ·wages amongst the W.hi tes, Colou.reds,
Asian and African -w·orkers, a fact which is a
stable determinant of' ideological and political
relations.

(b)

The continual increase of the cost of living and
espec_ially the increase in the prices of commodities of first necessity, a fact which has

~conomic

consequences especially, of course, for the lvorking classes (Coloureds, Asia:n and Africans) and
generally for the lower wage earners, but also for
the relatively economically

11

wealthier 11 classes in

the country (the White middle "'classes).
TABLE

56

EVOLUTION OF THE AVERAGE GROSS MONTHLY E.ARNirms OF WHITES
IN BAJ\TIUNG IN SOUTH AFRICA FROM 1969-1976

'·

AVERAGE MONTHLY
GROSS CASH EARNINGS IN RAND

1969
- 1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
t..1976

l

I

IINCREASE
1

205
219
258
290
314
375
429
490

IN RAND j PERCENT INCREASE
OVER PREVIOUS
1
OVER PREVIOUS
YEAR
YEAR*

I

'

14
39
32
24
61
54
61

6,82
17,80
12,LW
8,27
19,42
14,40
14,22

SOURCE: South African Institute of Race Relations,

1969-1976

*calculations of average in~rease by the author (E M)
Table

·

57 {see next page) shows the average monthly

gross cash earnings of the middle class White agents empl.oyed
in the public authorities.
The monthly gross cRsh earnings in public authorities

H.250 to R350 and much higher for the
more senior personnel (Frt':)e Press, _1978).
in Greece fluctuate from

TABLE

57

·-

EVOLUTION OF' T!IE AVERAGE GROSS MONTHLY EARNINGS OF WHITES
OCCUPTED IN PlTBLIC AUTHORITIES IN SOUTH AFRICA
FHOM 1969.-1975

YEAR

MONTHLY
I AVERAGE
GROSS CASH

EARN~

INGS IN RA.ND

11969
I 1970
1971

212

INCREASE IN RAND
OVER PREVIOUS
YEAR

225

13

29.3

68

1972

312

197.3
1974
1975

336
376
428

19
24

IPERCENT

1

INCHEASE
OVER PRE~I OU S

-

I

1

I

YEAR

-

I

6,13
30,22

1

6,1+8

7' 14
11,90
13,82

'-w
52

SOURCE: South African Institute of Race Relations,

1969-1975

*calculations by the author (E M)

...

Finally, in the analysis on the average monthly gross
cash earnings of the different categories of the new middle
classes, a brief look will be made at the economic situation
of the workers in the wholesale and retail businessc
TABLE

58

EVOLUTION OF THE AVER4-GE GROSS MONTHLY EARNINGS OF WHITES
OCCUPIED IN WHOLESALE AND HETAIL BUSII\TESS FROM 1969-1976

IPERCENT

--~~~~~--~~~~~....,...~~~-~~---·~~~~~~-~~~-~--~

YEAR

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

'AVERAGE MONTHLY
GROSS CASH EARNINGS IN RAND

INCREASE IN RAND
0-VER PH.EVIOUS
YEAR

WhQlesale Retail

Wholesale Retail

224

139

263

146

281

151

320

160

335
356
389
4-38

179
195
218
249

19
18
39
1 .5
21

3J
49

I
I

INCREASE.,,
OVER PREVIOUS
YEAR

Wholesale Retail

7

7,78

5

6~84

9

13,87

19
16
23
31

4,68
6,26

9,26
12,59

SOURCE: South African Institute of Race Relations,

/

/

I
1

5,03
J,42
5,96
11'87

8,93
11 '79
14,22

1969-1976

The ordinary averatt8 gro::;s month.Ly earnings .in retail
and whole sale bu.sine sses in Greece fluctu.c.te from R200 to
RJOO.
Studying the foregoing tables and making comparisons,
it will be seen that commercial workers are in the lowest
economic position (especially the workers in retail businesses).

There are many Greeks, males and females, employed

in such jobs, mainly without high educational qualifications,
conditions~

whose economic

because o:f their low wages, are

worse than the 1rnrkers employed in the manufacturing sector.
Of course it could be argued_ that this comparison is dangercius because a comparison between a skilled worker without
high qualifications and a commercial worker is diff'icul t.
The qualifications of the majority of the commercial workers,
of course, are not very high (i.e. most of them have not

'·

completed the matriculation course).

However, we must bear

in mind some characteristic details:

First of all the com-

mercial worker must. have some knowledge of commercial prac-·
tices, sometimes he/she must be able to speak a foreign
language, and the most crucial point is that the commercial
worker's skill develops rapidly through the ~xercise of his/
--her function.

The problem of the Greek commercial workers,

and all commercial workers in South Africa, is that their
qualifications in relation to the day-by-day increase of
unemployment in

the country does not. allow them a better

choice.
In the above section, the economic situation of the
Greek rniddl0 classes within the South African society was
portrayedw
,,

In the next section, the political attitudes and

ideology of the Greek middle class will be e.x:plored.

VI.,

IQE.QLOGY A@_J'OLITICA.:b_ATTITUDES OF__Th"'B GREEK MIDDI.·E
CLASS~S

JN_ SO..I[IH Al~IC~

The structural determinatioh of the Greek middle classes
in the social division of labour of the South African society
has certain effects on the ideology of its

/

agent~,

which
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directly infJ_uencc-:Js its class position.

The first point to

be made, before giving specific elements for the ideology
and the poli t.ic:a1 at ti tudo s of' the

G::ce(~k

new middle cla:3Se s

and the traditional o:,·ws as well, is that the· middle classes
do not have, in the long ru:n., any autonomous c-la.ss position.
That is why we can speak simply of' a middle class ideological
sub-ensemble.
In trying to give an image of the ideological implica- ·tions determined by the-economic position of
classes in

~outh

th~

Greek middle

Africa, mention should first be made of all

the increasing feaT of

11

bei:ng pocr 11 2.nd the attraction o:f the

"high society 11 way of life (capitalist way of life), directly
connected with a wish for a better acareer" and tthigher
prestige 11 mainly through job promotion, as an increasing
phenomenon not only of the so-called Greek individualism (see
Added, 1973), but generally as a result of the middle class
individualism.

An increasing feeling of

tunity" as a part o:f the

11

11

equality of oppor-

cultural equality" in the South

African society (:for example~ "Why should the Afrikaner
clerk be paid a higher wage than a Greek-orientated

clerk~

if we have the same level of education, culture, etc?"), is
_the indicator of this kind of individualism which is not
only directly connected in the ideological sphere, but on
the economic sphere as well ( 11 the money fetishism 11 ''Thich will
be analysed below).
The Greek middle-class individual's position in relation to mental/manual labour ("the clean jobs/dirty jobs"·
distinction), particularly in the South African situation,
leads the Greek middle-class individual towards the nearly
tot'8.1 acceptance of

11

whi te superiority" in the country (of'

course there are exce~tions to the rule)o

The white-black

separation in racial terms is a common characteristic of this
situation with a high level of discrimination in relationships between
(mainly

i~

white Greeks" and "Coloureds and Blacks"
.
~
the case of the traditional middle-class indivi11

duals who, because of the nature of their occupations, have
more relations 1vi th the Africans and Coloured people).

/

The
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A:fricans and Coloureds are generally referred to as "ka:ff'irsn
in discussions and meetings amongst Greek individuals everywhere~

Of cours3, as already mentioned, one of the better explanations for this ideology of the Greek middle classes is
the structure of tbe South African

school~

1vhich perpetu.ates

the division of' manual/mental labour through the
and qualification" scheme.

11

training

The school plays a role of its

own in.the training of mental labour ("clean and better paid
jobs''), a role which is specifically characteristic in the
case of the new middle classes to an overwhelming extent, in
a ·way that leads tm.rards the
cational division,

11

mental labour side 11 of the edu-

'l'hat is why, bearing if mind the struc-

ture of the South African educational system, i.e. separate
development, Bantu education system, inequality of educational opportunity for white and black children (the latter very
rarely having opportunity for advanced education an.d, while
scholars, becoming manual workers as well), the "ideology of
discrimination" even amor. . gst the new middle-class Greek individuals in South Africa ca.n be easily understood.
Another main characteristic of the middle-class Greek
individual is the total anti-communist and anti-soviet
these are one and the same thing for the Greeks
in South Africa, i.e. communism=Russia=destruction of Africa
and especially South Africa._

All these things occurred

before Mr Botha's statement that America is the worst enemy
of South

Africa.~

This statement now provides a focal point

for discussions amongst the Greek community in the country._
As far as the traditional Greek middle class is concerned., although it occupies in economic terms a place different from that of the new middle class, it is nevertheless
characterised by certain analogous

The arguments

features~

of many Greek traditional'shopowners against the "big capital"
(in the form of supermarkets and hypermarkets) conflicts
with their ideas of the increasing threat of

11

Soviet imperi-

alism" a11.d "black communists which are at the front doors o:f
South Africa"; their arguments against the "new monopolyli

/

/
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( O K Bazaars and Grai;.d Bazaars which have opened near their
shops) conflict with t}le.Lr main argwnent nI do not care 1 I
have a house, a car and savings in the bank''; their disappointment towards the state ("We pay a great deal of money
in taxes to the state, but the state only protects the
capita.lists") cor...f1icts with their recognition of the state
as a

11

saf'eguard" of their small properties ("The st.ate and '

the army protect us from the Blacks and the Communists")o
The increasing isolation of the small shopkeepers from a competitive position in the market gives them the impression
that the state is the only solution for the maintenance and
protection of their savings and propertyo

Their increasing

fear after the Soweto riots gave an· e-v-en more important role
to this image, but it also gave a reinforcement to the increasing discrimination towards the Natives in all spheres 0
All the above characteristics of the conflicting and
stable ideologies of the Greek middle class will be more ex-

'·

tensively discussed below "in the analysis of. the political
attitudes and beliefs of the Greek middle-class individuals.
On the political sphere as well, there are contradic_tory points which must be merttionedo

First of all, there is

an almost complete lack of interest towards the' Greek poli ti-·
cal situation, especially among the younger generationse

As

far as the South Afric2.n politic al situation is concerned,
the political beliefs of the· Greek middle class are led by
their "social practicalness", i.e. their political beliefs
are led by their wish for a solution to their economic and
social problems.

The whole political philosophy o:f the Greek

middle cl~s~es ·is based on the principle that "every government is good, if she does not accept majority rule 11

,

because

majority rule means that their position, on all levels
economic, occupati.ona.l, political and social
safe.

will be un-

The generalisation and confusion of the political

meanings (i.e., the Africans in South Africa are communists
because the Africans in Angola and Mocambique are co1mnunist s,
or that the University of Gape Town is under c01mnunist control because it has appJ_ied to enrol African students) is
characteristic o:f the typical Greek middle-class i-ndividual.,

/

/

On the other hand, if we carefully exa::.T1ine the po.li tical attitudes o:f the Greek middle-class agents, we can see
their apathetie political attitude towards internal political problems (in term~1 of real political participation)
Their main excuse for this is, on the one hand, that

11

o

we are

immigrants and we have nothing to do with the internal political problems of South.Af'rica 11 in the case of the traditional middle class and, on the other hand, the stable
belief' of' both the t1'-adi tional and new middle classes in
the power of' the state and its apparatuses.,

All the Greeks,

however, have realised that at this time South Africa faces
a real structural crisis, firstly because of the internal
crisis and the situation of a possible international embargo,
and secondly because of' the political situation in Rhodesia
and the f'rontline African States.,

This belief' is absolutely

clear for them as Hand.anos (1977) has shffwn in an analysis
of' the political attitudes and beliefs of the Greek-orientated
students at the University of' Cape Towno

For example,

33

out of J4 respondents participating in this research agreed
that white supremacy and prosperity do not have a future in
South Africa.

These student responses actually represent

the real feelings of the Greek population in South Africa,
-i.e. the pessimism.and understanding of the real political
Sit~ation

in South Africa.

An e.mpirical study amongst 150 Greek --rniddle-class individuals (see Table 59) shows that the above analysis is clear
and accuratee
ended.)
with

(The questions in this survey were open-

Probably one could argue that this survey conflicts

previo~1s

statements herein concerning the apathetic

att,i tude s of' the Greeks towards the Sou th African politic al
situation.

However, the point that a political attitude

does not necessarily mean active poJ.itical participation
must be clarifiedQ
Examining the replies to the first question,
the enemy of South Africa? 11

,

11

Who is

we see that 72 out of 150 (48%)

respondents replied "the Russians", amongst them the higher
percentage being that of the small· shopkeepers.
the replies to the second question,

11

Examining

Which are the

\"""

\0

,.... TABLE 59:

POLITICAL PERSPECTIVES OF sourH AFRICA AMONG THE GREEK MIDDLE-CLASS lt\.ftHGRAN'rS
Number of respondents:

Shopkeepers
Technicians

60;
J.5;

Artisans

15;

Professionals
TOTAL: 150

White Collar

30;

30;

r--·---------------------.

r-

SHOPKEEPERS

~~__::_::~'-~s~~---+-~-~uss.ians

AN SWE...'tS

I

I

-INo

45
10
The Nats
The Western Powers No answer
5

The
The blacKs

r;he
Which is the
alternative political

P.R.P.*
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alternative politic al solutions for South Africa ? 11
noted that 87. out o:f ·150 (58'%) respondents replied
Nationalists 11

,

it is

,

11

the

as compared with. 31 out of' J4 rcmaini:ng

replies coming from the

11

and "whi te-collars 11

who believe that the alternative

political solution is

intelligentsia"

professionals

the Progressi ·ve Federal Party.

Here

again ·we can clearly understand the support for the Nationalist Party by the traditional middle-class individuals (49
out of 60 small shopkeepers, i.e. 81,6%, and 11 out of 15
artisans, 73,33%).

The response to the third question,

you think that South Africa is a democratic cour..try? 11
very clearly
11

11

~

11

Do

was

Ye s 11 for 78 out o:f 150 respondents ( 52~b) and

No 11 for only six, out of 125 respondents (21.t-fo).

Finally,

the response to the last question gives the best support to
this present analysis.

Responses to

11

Do you think that after

majority rule there would be political chaos in the colllltry?"
were 103, or 68,66%, nyes 11

,

and only six responses(!+%) were

nN011 •

'As a final point, mention can be made of the .change in
some ways of' the apathetic attitudes of the Greek middJ_e
class on the political level after the contemporary riots in
_Soweto and Alexandra, the increasing foreign pressure on
Rhodesia and South Africa, etc.

The growing fear o:f the

Greek middle-class individual for the future o:f his property
and personal existence is absolutely LUlderstandable if one
bears in.mind the fate of the Greek

industrialists~

big

farmers and even small-scale shopowners in Egypt after independence, and this gives a clear explanation for their political

conse:;.~vati

sm a.rid a tti t udc s towards the Nationalist

government •
."

VII.

THE ALIENATION OF THE GREE.K MIDDLE CLASS
In the previous analysis on the ideological and poli-

tical levels, the "social practicalness" of the Greek middleclass individual in South Africa was

covered~

It would be a

mistake to mention this pbenomer1on, however, without a. brief
analysis. of the increasing alienation of these individuals in

/

the country.

It must be clarified here that in talking

about alienation, it is not intended to refer to it as a
simple philosophical theory, but as a material phenomenon
which appears in the everyday li:fe of' Greek individuals in
South African society.

Before analysing this concrete situ-

ation, i.e. the alienated
within South African

Gr~ek

society~

middle-class individual

a brief historical backgrour1d ,

to the theories of alienation will be given.
It is wellknown that the three pioneers of the analysis
of alienation were HegeJ_ ( 1955) ~ Feurbach ( ·1966) and Marx

(1959,

1971)~

the two former on the philosophical level only.

These·three theorists were the first to give a scientific
base to the analysis and explanation of' the phenomenon.
One of the most basic aspects of the Hegelian theory
is that everything which exists is finally the "absolute idea"
("the absolute spirit", finally the God), and that the absolute idea is not a number of stable things, but a dynamic entity which is always in a global process of alienation and
abolition of alienation.

The whole of human history is the

continual increase of human knowledge of the "absolute" and
the evolution of

seJ.f~·lm.owledge

of the absolute.

In the

Hegelian philosophy man is a self-alienated creature when he
ca:Ulot understand the self-1<-.nowledge of the absolute.
:.Marx's concept of alienation, the f'irst analysis of the
subject on a material basis, far from the idealistic conception of the other two pioneers, is based on four main
aspects:
(a)

Han is aJ.iena ted from nature, .a concept
based on the connection of man to the product
of' his labour.

(b)

Man is alienated from himself, a concept
which is the expression of labour 1 s relation
to the act of production within the labour
process.

(c)

Man is alienated from his "species being 11

,

which is related to the conception according
to which the object of labour

/

/

~s

the

objectification of man's species being, for
man duplicates himself not only as in con, sciousness, intellectaally, but also actively, in reality, and therefore he contemplates
himself in a world he has created.

(d)

Man is alienated from man.

Generally speaking, Marx's concept of alienation
embraces the manifestations of "man's estrangement from
nature.and from himself" on the one band and, on the other
hand, it analyses the expressions o:f this process in the relationship of man-mankind and man-man.
The contemporary theorists generally narrow the concept
of alienation, giving more importance to its psychological
f'unctj_ons.

A number of contemporary theorists analyse the

phenomenon of alienation, starting with Nettler
beli~ves

"-

(1957),

who

that alienation is a concrete psychological situ-

ation. of normal individuals and an alienated person is someone who has been alienated from the society and its culture
and struggles against themo

Moore

(1957)

wrote that aliena-

'
tion is a characteristic of the individual consciousness
and
the social structure which

~s

typical in societies where

human beings are controlled by the consequences of their collective behaviour instead of controlling them.,

According to

the Josephsons (1962), alienation is an individual feeling
or an individual situation of alienation from the ego, from
the other human beings and generally from the external world.
These are some of the writings on alienation, but Fromm

(1954, 1968), Tucker (1961), Calvez (1964) gave excellent
analyses of the Marxist conception oi' alienation;

Mczsaros

(-1970) and Ollman ( 1971) have also contributed to the analysis of alienation.
In everyday speecfi alienation mainly means the estrangemen~

or the removal of man from his familiar environ-

ment such as family, work, friends, etc. (the alienation o:f
man from man, according to Marx).

This phenomenon is the

first and the main one to be used in the following analysis
\

/

/

on the alienation of Greek middle-class individuals, based
not on theoretical schemata but on personal discussions and
the conclusions coming therefrom.
A Greek i:;echnician: working in a large industry conf'e ssed:

11 T cannot work as I did. the first time I came to
South Africa. When I enter the factory door I
feel lazy, dizzy and disappointed with myself,
with tho machines and even with the Blacks I
superviseG I am always thinking o:f the time I
will leave the factory to go home to eat, watch
television and sleep. I do not feel like going
out, seeing friends or going to a taverna. Scmetimes I lose my patience, I scream at the black
labourers, once I beat one. At night I could not
sleep. You see I cannot work like a human being,
I feel like an animal.
Eat, drink and sleep.
This is my life., 11

A small shopkeeper confessed:
11

work like an animal. I wake up at seven
o'clock in the morning and I go to bed at one o'clock, after midnight. I spend the whole day in
the cafe with a break of one or two hours.
Sometimes I question myself "Why am I living?" The
explanation is only one. I want to survive, I
want to make money. This is the only explanation.
This is my life. Money, sleep and work. I do
not feel like going to weddings, celebrations or
christenings because I always feel tired. I want
to return to Greece. However, you know that the
goverrunent does not allow us to take out all our
money, our savings from the country./.
I

.

I

These two characteristic cases of self-alienation and
alienation from others could be explained as follows:

In the

case of the technician, it is his activity, i.e. his work,
that is an alien activity which does not satisfy him at all.
Tb.i's activity

the labour process

a fact which has an immediate consequence

tires the individual,
of estrangement

from his friends, his familiar pm:'sons, his relatives, etc.
What ·applies to manYs relation to his 'vork, to the product
of his labour and to himself, also holds for his relatio.ii to
the other man's labour and object of labour.
proposition

~hat

In fact, the

man's species nature is estranged from him

means that one man is estranged from tho other, as each o:f
them is :from man's essent:i_-al nature •.
\

/
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As far as the confession. of the ua:f.e-owner is concerned,
his statements are completely clear.

Under the domination

of' an egoistic need (economic survival

let us not forget

"social practicalness")~ the small caf'e~o-wner can only become
practical, he only creates practical objects by putting his
P.roducts and his activity under the domination of an alien
entity arid lending himself the signif"icance of an alien entity? i.e. moneyo

So day-by-day he becomes a self-alienated

individual who, according to Marx (1850), becomes "an
abstract activity and a stomach".
This phenomenon

the alienation of the Greeks from

their activity, their friends, even from their relatives
is a phenomenon which was discovered through communication
with Greek individuals and groups throughout the country.
The image of

!i

having" overcomes the image of' "being 11 with two

main consequences:

(a) increasing individuality,

and (b)

"money fetishism".

"·

These two aspects led to an analysis of a concrete
situation in the life of Greek middle-class individuals .in
South Africa, i.e. their psychological misery.

Psychological

misery is a phenomenon which is the result of the social
·-apparatuses in the life of the immigrant in every society, a
kind of abolition not only of his collective activity (in
the case of a collective worker), but an abolition of his
individual life as well ("I do not feel like going out,
seeing my f'riends or going to a taverna.,").

In the chao·cic

industry, with the loud noise of the machines, orders from
the manager or the director (in the case o:f the worker·superviso:r. relationship), or the unending hours behind the
shop counter and the monotonous noise of the ti1.l (in the
case of the small sb.opow'Tl.er), the individual feels that his
b.wnan activity is dehmnanised ( 11 'I am working like an animal.!')
and loses its meaning.

He is convinced that h.:Ls activity is

not reaJ_ly his activity but that he is simply a machine and
that his activity,

in other words, is

11

foreign to himself"e

Tb.at is why he finds the solution' o.:f being only a pathetic
spectator o:f life ( 111Tb.e only thing I want is to eat, watch
television and sleep .. ") a strain on his energy for living.

/

/

individuality, psycholo-

Of course these aspects
gical misery and money :fetishism
on the social

level~

.have an c:ff'ect not only

but on tbe IJOli ti0al level as well o

After this brief analysis and the complete understanding of
the term

11

money fetishism", the significance of the state's

power as a safeguard for the property of the Greek middleclass immigrant can be realised.
Naturally, it cannot be argued that ·the social relations
of the Greeks amongst themsel·ves are completely abolishedc
However, i'.t can be accepted that the alienation of the Greek.
middle classes in South Africa on all levels, the alienation.
of the Greek middle-class person from nature, from

himself~

from his "species being", and from the other man, is a real
and undoubted fa.ct.

VIII. THE GREEK BOl'RGEOISJ_&. IN ..§..QQ'.J]LAFRICA
As mentioned previously, the first Greek capital was
invested in South Africa after the Second World War.

It was

invested in light production industries and agriculture buts
after the rise of monopoly capital in South Africa; many of
these undertakings were absorbed by large monopolies.
ph;3nomenon of Greek investments in South Africa

The

can be

understood if the serious political trouble which Greece
faced because of the civil war and, before that, the Second
World War, is .bor:r..e in minds

This phenomenon (Greek invest-

ment in Southern Africa) was not only characteristic of the
period but has its roots even in the nineteen-thirties.

For

example, in Rhodesia there were a number of industrialists
-..

or owners of large corporations who had immigrated and invested capital in the coW1.try in the nineteen-twenties.
(For example, 1the Pafi.tis family was the owner of twelve corporations and industries

Riverside Estates, Zenith Gold
'

Mines Limited 1 Pafi tis a.n.d Strick.land, Show and Pafi tis, Umfuli Development Company Limited, Forles Avenue Investments,
Loa.ring Buj_ldings Lirn.L ted, Cleveland Trading Compan.y, Dom-bo::;hawa Stores, Domboshawa. Mills, Dombosha.wa Bus Services and
'

Borrowdale Trading Company.)

/

;

In Portuguese East Africa tb.e

J

largest industry was under Greek ownership (Fabrica de
Ladrihlos e Mosaicos Lda); in the Belgian Congo the biggest
industrialists were Greeks (Elco, J·ambones Fumes, etc.); and
in Nigeria. a Greek-Cypriot controlled 52</o of the cotmtry! s

economy before independence.

(Papamichael, 1951~)

In South Africa, the main investments were in metalwork industries (Union Metal Work. Pty Limited); construction
material (Union Hardware, Vaal Potteries Limited, etc.);
mineral waters (Eureca Enterprises Pty Limited); conserved
f'oods (Cape Foods Pty Limited); and farmingo
At the present time the Greek capitalist class in
South Africa is composed of' three main sections:
(a)

Industrial capita.lists (industrial capital) •.

(b)

Non-productive capital holders (property
capital).

(c)

A small number of farm capitalistso

Although the highest number of Greek capitalists are property
owne:r:s, special focus will be given in the analysis to the ·
fw1ctions of Greek industrial capital because of its relevant
importance within the structure of South Africa.."1. society •.
_Greek industrial ca.pit.al in South Africa could be termed as
being competitive productive capital in a process of simple
concentration, which means that it does not have the form of
monopoly capital

which is the "outcome of the concentra-

tion of industrial · capi.tal, in particular of the amalgamation
of several production units and productive capitals under a
single ownershipo 11 (Poulantzas, 1975)0

This means that in

the case of Greek industrial capital in South Africa, we
call!1ot speal{. about a "giant enterprise":- but simply about
"big" or

11

mediwn 11 industrial capital.,

Even in terms of

ability for super profits, or a dominant market position,
Greek capital cannct be assumed to be "monopoly capital".
The Greek industrialists are both the economic ow·ners of the
unit of production
labour process.

~d

the controllers and directors of the

Their ownership-µas the form of individual

"legal ownership", except cf course in a few cases.

These

facts point out the clear distinction between the "medium or
big Greek industrial capital" and the "monopoly capital" ..
,/

As stated before, South Africa is passing thr'ough the phase
of monopoly capital, which is automatically determined first
of all by the conflicts and relations between monopoly and
non-monopoly capitalo

This does not mean that, besides the

dominant role cif monopoly capital and the super-accumulation
thereof, there are no margins of accwnulation for the nonmonopoly capi ta.L

There are several expJ.anations for this

fact, such as the occupation of specific sectors o:f the
. economy by non--monopoly capital, which are of limited profitabili ty for monopoly capital, integrated production for
secondary lines of production that do not ente·r into the
large-scale flow of complex production
facts very often occur in South Africa.

units~

etco

These

J:i'or example, a

Greek-owned steel construction industry has a specific rate
of production.

It works mainly in conjunction with big in-

dustrial monopolies w·hich buy its products at low prices, not
because they do not have the ability to create a steel construction industry, but because it is cheaper to buy from
this particular Greek-owned firmo'

Broadly speaking, the

existence of non-monopoly capital in South Africa is a result
of the need for it for the necessities of monopoly capital.'
This means that the existence of monopoly capital is a deter-minant of the extended reproduction of monopoly capital.
This does not mean that non-monopoly capital at the present
time in South Africa is in a safe

position~

because the in-

creasing and perpetuating overdependence of non--monopoly
capital on monopoly capital leadsj after a certain period of
time, to destructive consequences for the former.
known as the strategy of' the

11

(This is

closed market" in America, for

example, whi..ch leads more and more non-monopolies .to bankruptcy and their absorption into the monopolies.)

In other

cases (as very often occurs in South Africa) independent
"legal ownership 11 does not necessarily mean real economic
ownersJlip, which is taken over by the monopolies through the
absorption of the non-monopoly ca.pi tal, which at this st2.ge
only keeps the name ·of the firm.,

Another aspect of the

increasing disappearance of non-monopoly capital, not only
in South Africa but all over the world, is the technological

dependence o:f non-monopoly capital on monopoly capital

/
./
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through patents and licences.

This means that at any time

monopoly capital can destroy non--monopoly capital, resulting
in the on-going loss by no:i-monopoly capital of the control
and direction of its labour processes, leading to the concen•»
tration o:f economic ownership in the hands of monopoly
capital, which dissolves the production units of the nonmonopoly capital,.

The Greek light production industries in

Sou.th Africa do not face any of these problems directly, but
t.he economic problems they face as a result of the competition
of the monopolies lead to the conclu.sion that their position

is very tenuouse
Before setting out the conclusions arising from the
latter brief analysis of the contradictions and alliances between monopoly and non-monopoly capital in South Africa (the
Greek capita.l placed in the position of' non-monopoly capital
or "big or mediwn" capital), a :few details concerning Greek
industries in South Africa will be mentioned.
'·

The main Greek-owned industries in South Africa (about
twenty altogether), consist pri:::icipally of light production
such as steel construction industries, dairy industries,
_snack factories, etc.

Their annual turnover fluctuates from

four million rands to seven million rands, and they employ
be~.;ween (100 and 500-600 workers

and Africans)e

1977 o)

(Whites, Coloureds, Asians

(Reports of Greek industries in South Af'rica,

Of' course, no--one can argue that the annual turnover

or the nwnber of labourers can give a 'clear picture of
whether a capital is monopoly capital or not but, as already
mentioned,
The

~one

of the Greek capital is monopoly capital.

conclus~ons

arising from the previcus analysis are

that the main aim of monopoly capital is to destroy nonmonopoly capital by absorbing it, tu1less it needs the nonmonopoly capital to function independently.

This leads to

the conclusion that the still independent Greek non-monopoly
capital in South Africa is at a crossroad.

On the one hand

it needs monopoly cap~tal because~ without its help, it
cannot exist and, on the other hand, it sees it as its worst
enemy.,

/

The crucial point is that in the case of'

an

attack

171
on South .A.f'rican and international mor..opol.y ca.pi tal, thG
Greek non-moriopoly capital {with onB_or two exceptio11s) will
be an

~asy

vic.timo

The seco':l.d category of the Greek bourgeoisie in South
Africa c6nsists of the non-productive capital holders (hotel
owners, big property ownerss etc.)o

Probably one would be

surprised in reading this point, asking: "Can we say that
the property owners, for example, are assumed as being mombers
of the bourgeoisje? 11
definitely yese

•

On the economic level (possess~on)~

There are a great number of' Greeks in South

Africa whos by all manner of moans, could be assumed to be
property capi tali st s.

Previous cafe--own.Grs or restaurant

owners, today are respectable property owners and big ca pi ta.l
holders (capital possession)

o'

People who had immigrated in

the nineteen-thirties are now wealthy retired businessmen.and simple capital holders, all around the country.

Today

there are more than 40 lar'ge hotels under Greek O"wnership,
as well as numer.ous Greek-owned blocks of f.lats.

As far as

Greek agricultural capital is concerned, a sector which has
a noticeable background in the cow1try (in the nineteen.fifties there were a number of large Greek farms), several
_large farms exist in the Western Cape (e.,g., Wellington) and
in th<=; Tran.svaal ( e ~ g. , the Greek potato king)

e

Before analysing the ideological and political

~tti

tudes of the Greek bourgeoisie, the structural class determination of the Greek ma.nagers in Sou.th Africa will be
examinedo
Poulaatzas (1975) strongly believes that managers form
a part of the bourgeoisie.

He writes that they form a part

of the bourgeoisie because of the position they occupy in the
production process, which gives them the right to exercise
power which is mainly due to the capital they hold.,

While

the various po·wers of ownership and possession belong to the
:function of capital; they are not mainly fulfilled by the
owners themseJ.ves

the managers fulfill this :function.

The directing agents ·who exercise this power and thus fulfiJ.l
the ftmction of capital, occupy, according to Poulantzas,

/
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the place of capital; this means that although they do not
have formal legal ownership they are agents of tb.e bourgeoisie u

Even on the ideologicaJ.. and political levels, of

course, according to Poulantzas, they cannot contradict their
·interests whicll are directly connected with capital.,
managers do not form a separate fraction of the

'I'h.e

bourgeoi~ie

but they belong to the fraction of capital whose place they
occupy

industrial capital, bank capital, and commercial

capital

which means that the managers do not possess a

specific W1.i ty as a class fraction (according to Poulantzas).
Let us examine briefly if-this theoretical position holds in
this case.

Poulantzas, in the same book, having delimited

the working class by the intersection of manual and produc-tive labour, delimits the bourgeoisie proper by the reference
to "real economic ownership", that is the po·wer to assign
the means of production to given uses and to dispose of the
products obtained.

He then argues that all wage labour which

does not fall· into tb.ese categories ( 11 i~eal economic ownership 11
'·

or manual and productive workers) . should be conside:r.ed a.s
forming the "new petty bourgeoisie 11

.,

Obviously the economic

situation of such agents (w2~ge labour) is very dif'ferent
from that of t.he traditional middle class, but Poulantzas
-insists that structural class determination includes political and idec;ilogical, as well as economic, determinantso

So

that, if seemingly disparate economic positions in fact produce similar effects at the political and ideological levels,
the agents occupying those positions must be considered as
members ·of the same social class..

Thus Poulantzas, over-

coming or forgetting his earlier analysis on "real economic
ownership", argues th.at manager'.3 form part of the bourgeoisie:
a tJ:1esis which definitely contradicts his earlier statements
in the same book, because he analyses managers mainly on the
ideological and political levels with.out giving importai1ce
to the economic aspects.

If one were to adopt Poulantzasts

viewpoint, it could be argued that even the
non....:productive
\
.
.
workers in South African industries are members of the bourgeoisie, ·which of course is not true;

Thuss concluding, the

writer does not agree with Poulan.tzas ! s wri t:ings on managers;
it is assumed that managers are agents of the "new middle

·1
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class" and, as such, were included as a stratum of this
class in the previous analysis.,·
As already very briefly mentioned, the conflicts bet1·.reen international aJi.d national monopoly ca.pi tal in Sou.th
Af'.rica have passed through different stagesc

Even from the

period of the Pact Government (1924) until 1933 the hegemony
of national capital over international capital was a fact,
being the consequence of increasing state protection towards
both mining and agricultural capital.,

With the establish-

ment of the Development Corporation in 1940, which was to
promote new industries and to protect those already existing,
and the increasing indif'ference of th9 agriculturaJ_ sector,
the struggle between national and .international capital
entered a new phase.

Although in 1948 one-third of the total

industrial capitalisation came from foreign sources (Davis,
Ka.plan, Morris, O'Meara, 1976), the Afrikaner economic movement, even during the war, developed a strong range of powerful financial institutions with the aid and protection of
the National Party

a party which previously represented

agricultural capital - which then represented the interests
of Af'rikaner industrial monopoly cap:Lta1.·

Finally, after

_the withdrawal of international capital from the country as
a result of _the Sharpeville riots, finance capital (AngloAmerican Corporation) and.Afrikaans-orientated monopoly
capital (Sanlam 1 Rembrandt) became greater than international
capital at all levelso
As far as Greek-orientated capital in South Africa is
concerned, two main questions arise:
(a)

What is its position within the South African
social formation?

(b)

What are the political and ideological implications of.this position as far as the Greek
bourgeoisie is concerned?

These two questions .of course require a two-fold answero

As

far as Greek :industrial capital i9 concerned, mention has
already

b~en

made of its position

its position is defi-

nitely dependent on the strategy of Sou.th African monopoly
\
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capital.

As long as monopoly capital needs it, there is

hope :for its existence; but in the case of a change of'
policy and strategy o:f monopoly capital towards it, it would.
have·difficulty in survivinge

This fact is wellknown to the

Greek bourgeoisie in South Africa and, together with the
political crisis in the co1u1try, constitutes the main threat
for Greek industrialists.

These facts are made clear by a

statement from a Greek industrialist:
11

We live a very good and easy life o We have our
cars [the family has four cari], we have a very
nice house in Johannesburg and one in Durban for
our vacations, the industry works well;
in other
wordss we have everythinga :My perpetuating problem, however, is "until when?" You see what is
happening;
on the one hand the 11 big bosses"
(Oppenheimer~ Hup1~:rt, etc~)
the 11 monopolies"
on the other hand the revoJ_utionarie s. How
can anyone continue to work with the same courage? My only problem is not how to extend my
business (like in the good old days), but how to
sell my industry, how to save more money, not how
to increase production. This is the ~roblem I
cannot solve. Anyway, I try to save money. This
is my ultimate aim at the momentc 11
•
This statement, in other words, gives a picture o:f the political and ideological implications of the economic position
o:f Greek industrialists in South A:fricao

They all know the

difficulties arising from the unequal competition with
mo:!.lopoly capital, a feeling which is directly related to an
increasing fear for their economic future.

On the other

hand, there is a fear of the "revolutionaries", which is related tn an increasing belief that the only solution is a
strong South African army and police force to enforce "law
and order" in the country (attitudes which, as already mentioned, are characteristic of the Greek middle classes as.
welI)

o

Could these statements lead tb the conclusion that the
Greek bourgeoisie in South Africa has a "middle class 11
ideology?

Definitely yes,.

The way o:f life of the Greek

capitalists in South Africa is a capitalist way of life but,
on the other hand, the :feeling o:f' social and economic in'

security does not allow them to extend their businesses, because of their fear of monopoly ca.pi tal and the w1.equal

/
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competition; but' it also leads them to the same reactions
and attitudes (political a.nd ideological) as the middle
class..

Their political attitudes and position are directly

connected to the principle:

11

I vote for the person who will

protect my economic and social interests, without caring
whether his name is Vorster or Eglin .. "
As far as the other fraction of the Greek bourgeoisie
is concerned (the capital holders, property owners, etco),
their political an.ct ideological 'attitudes are very ivell expressed by the following statement made by one of the
wealthier property owners of Greek origin in the country:
II

When I came to South Africa in the nineteenthirtie s I only had a single pair of pants to
wear. I have worked hard for forty years, plusminus, and now I am retiring having three blocks
of 1~lats and a number cf shops. This rnean5 that
I am a wealthy and respecta.ble person, but unfortunately only amongst the Greek cmtllirnni ty and.
friends.. Often jealous remarks are passed~ such
as "Look at him, he is a rich man." However the
South Africans de not care about me. For them I
am just one more nwe.althy immigrant", an ex-cafeowner. They have more respect for a poor Afrikaner clerk than for me. Is this right? On the
other hand, I am afraid
I can say very afraido
You can see what is happening in Rhodesiao Who
can tell me that the same will not happen here
after five years? That is why I am a Nationalist
by heartj because they have the power and the
ability to stop the communists. 11

Here again, two things are obvious.

Firstlys the feeling of

being "marginal 11 or "alienated 11 from the South African
society because he is an "immigrant", although rich; and,
secondly, the increasing

11
_

middle-class fear" of the commu.n-

ist s which is directly related to the belief that the only
soll1.tion is a strong government, a strong army, and a strong
police forcec
In concluding the analysis of the Greek strata and
f'ractions within the South African society, the following
points may be made: . Probably the Greek people in South
Africa are,

economically~

on different levels and belong to

different economic categories and have different ways of
life;

,·
/

howev_er, at this particular time, they are a.ll living

with basically the s2....ine ·:fears, hopes <n1d e:>....-pectationso

They

f'ear the threat of commun:i sm and believe in the ability of

the South African government to protect their savings and
their personal existence in the event of a future political
crisiso

I

I

Ii

j

I

'

//

CONCLUSION

At the beginriing of this research on the Greeks in
South

Africa~

mind.

the wr.i ter had only an image of' them in his

The research and the conclusions written below show

that this image was not false in any way.

It was true prac--

tically to the last detail, although for primary sources
only two books were available, only one of which being
scientific.

The writer strongly believes that the research

and the analysis of the social structures of the Greek
immigrant minority is, at least original

tho judgement of

whether it is scientific or not belongs to the

reader~

The conclusions of the research are briefly the following:
-(a)

Greek emigration to South Africa is the result of the
perpetuating structural crisis of the Greek society,
since the establishment.of the first independent Greek
state after 1828 up to the present time.

This struc-

tural crisis and its consequences, social and euonomic,
constitute the primary push factor for emigration.
The results of this structural crisis whicb. stems from
the devastation of the rural Greek areas and increasing
urbanisation (which is not based on a long-term plan),
has led the Greek economy to face the problem of unemployment, not only in the rural agricultural areas
but also in the urban areaso

These sections of the

Greek population constitute the main base of the emigrant population.,

This f'act leads to the conclusion

that the vast majority of Greek immigrants in Sou.th
Africa (especially the first generations) are of rural
background.
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(b)

Although the majority of tho first two generations
were occup;j_ed in small-scale shops (a ph0nomenon which,
as has b0en

shown~

occurs even. nowadays), an increasing

upward mobility, which took place mainly· after the
nineteen-sixties and continues in the present time,
had a's a consequence not only the creation cf' different strata of the "new middle c.lass" but increasing
social phenomena such as alienation and especially
assimilation, the latter being the result of the increasing dominance of the state apparatuses
the school and the university
institution-soci~liser
i~'e

.. the familyo

mainly

over the stronger

within the Greek

tradition~

Previous analyses have hopefully

shown that assimilation within the South African
society accounts for ·the disappearance not only of the
Greek culture but the national identity as wello

This

fact, on the one hand, is the result of the indifference of the Greek government concerning the Greek
education of immigrants and, on the other hand, the
disorganisation and obvious lack of Greek schools in
the country, not because of the indifference of' the
leaders of the local Greek communities, but because of
the financial and technical difficulties they faceG
Although the economic situation of the great majority
of Greek immigrants in South Africa is good, their
increasing indifference to the perpetuation of the
national and cultural Greek identity of their children
is a fact which has resulted in the absorption of the
younger generations of Greeks into the South African
socie·i;y, not only on the cultu:cal level, but on the
--..

national.level as well ("We are South Africans, not
Greekso")

(c)

On the class level, the majority of ,Greek immi'gra.nts
are assumed to be agents of the traditional middle
class, with a:q. increasing number being agents of the
new middle class..

The Gree],< bourgeoisie in South

Africa, consisting malnly of capital holders (property
ow11.ers, etc.) and non-monopoly industria.l capitalists,

/
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are at a crossroad

the former because o:f the

threat of a future majority rule, and the latter because of the unequal competition of monopoly capital
as well as the t'uture threat of majority rule o
As a final point, the following is mentioned:
writer rs suggest ions

oi~

The

how the Greek communities should re-

organise the :functions of the Greek schools in South Africa,
in relation to their efforts for the general improvement of
their functions, on the social, national and cultural levels,
must be the ultimate aim of South African Hellenism.

If

these suggestions, based on a long-term plan, a.re not
adopted, then it is feared that af'ter a few years the only
thing which will remind the South .8.:frican people that at some
time in the past

thei~e

were Greek immigrants in the cow.1. try S>

will be the Greek surnames of the fifth and sixth generations
of immigrants.

/

/
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APPENDIX I
THE co:M:MUNITIES AND OTHER GREEK ORGANISATIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS IN SOUTH AFRICA:

THEIR FUNCTTONS 9 SIGNIFICANCE AND

SOME ALTERNATIVE SUGGESTIONS
Probably one could say that it would have been relavant to have analysed the role of the Greek corrl111u.nities in
South Africa, and the role of the other Greek organisations
and associations, in the analysis of socialisation of the
Greeks in South Africa.

However, the writer does not agree.

The cultural role that the Greek c01nn1uni ties should play ·
has already been refe:rred to in'a few paragraphs, but this
is not the only role that they should playe
In this case, the writer defines communities as being
organic social unities with cultural, social and national
· aims, such as maintaining the functions of the Greek Orthodox .Church, the Greek afternoon schools, and organising
cultural functionso

In other words, they constitute an

informal ethnic representation of the Greek population in
South ltfrica.
There are nineteen Greek connnunities in South Africa
in the following cities and areas:
Johannesburg

Rustenburg

Pretoria

Cape TO"wn

Brakpan

Port Elizabeth

Springs

Durban

Benoni

Welk.om

Germiston

Bloenifontein

A.lberton

Ki.nborley

Va.al Triangle

East London

Krugersdorp

Vryburg

Klerksdorp.(Greek community of
Eastern Transvaal)
.
The communities at the moment have two functions:
Cultural, and (b) Social.

(a)

The cul tura1. functions of the

communities include mainly shows of Greek movies, Greek
dancing lessons, etco

The social functions include dances,

and the various :functions of the schoois, churches, etco
The communities and their l.eaders exert grea.t efforts to
ensure successful social and cultural f'u.nctionse

Unfortun-

ately, on both levels, these fail :for the :foll.owing reasons:
(a) the indifference of tho Greek immigrants to join
the communities and to belp them

in other

words to give them a reason for their existence;
(b) the real lack of time o:f the leaders of the communities ( 11 the migratory eiites") to organise and
lead the conununityYs role within the South African
society.
The connnunities are usually led.by a committee of ten·
to fifteen members (the number is determined by the Greek
population o:f the area).

The main offering of the Greek

cornmunities is undoubtedly the :functions o:f the Greek schoo.ls.
Besides the indifference of the Greek govermnent which, as
1

already mentioned, expects only one thing :from the Greek
immigl.~ant s a.Ll over the world,

i .. e. their investments, the

corrununities using their oi;m money and efforts try to give a
-, Greek education to the children.

No-one can argue that the

results of these efforts are extremely successful because,
as mentioned in this study, there is an obvious lack of any
kind of central organisation

excepting of courses SAHETI

(South African Hel.lenic Educational and Technical Institute)
which :functions on a professional basis.,
Some characteristic details concerning the lack of
interest of the Greek immigrants in South Africa are obvious

-.

bearing in mind that in Cape Tomi., having a Greek populatj_on
of about :four thousand, only two hundred and :fi:fty are mem-bers o:f the Greek community ( 7, 5% of the total munber) ; ·in
Pretoria with a Greek populatio:a of four thousand, only :four
hu.'1.dred
.
(10%) are members o:f the commwi.ity; and in Port
Elizabe'"th with a Greek population of fifteen hundred, only
two hundred (13,3%) are meml>ers of the community.
ties' Reports,

1977.)

(Conunnni-

The opposite holds in small towns

such as Alberton where 98% of the total Greek population of
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the town are· members of the GreeI-:: commnni ty.
Report, 1977.)

(Community

This lack of .i.n tere .st in membership of' the

communities has as a consequence the perpetual problem of
.financial dif'ficui ties for the commu..ni ties.
these financial problems are obvious;

The results of'

in Germiston, fer

instai."lce, the church has stopped functioning because the
community could not pay the priesto
In 1974, the Federation of the Hellenic Communities
i-;as established primarily to foster communication amongst
aJ_l Greek c01mnunities in the country and to f'acilitate tJ1.e
better organisation of schoo1.s, etc.

After three years in

existence no-one can conclude 1vhether this organisation has
been a success, but one could say that "every start is difficult".
Before offering suggestions or plans on how the Greek
conL.11unities could function at all levels, the writer would
like to give a brief picture of the so-called "mutual help
organisations or associations" and the other organisations
and associations which are in existence .in South Africao
There are numerous organisations in South Africa reminding
us of the old Greek saying "four Greeks, five parties".
Apart from the ni,neteen Greek conununi ties, there are the
fo~_lowing

Greek associations and organisations in South

Africa:
1 South African Hellenic Educational and Technical

Institute (SAHETI), in Johannesburg, which has aJ_ready been mentioned in the section in this study
6n the Greek schoolse
2 The Nomikios Old Age Home, accommodating about·

t·;,:enty old Greek men and women in Johannesburg.

J The Golden Chain, an old ladies' mutual help
organisation in Johannesburg.
4 The Orthodox Greek LadiesY Association, in Johannesburg.
5 Greek Sport Association, in Johannesburg.

6 Hellenic Students' Association of the University of
the Witwatersrand, with two hundred and sixty five
members (Report, 1977),. ,

7 Greek Scientists' Association of Joharu1.esburg.
8 Greek-Egyptian Association of South Africa, in
Johannesburg.

/

1 8.'3
9~Greek

Boysc6uts of Transvaal, with s~ven branches
in Sher1·rnod, J ob.anne sburg, Germi st on, Triomf',
Vereeniging, Alberton, and Springso·

·10 c..,,._OT'.1an B1'oth '""' :t .L'"'OOd
of· ~s ou. th
.
'.in .J" o.h anno s,] t
,
. Af'
-- r.i.co-~
0

0

1

burg.
11 Ithacesian Brotherhood: in Johannesburg.

12 Peloponnesian Brotherhood, in Johannesburgo

13 Casian Brotherhood, in Johannesburg.

14 Lern:n.ian

Brotherhood~

in Johannesburg.

15 Cretan Brothe:i::-hood, in Johannesburg.

'i

16 Imbrian Brotherhood, in .Johannesburg.
17 Epi:rusian Brotherhood, in Johannesburg.
18 Hellenic System of Boyscouts of Pretoria.

19 Hellenic Ladies' Association, in Pretoriao
20 Boyscout System of Vaal T:rianglee
21 Hellenic LadiesY Association, in Cape Town

0

22 Hellenic Scientists' Association, in Cape Town.

23 Hellenic Students' Association of the University of
Cape Town.
24 Hellenic Football Club, in Cape Town.

25 Corrunittee of Greek Ladies,

in

Port Elizabeth.

26 Boyscout Sy·stem of Port Elizabeth.
27 Delphi Hellenic Sp?rt Organisation, in Port Elizabeth.
These organisations and clubs, with v_ery few exceptions,

are really of doubtful relevance.

.to bring the Greek immigrants together

Their main aim
is in most cases

a failure and their existence is not really necessary because
'

their functions could be covered by the co.rmnunit:Les and the
church..

The writer began to understand. this when one of the

leaders cf t.b.e Portuguese community in Johannesburg stated:
11

I . . . have many Greek friends.

'l'he strange thing-is that, in a

group of five Greek friends, two or three claim to be leaders
of Greek organisations 1 clubs, associations or brotherhoods. 11
As stated in the first chapter, the main problem is
not merely to examine an.d analyse the Greek institutions in
South Africa, but also to make suggestions on how these
problems or several o:f themcou.ld be solved.

The Greek com-

munities: as already statedt are the basic Greek institutions

in South Af':rica·and.they must remain the basis.

Their

,
. 1. , organJ.sa
.
pro 1).t.ems
,f£··
: inancia
ciona 1 , etco) have already been
.j

•

mentioned in brief' terms, and now some suggestions will be
of'f'ered.
The Greek commwl.ities should function on three levels;
which are mutually connected, i.eo the national, the cultural,
and the social levelso
On the national level the communities must reorganise
their connections with the motherland through the National
Representation, or independently (let us not forget the indifference of' the Greek Governmental Representative, i.,e.,
the Greek Ambassador, who was the only Greek in Sou.th Africa
who did not react to the statement of' the South African
Minister of Police, Mr Kruger 7 against the Greeks in South
Africa:

11

Although be Lthe Greek immigrantl is living in my

area, he must live here under sufferance.").

(South African

newspapers, 1977.)
Another aim of' the communities on the n2.tional level
should be the inunediate establishment of' a real Greek newswhich wou1.d reflect the political 1ife of Greece,

paper~

different viewpoints, etc.
co.-operation of the
Africa.

This can only be done with the

F~deration

of' Greek Communities in South

(The establishment of a Greek newspaper must be the

ultimate aim of the Federation. because, as will be analysed
in Appendix II, the Greek newspapers in South Africa are o:f
doubtful relevance.)

The problems for the establishment of

this newspaper (mainly financial. and organisational) are
real but they can be overcomee
Another function of the Greek communities on the
national level is undoubtedly economic aid to the homelande
Greece, facing the problem of the continuing situation in
Cyprus. and -the Turkish threat towards the Aegean Islan.df: and
Thrace, must be helped by the immigrants
words, but also materially.

not only with

Many attempts to send money

f'o:r the Greek army encountered indifference, not only on the
part of the immigrants (''Our country is South Africa") but

/
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from official national representation as welle

Once again,

we can remind the people who claim that there are legal
problems conc0rning the export of' money from South Africa,
that there are legal channels through 1vhich money can be
sent.

They must not forget the

le~al

economic aid of

som~

of the Greek comi1mni ties and associations to CYl)rus in

1971~.

and 1975j and the legal economic aid that the Jewish com-.,
munity sent to Israel du.ring the Seven Day War in 19670

It

should also not be forgotten that specif'ic Greek communities
have donated much money to the Defence Forces of South Africa (currently R4 270, 51 was offered by the Greek authorities: church and organisations of Johannesburg to the South
African Defence Forces Fund)

9

(Lagudi s, 1977.)

On the cultural level, it is common knowledge, as indicated in the analysis that the cultural assimilation of
the new Greek generations o±' immigrants is increasing, and
the cultural identity of the younger Greeks is being
abolishedo

The main efforts of the Greek communities on the

cultural level must be concentrated in the survival of the
Greek cultural .identity of the future Greek generations in
South Africa.

Of coursej the boyscouts are not the solutionQ

-Besides the Greek schools, there should also be meetings of
Greek scientists, senior scholars or students who will speak
to the children, not only about "ancient Greek civilisation
which gave the light-to the Western world" but also about
modern Greek culture, art and literatureo
On the social level, which is directly linked to the
foregoing, the first aim of the Greek communities must be
the solution of the educational problem which is also a
national problem.

A central organisational committee (The

Federation of the Hellenic Conununi ti.es could undertake the
task) should be established immediatelys having close ties
with the National Representation in the country and the Greek
goverrunent, for the better organisation of the schools, the
creation of' new schools, etc.

Actually, the connnunities and

the Federation must ·±'ight· against the indifference of the
Greek government towards the problem of Greek schools and

force her to take nei:J measures fer bettering Greek educational facilities for the children in South Africa.
If the above points are not taken note of', the existing problems will remain static or become worse, and then
we will have onJ.y ourselves to hold responsible.

/
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THE PRESENT SITUATION OF THE GHEEK PRESS IN SOUTH AFRICA
In this appendix, the writer will try to givG a brief
but global description of the Greek press in South Africa
which has a tradition of sixty-five yGars, the first Greek
newspaper being esta.blished in Johannesburg :Ln 19·13.
There are at the present time two Johannesburg-based
newspapers in South Africa, namely "New Hellas 11 and "Greek
Press 0

(previously

11

Africanis"), and several other publica-

tions, mainly edited by the Greek communities and the
students' associations.
This appendix will try to give only a brief picture of
the present situation of the Greek press in South Africa,
focusing on the analysis of their political, cultural and
ideological natures, mainly using quotations from their contemporary writings.
The oldest newspaper in Southern Africa, "New Hellas",
was established in Johannesburg in 1913 by Nicolaides, who
was also the first author of a book written in the Greek
language on the Greek immigrants in Africa, giving details
concerning their life, activities, etc. in each particular
country (the Belgian Congo, Tanganyika., Zanzibar, Protugue se
East Africa, Rhodesia and South Africa).

At the present

time, "New Hellas" is undoubtedly the most serious Greek
newspaper in South Africa.

The structure of the contents of

the newspaper is as follows:
Pag:e 1:

political headlines and articles on the Greek

political situation, and the South African political
situation (mainly quotations from Greek newspaper::;).

/

Page_£:

sports news and advertisements.

Page 3:

world news and

advertisements~
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;p ~ge :'}_ 4

and

.2.:

advertisements, general articles

(never pol{ ti cal), a serial ("The Woman. i.n the Kitc l.i.en II

)

, and fiction articles (detective and romance).

p3ge 6:

anecdotes and a quiz.

£.§tge ..2:

news of the corrnnlllli ties and social li:fe

(marria:ges, christenings, etco), i.e. the "gossip
page" as the Greeks call it, plus advertisements and
political commento
Page 8:

more world news and,advertisementse

Since 1974, i.e. after tht, military jl.l.L1ta was replaced
by the "Goverrunent of National Unity 11

consisting of con-

1

servative politicians of the right and centre parties, there
have been no original articles or writings on the Greek
political situation.

During the period

1967 to 1974, the

newspaper had a mainly hidden but occasionally open political
I

line of solidarity towards the military regime.

Since

1974,

there have been no political articles openly supporting a
Greek political party, but a.nyone can u.nderstand that the
newspaper supports the conserva.ti ve Greek goverrunent (all the
political news items covered by the newspaper are taken from
the conservative Greek newspapers such as
("Daily"),
p<-per)

11

Acropol 11

,

and

11

Apogevmatini"

11

Katbimerini"

("Afternoon'' news-

o

As far as the South African political situation is
concerned, the newspaper clearly supports the Nationalist
Government at all levelso

On the front page, especially,

there are articles talcen from Greek newspapers which are
merely copies of articles broadcast by the South African
Broadcasting Corporation.
On page seven, under the title "What is happening in
our t01vn", an anonymous journalist (probably the editor)
gives the political and ideological views of the newspaper
concerning the situation in South Africae

For example, the
\

South African government is always right, spending a great
deal of' money on the Afric~ns and Coloureds

(1977);

Mr

Kruger's apology for his statement on the position of the
Greeks in South Africa was acceptable

(1977);

Biko was
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ironically called the "black leader!!
the contents of the

11

these are some of

ideological mirro.-r 11 of the newspaper.

A parallel comparison may be made of cuL article from
this Greek newspaper

,,rj_ th

an article from the extreme right-

wing Portuguese newspaper "Popular 11 (1976), to show the
ideological similarities of these two newspapers.

~'Popular';

is a Portuguese newspaper which is mainly edited by and
intended for the Portuguese refugees from Angola and Mocambique .. )
Extract from t)J.e P2£..t.ug_ue§_e 1201vspaper ·~"Popul<l;r":
"Message for Mr John Vorster
We, the Portuguese refugees :from Angola and Mozambique are tired of war. What happened last week in
Soweto, Alexandra, Tembisa and other African townships
is in no way unknown to uso Houses burned, cars
stoned, shops looted, shots and deaths were our daily
bread after the ill-fated April the 25th. The only
thing we were not acquainted with -/ but with which
now, fortlll1.ately we are
was the firm pulse of the
Government, the strength of the Police Force and an
Army.
11

If this time the excuse was the adoption of Afrikaans
in the schools, next time it will be something else,
because the agitators still live there
many of them
speaking the language of Frelimo and MPLA.
11

We read that twenty-two of the dead Africans were hit
by bullets of different calibre to those used by the
police. We sincerely believe that they are Russian
bullets smuggled in via Angola and :Mozambique.
11

It all forms part of the plan to destroy Africa in
order to facilitate communist infiltration.
11

"It is not up to this Portuguese vrnekly magazine to
meddle in South African politics. Therefore this message is to tel.l you, Mr Vorster, that the war-weary
Portuguese are with you.
"To finish we say to you:

God bless Mr

Vorster~"

J2xtract_from the Groe1s_!,lewspap_er "New Hellas 11 _:
"The commentator of Springbok Radio, Mr Rencken, gave
a forceful ansvrnr to the recent writings of the "Time"
magazine editor, concerning our country (South Af~ica)
and its future. The South African commentator's main
attack was on the corrupted policy of :Mr Carter and Mr
Andrew Young towards our c'ountry. Mr Marais Steyn in
an interview gave a clear picture of' the housing
policy of the Government -for the Africans, Coloureds
and Asians. Mi~ Steyn gave de tails of the governmental

/
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plans for the establishment of more schools especially
for the Africanso
"At tb.e time of the above interview the tpromising
youth of Soweto'~ accompanied by the Tsotsies, stoned
schools screaming 'sawe.level o:f education for Blacks
and Whites'.
"Tn one of ou:c next issu.es, we ·will try to pub_lish part
of 1''1r Steyn 1 s statement, .in order to sho1.-.r the real pie-~
tu.re of the governmental.plans and to give a better
answer to the 'aims and purposes' of the black troublemakers and. agitators ·who force the hesitating young
blacks into acts which only injure them without giving
them any advantagea 11
We can see in this parallel comparison the ideological
and political similarities of the two immigrant .newspapers.
The same terminology, the same thoughts, and the same conclusions determine their aims and functions.

"New Hellas 11

has a circulation of about two thousa..nd copies per weeko
The other Greek newspaper "Africanis" (or
Press

11

)

was established in 1918.

11

Greek

The structure of the news-

paper is as follows:
Page 1:

headlines of political interest (not articles).

Page 2:

readers' correspondence and a religious ar-

ticle written by the Johannesburg religious authori-

'

ties.
page J:

occasionally an article from an extreme right-

wing Greek newspaper (mainly from "Estia" which has the
lowest daily circulation in Athens, selling less than
eight thousand copies a day), and advertisements.
Pag~-~:"

Page

5..:

a series of popular stories, and advertisements.

one to three photographs of semi-naked

women~

and advertisements.
Page 6:

a photograph of a semi-nalced woman, titled

"Girl of the weekH.,

7: articles of general interest such as Elizabeth Taylor's marriage, Telly Sava.las and his new

R_~_ge

girlfriend, etc., ann advertisements.
Page

/

~:

occasional articles of a liberal nature
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by.the leading ministers of the South African govern. ment·, e.g.

11

0ur sports policy is no window-dressing"

by Dr Koornhof,
Page

2:

19770

advertisements and a quizo

]?age 10: political news.
The nature of tho newspaper is

twofold~..

Firstly, it

supports the National Party, sometimes hidden, but most of
the time openly (besides the fact that its editor was a candidate for the mayorship of Johannesburg for the South
Secondly~

African Party, scoring seventy-five votes)c

the

newspa.peris stand.point towards the Greek political situation
is sometimes con.fused and sometimes very clear.
military regime
regime ts

(1967 to 1974) it was the Greek military
in South Africa.

~oice

During the

At the present time articles

are written supporting the ex-king o:f Greece (-who ·1v-as ex-·

1974 elections, with a majority of seventy

pelled through the

percent Greeks voting against him) as well as printing his
photographs.

The newspaper also supports the

a party formed by ex-minister Mitsotakis in
was one of the politicians who dissolved the

11

Neo-Liberals 11

1977.
11

,

Mitsotakis

Unite of the

Centre" _g?vernment in 1965, under the leadership of King
Constantine, with the tragic consequence of the coming to
power of' the military juntao

Occasionally the.newspaper

supports the present government by publishing articles from
the American journalist, Cyrus Schultzberger

(1977), whose

role during 1965 is questionable and who had close ties with
the military junta (iee• articles, reviews, etc., openly supporting tho

co~onels).

No figures are available concerning the circulation of
this newspaper.
Besides the two Greek ne•.vspapers and several monthly
magazines released by a nwnber of Greek corrnnuni ties ( e. 5·. ,
11

The Greek Seaside'-', a monthly newsletter produced by the

Pretoria community), a brief pic.ture of two more Greek publications, namely
Pulse 11

),

11

Student Horizons 11 (formerly

11

Student

a publication by the Hellenic Students,· Association

'
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of the University of the Witwatersrandy and tho ne1,rly released cultural magazine
The

11

11

The Southern Cross 11 will be giveno

Student Pulse 11 was established in 1971.

Until

1974 it had a clear political line of support towards the
military regime in Greece, e.g. counting 21 April (the day
the junta took over) as one of the most important dates in
Greek history (1972).

After 1974, the magazine mainly in-

cluded news of the Hellenic Students' body of the Witwatersrand University, Greek poetry (translated into EnglisJ:::i.) ~ and
various articles.

Since 1974 the magazine has chariged~ be-

coming one of the most serious and valuable. Greek pubLications in South Africa, with contents such as the Cyprus
problem (it was the first Greek publication to mention
America as being an "imperialist force", 1975), and other
serious problems faced by Greeks in South Africa.

The

latest publications of the magazine are the only ones that
try to discuss some characteristics of South African Hellenism (Georgibu~ Zairis,1977), Greek culture (Neophytou, 1977;
Haitas, 1977) and aspects concerning South African society
(BG, 1977).

These are the first articles concerning the

Greek culture, the nature of the Greek commwiities, etc., in
_the history of the Greek press in South Africa.

The lack of

political aspects and viewpoints is fairly serious even for
this publication.

The only political problem discussed was

the Cyprus problem.
"The Southern Cross" is the latest Greek·publication
in Johannesburg and the only one in Sonth Africa with pure
cultural contents.
11

It was first published in 1977 by the

spirituci..l group of Johannesburg"

~onsisting

of five members.

This effort (apart from material profit) is, in the opinion
of the writer, the most important ever produced in South
Africa on tho cultural level, although it is doubtful
whether the Greek masses could completely LUlderstand all the
wri t.ings because of their hj:gh level.

The editor and main

contributors to the magazine try to give the reader n background and the basic aspects of Greek

culture~

with poems,

novels and small studies sometimes of high quality.
o:f the contributors are -Leos, 1977; Paizes, 1977; and

/

(Some
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Zi.lianos, 1977)

e

In conclusion the

followi~g

points are mentioned:

The Greek press in South Africa should play a very j_mportant
role .in the sr;rvival of the cultural and national· j_den.ti ty
of the Greeks in the countryo

The existent press, with the

exception of the "Southern Cross" and in some instances the
\

"Student Horizons", do not play this role at all.

The Greek

newspapers do not offer much because the cultural and
national identity is not offered with huge headlines and
semi-naked women, but with cont·ents of cultural an.d national
interest.

That is why it is the writer's belief that the

establishment of a real national new·spaper, led by the
Foundation of the Greek Communities in South Africa, is an
urgent necessity.

/

APPENDIX 3
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INDEX
"' Respondent
a Professional,

Occupational cat.egories:
The respondents numbered 1
J oha.nnesburg.

---,

i'lo. I FATHER 1 S EDUCATION

b White colllfr worker,

39 and 41 are from Cape Town.

a Technlcian,

d Artisan,

e Shopowner

Respondent number 40 and respondents numbered from 42 onwards are in

I

FATHER'S OCCUPATIONISON'S EDUCATION

llPrimary school

Traveller

a* la University
' b High school

a Business
b Business

21Primary school

Shop owner

e*

a High school
b High school

b Business

1

DAUGHTER'S EDUCATION I DAUGHTER'S OCCUPATION

_,SON'S OCCUPATION

a Business

1

a
a I
I
a !High school
a
Technical coll.ege

31High school

Shop owner

e* IStill at University

41Primary school

Shop owner

e*

5 ! Technical coll.ege

General business a* I Uni'versi ty

General business a !Technical coll.ege
Administrative
b !University
clerk

61Primary school

Professional

Business

71 High

Clerk

81 High

school

University

a* !University
b* a High school
b University
c Technical coll.ege

IUniversity

a Business

a lTecimical col l.ege
a

b Manager

b

c Business

a

White Collar

b

Ia

Istill

Shop owner'

e*

Shop owner

e*

University

Clerk

b

lOIPrimary school

Shop owner

e*

No primary

Technician

a

lllPrimary school

Shop owner

e*

University

Manager

b

I

91 ~fo

school

primary school

I

I

II Non-economically
active
White collar,

b

General business

a

Clerk

b

a

a

High school

lb still at school
at school

Technical coll.ege

b

High school

b

!

12iHigh school

Shop owner

e*

131No primary school

Garage owner

d*

141Primary school

Shop owner

e*

Primary school

I

I

Shopkeeper

a

a High school

a Hair stylist

a

b .High school

b Business

a

Ia High

school

b University

lSIHigh school

Business

e* !High school

1a Business
b Business

Clerk

1University

a

Art designer

High school·

I .

a l!:Iigh. school
a !
oh school
b II-Ii
,b

(
\___/

!Non-economically
active
Non-economically
.active

I

a

....
\.0

+-

/"'-

""'

,

'l"O.
16

l

FATHER'S EDUCATION

j High

FAIBER 1 S OCCUPATION I SON'S EDUCATION

school

Shop owner

e*

University

17 I No primary school

Shop owner

e*

18 !No primary school

Shop owner

e*

High school
a University
b High school

19

l No
I

primary school

IHigh school
21 Primary school
22 IPrimary school
20

23

I

High school

Shop owner

e*

Still at University

Shop owner

e*

Primary school

Store owner

e*

e

*I

i

24

l High

school

I

a High school

T~chnical colleg~

Shop owner

Business

ja

ba university
.
.
b High school

Worker in metal
works
c* I High school

25 ! Primary school

IClerk
l a Business
b Business
I'Clerk

e*

Store owner

No primary school

I

Shop owner

1

'
Doctor

l

I

I

DAUGHTER'S EDUCATION f oAUGHTER'S OCCUPATION

SON'S OCCUPATION

ala University
b Primary school

I
blUniversity

a I High
school
.
a
blUniversity
!Technical coll~ge
a1High School

Business
b Business

ajTechnical college
a graduate

a Clerk
b Business

b !High school

1

a

. Commercial artist a jHigh school
.

Professional

active
Book-keeper

I No

primary school

Shop owner

e* I University

27 INo p~imary school
28 Primary school

Shop owner

e*
e*

I

l

29 I Primary school

30

I'

31

Primary school
High school

I
i
I

I

Shop owner

II
I
I

I

IUniversity grad
High school

alPrimary school

Accountant in
firm

b IH.igh school

Accountant

alUniversity grad.

IPrivate business

a I a High school

lb H:igh
Shop owner

e* I No primary school

Industry tech.

c.*

No primary school

Shop owner

e*

a Still at school
b Technical college,White collar

Technician
Industry tech.

school

Primary school
cluniversity
lstill at school

b'

I
I

a

I Non-ecnomically
active
Architect

I!llJh"...
'.

a
b

i

co.1.,1 a:::Hair stylist

a

Office clerk

b

i

1..e

I
l

l Actress

a

II Non~economically
active
.
INon~economically
1

j

26

b

l

I

e.,, I University

a Chemist
b non-economically

l
i

active

IWhite collar
IBook-keeper

b

a

Non-economically
active
,b Business
a

1a

I
I

I

.

JNon-economically
j active

Icommercial
l

I
I

I

I

art

a
_,.
\D
\.;"1

,-

,.'.)
!'

o.

i FATHER'S

EDUCA~IO~

32 l High school
33 l No primary

-,FATHER'S OCCUPATION

~hop
school IShop

34 l High school

35

I
'I

36

I
37

I

Accountant

a1High school

Book:-keeper

a

own<lr

e*

a No primary

a Technician
b White collar

c I Technical college

Typist

b

b University

b

a High school
b Technical

b Business

a

e*

High school

Bank clerk

bl Primary school

e*

University graduate! Private Business

owner

e*

worker

Technical Coll.ege

c*

I

Technician

39 I No primary school

IShop owner

a High school
b High school

e*

University

40 l No primary· school

!shop owner
!.

e*

a Still at school
b Technical Coll.egel b Clerk

41

ITechnical coll.ege

IHigh school
43 IPrimary school
42

I

!General business a*

I

Professional

a

i

High school

I University

I

Business
b Business

46 I Technical Coll grad!Admin. Manager

b*

Technical Coll grad! Book-keeper

471 High

Industrialist

a

Company clerk

b* I University

45 !High school

48

school

IUniversity

I

a

Business

IClerk

Lawyer

IProfessional

.

a

a

a General bussiness a
Non-econom. active

University

Technical college

I

b

Non-economically
I active

Clerk

b*

I

e
b*

.Typist
!. ba Teacher
Saleswoman

Public relations in
company
b

University

44

IAccountant in
.

ala University grad
b Technical coll.ege

a!High school
a

IMan.ager

!Shop owner

at school

c!High school grad

Ia

d*

lI

al Still

a Business

IArtisan

primary school

DAUGHTER'S OCCUPATION

Technical college

j Technical Coll. grad ?actory technical

38 !No

DAUGHTER'S EDUCATION

e*

Shop owner

!Shep

SON'S OCCUPATION

owner

Shop owner

High school
Hi;h school grad.

SON'S EDUCATION

1

Clerk

b*
b*

a Clerk
b Clerk

b*
b

firm

White collar

(

......

Business

'-0

o-,

-~··-..-

........ _.....,....~,·- J -·-·~- ... -,..,..,~··--

...... ··-- .......... _.. ..,.-P

....

-~""'"

..,...... ,,..

- --

,-

4

e*

IHigh

49

No primary school

Shop owner

50

No primary .school

Shop owner
I

school1
e* · 1 a High school
1b University

General business

i a. Traveller

White Collar

H,igh school

Clerk

b

!Technical College

52

Primary school

Private artisan

d*

!

53 !University

Salesman

b* !University

54 !High school

Shop owner

e•

55 !High school

Traveller

a* !University

56 lNo primary school

Shop owner

e* I Technical Coll Gradl Clerk

Shop owner

e*

58 !High school

Shop owner
(Jhbg)

e

59 !No primary school

Shop owner

e* !University

High school

60 !Primary school

.Shop owner

I

61

IjPr1mary
.

62

Technical College

Marketing ,agent

63

Primary scho0l

school grad1Shop owner

e*

DAUGHTER'S EDUCATION !DAUGHTER'S OCCUPATION
a

a

b Business Manager

51

57

I

SON'S OCCUPATION

NO. !FATHER'S EDUCATION] FATH,ER'S OCCUPATION ISON:S EDUCATION

b I High school

l~iversity grad.
ITechnical
I
-

e*

a a Still at school
b Still at school

Company clerk

b Still at school

Business

a! Stil 1 at school

Mechanical Eng

College

a High school
b University

Doctor

IBus.iness
I

a Clerk
b Lawyer

Technical Coll gradlClerk

I

blTechnical Coll Grad
·a University
Technical College
a Still at school .

lb

I

bl University

Industrial Tech

a* !University

General business

a1Still at school

65 juniversity

Doctor in clinic.b* !University

Teacher

a

66 \Primary school

Television Tech

d* !still at school

67 '!Primary school
68 Primary school

Shop owner

e*

Shop owner

e* jstill at school

I

II

!Construction bus a* !University

!

I
I
;

. a Doctor
lb Typist

a*
b

Arcllitect

a

a

64 !Technical College

school

a

b
d

Industry worker

IHigh

!Architect

a!Still at school

Doctor

'

b*

a Still at school
b Still at s~~ool

b* High school
a* ,Still at school

69 !Technical college

Typist

Still at school

Still at school
Laundry owner

a
High school·

jDocto:r

I

a1Still at school

Hair stylist

a

_,

'-0
-....:.1

5

··.

NO. !FATHER'S EDUCATION !FATHER'S OCCUPATION '!SON'S EDUCATION
70 Primary school

·'

lSON.' S OCCUPATION

DAUGHTER'S EDUCATION !DAUGHTER'S OCCUPATION

Nighclub owner

', 71 No primary school

a*

Technical college

Store owner

e*

Technical coll. grad clerk

72 Primary school

Store owner

e*

University graduate!Chemical Engineer !Technical coll grad
·
for firm ·
b
University

73 ,Technical College

IPharmacist

a*

741No primary school

Shop owner

e*

IClerk

bl'Still at school

I

b Technical coll grad

a Still at school
b University

Clerk

b

Shop owner

e*

University

cr.emist

a1Technical College

76 High school

Transport bus.

University

Lawyer

alstill at school

77 High school

Travel agent

a*
a*

78,Technical college

Store man_ager

b* !University

Store owner

81 Primary school

Shop keeper

e*

82 Primary school

1

84 !Technical college

!Manager in comp. b*

University

Dentist

IStill at school

85 !Uni ver·si ty

!Medical doctor

a*

Manager in comp b*

Uni. vers1. ty

87 jrechnical colleg~

.Industry advisor c*

Technical college

88 !Primary school

1Technical

Still at school

1
;supervisor

Industry
c*

IIL ower

I!Doctor

a

I
Medical assistant

b

!Business

a

I

University

I

b university_ graduate

Attorney

a

Teacher

a

a1Still at school

man_ager

b

Still at school
Technical College

b

Still at school

UniveTsity graduate!Accountant for
j firm
a University
!Lawyer
b Still at school
-

83 !High school

Dental assistant

b

a·

e*

college

Book-keeper for
firm

Technical College

bjUniversity
a
a

Shop owner

s6 !rechnical

I

e* la Technical collegela Clerk
b Technical collegej'b Business
c High school
c Business

801Primary school

a

Administrative staf!Still at school
staff
b

75 Primary school

791Primary school

Saleswoman

Still -at school

!

General business

I

a Still at school

al

I Business

..

_.

a Still at school
b Still at school

'-0

(fJ

,-

0

·'

NO. IFATIIER'S EDUCATION
_ ___!_

FATIIER'S OCCUPATION1SON'S EDUCATION

1

SON'S OCCUPATION

DAUGHTER'S EDUCATION,DAUGHTER'S OCCUPATION

~~~~~~~~~~+-~~~~~~~~~~~~~-+-~~~~~~~~~~~--~-+~~~~~~~~~~~~--'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--11---~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~-

89 IHigh school

', 90 !Primary school

l

Truck driver

a*IUniversity

Industry super•
I
visor

c*

1

Dentist

a

Still at school
Still at school

Still i>.t school

91 !Primary school

Technical worker d · 1High school

Industrial Tech.

c*

92 Technical college

Mechanical bus.

d* Technical college

Business

a

93 Primary school

Shop keeper

e*la University
b Technical

a Company clerk. b_ ,. Technical college
b Industry Chemist b

941Primary school

Traveller

a* I University

Manager·

b I

95 ,High school .
96 rrechnical college

Finance account. a*!University

Man.ager

b !Still at school

Industria.l tech. c* Technical college

Business

a !Still at school

971No primary

Business (general) Technical college
a*
.
.

Business

a

98,Primary school

Industry tech..

c* I Still at school

99 Primary school

Technical bus.

d*la Still at school
b Still at school

Shop owner

e*la University
b University

a Business
b Business

a .
a

school

Garage owner

d* Still at school

102 High school

Garage owner

d* High school

Clerk

b !still at school

103 High school

Shop owner

e* Still at school

104 ,High school

Business

a* a University
b Still at school

a Business

105 !University

Teacher

Accountant in firm blUniversity

106 No primary school

Shop owner

a*IUniversity
e* a University
b University

a Clerk
b Chemist

e* !university

Mechanical Eng.

I

lOOlPrimary school
101

IHigh

107 !No primary schocl
108 !Technical school

I
I

Shop owner
Technician

c* lstill at school

Still at school
Chemist

a

Still at school

-

IStill at school
University

Doctor

a

Pharmacist

a

a 1Still at school

b

a
a ,

-

.....

lstill at school

\.0
\.0

I

•• 1

·'

NO.IFATHER 1 S EDUCATION
1091Primary school
' 110 Primary school

llll

FATHER'S OCCUPATIONISON'S EDUCATION

SON:S OCCUPATION

Shop owner

Business

Industry \VOrker

e* 'High school
c* Technical College

j

Primary school

I

Laundry owner

d* University

Industry tech

c* Still at school

1121 High

school
113 Technical college
114!Primary school

a* Un.i vers i ty
Industry worker c* Still at school

1151 Primary school

Shop

1161 High

Business

I

.

Taxi driYer

.

school

117!University

owner

White collar

IGene~al

business
""

l

DAUGHTER 1 S EDUCATION !DAUGHTER 1 S OCCUPATION

aI
b jstill at school
a jstill at school
Still at school
Still at school
a University
b High school

e

a IH.igh school

I

Pharmacist in State a Still at school
Hospital
b* b University

Business

a !High school

a

D•'Jctor
lb Clerk

a*
b

!clerk

b*

i
I

a

I

Doctober in State
b
Clinic

!Technical worker c*IStill at school

ll8!High sc:i10ol

Doctor

Business(general) a !University

a Still at school
b Still at school

I

119 High school

Whit'~

collar

120 Primary school

!Private artisan

b 'University
d* Still at school

12ljPrimary school

' Shop owner

e !University

Accountant in
firm

b*

123 Primary school

Professional

a

124 High school

Professional

a

122ITechnical colfoge

I

l

'

I

125!University

!Clerk

126,High school

I
IProfessional

l

I

I

I

1271Primary school
I

.

!

I
I

I
I
i
I

-

University

White collar
Lawyer

a!Technical college

Bank clerk

b Still at school

b 1H.igh school

Technical College

Clerk

b*

Book-keeper

b

Pharmacist

a'"

I
I

High school
University

ILawyer

ala University
b H.igh school

b* a University
b University

a Doctor
b Bussiness

a
a

a

Clerk

b !University

High school

Bottle store owner High school
e*

Computer programme:rj
. bI
.

b*

!clerk
!a Doctor
\h Clerk

b

I

b

!White collar

I

a*

N
0
0

;-

NO.

i

SON'S EDUCATION

SON'S OCCUPATION

Technical college

Clerk

DAUQ1TER'S EDUCATION

FATHER'S EDUCATION

FATHER'S OCCUPATION

High school

Electrician

Primary school

Garage ?wner

Still at school

Stili at school

H.igh school

Private technician I Still at school

Still at school

DAUGHTER'S OCCUPATION

I

128

~129
130

d*
d*

b

d*
131

I Primary

school

1321 High school
133 I High school

!Shop owner
Shop owner
Professional

Technical college

Business

a

e

a

Private technician

High school

134

e*

University
.·
High school

Still at school

Iba High
school
University

Business

a

University

Business

a

Still at school

d*
135 I H.igh school

Shop owner

e

136 I No primary school

Shop owner

e*

school
Primary school

IManager
ITechnician

140

Primary school
High school

'!Clerk
Industrialist

141

142

1371 High
138

1391

a University
b Technical col~ege
a Teacher
b. Man.ager

b

University

Teacher

a

Professional
Clerk (Jhbg)

a
b'/;

Clerk

b*

High school

No primary school _ shop keeper

e*

University

Professional

a

Still at school

Primary school

a
a*

University

Business

High school

University

Business

a
a

I

1441 Primary school
1451 Primary school

Primary school

1471 Primary school

Shop owner

e

Taxi driver

a

High school

Shop owner

e*

Technical Coll Gra

Shop owner

e*

a Technical Coll
b University

~I

Business

a

Accountant in firm

II ba Clerk
Business

I

University
a

Lawyer

b*

Business

I

I

a*
h

a Dentist
b Typist

Doctor in clinic

University

a
University

!Professional

b
a··~

Teacher

I

a

a University Grad
b University Grad

Still at school

I

I

a*

I

b*
a

1431 University

146

b*

a Hair stylist
b \l/1li te collar

a Still at school

a

b Still at school

b

Technical college

Chemist

a*

H.igh school

Typist

b*

High school graduate

Saleswoman

a

b
b

a

Still at school

""

0
.....

·"

NO.
148
'

I

FATHER'S EDUCATION

FATHER'S OCCUPATION

High school

Technician

c

SON'S EDUCATION

-

SON'S OCCUPATION

-

l

'

149

University

Account'ant

a*

University

150

High school

Clerk

b*

Still at school

DAUGHTER'S EDUCATION DAUGHTER 1 S

Lawyer

a Technical college
b University

I

a V'ihi te co:
b Biochemi!

-

High school

UPATION

b*
b

-

Still at school

a

-

!Hair busim

a

1

II

I

,,..

I\).

0

(\)
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